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nois. In advance,$2.00a year;
; 50 cents for three months,
For one square, one inch
i! lots.
u n. 75 cents tor one week, and

To-Day’s

of

College appropriation
presented.
In the house, VVheiden of Portland introduced several A. P. A. petitions to prevent
the State from appropriating money for
sectarian purposes.
A
lot of petitions
against cigarettes were brought iu. Capt.
Merrill of Blue Hill had petitions in favor

insertion.

.subsequent

were

Journal.
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•imges .Wedding
Outlaw. Maine

Bells..Noah

Legislature..
Washington's Birthday.,

of poor widows’tax bill.
Walton of Skowhegau had a bill to put a tax of five per eeut
upon the estate of deceased persons, and rebate from said tax the town, city and State
taxes levied during the three years prior
to death.
It makes the usual provision for
collection of taxes in the^settlement of the
est ales.
Mr Knowlton of Portland had a bill to
amend section fiO, shapter 27, Revised Statutes, as amended by section 7 of chapter
182. public laws of 1831, relating to the sheriff’s duties in enforcing the liquor laws.
It
makes provisions for expenses of sheriffs in
serving processes.
By Macomber of Augusta, an order directing the committee on railroads to enquire
into the expediency of amending the general law for the organization of street railway

late.. Petit Manan Land Co.
t Pythias Ball
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companies.
The Eastern Maine Insane hospital bill
was laid on the table by Walton of Skowhegan, after a discussion between Walton
and Macomber.
By Mr. Tarbell of Benton, petition of H.
O. Robinson and 18 others of Benton, in favor of extending the chartered rights of the

Maine Fisherman’s
Water Vessels The

my

7.
Ball.. The New Cripple
Tucked In” (poem' Local
Hickoryville Bazoo ,poem,'..The
Geo. F. Godfrey's Will.
•cm
Minibals
The Missionary Yacht
News ami Notes. N-* More Foreign
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Waldo and Somerset Railway Co.
By Mr. Pearl of Bangor, petition of Charles
E Hill and tiO others of Bangor, for charter
for Bangor, Hampden and Winterport Railway: of Charles E Phillips and 72 others of
Ilermon, for same; of S. J. Kidder and 112
others of Stetson, for same, of J. H. Sullivan and 75 others of Searsport, for same; of
E. C. Newcomb and 25 others of Newberg
for same; of S. H. Waugh and 78 others of
Levant, for same; of Frank A. Bishop and
31 others of Hermon, for same.
Mr. Young, for the Committee on Salaries,
on petition of George E. Johnson and others,
praying that the salary of the treasurer of
Waldo county be increased from $300 to
$400. reported bill au act to amend sections
I and 2, of chapter 35(5, of the Private and
Special Laws of 1885 relating to the salary
of the treasurer of the county of Waldo and
that it ought to pass. Printed under rule.
The resolve in aid of the Children’s Aid
Society of Maine was read and assigned.

8.
.( oimty Correspondence..Ship
Births.. Marriages..Deaths.
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the

of

Granges.

Liucolnville
rst second and th.nl degrees
euing on several candidates,

Grange

•ide

of

meeting is to be changed to

by Seaside Grange last,
•oiing drew out a large number
_! v
interesting and amusing,
trial

icgree was conferred on five
!. re the opening uf the trial,
us es W. Wallace sued Wm. A.
a mule which the defend'd the plaintiff to take a ride,
de an accident occurred by
udant was injured, and as he

The Committee on Legal Affairs heard
Hon. Herbert M. Heath in favor of the act
to authorize the town of Winterport to purchase the franchises of the Winterport
Water Co., and Frauk Porter of Winterport
against it.
The Committee on Railways had before
them the act for amendment relating to the
Hampden & Winterport Electric Railway
and Light Co. Gen. Henry L. Mitchell appeared for the company. The Kennebec

>

imle
.-.

in fault he

was

kept

the

Ty until the plaintiff would
The defendant also claimed

Journal says: “There was au unexpected
collision of interests in this hearing, as both
this corporation and the Waldo Street Railway Co. wanted to construct a line from

mule iu the case is dead,
now has looks something

mil

.4 the original mule and
ng situations in the case were
"iirt was made up as anw
ok.
Verdict for the plaintiff
lures

Stockton Springs to Searsport.
But it was
agreed between counsel that this matter
could be discussed later. .Mr. Mitchell asked
for an amendment granting them the right
to extend their tracks through some of the
towns north of Bangor to Keiuluskeag. Mr.
II catb objected to this proposition in behalf
of the Penobscot Centra! Railway, which already lias rights m these towns.

mule.

Grange, Prospect, is fiutirare waiting to take
end degrees. The program

andidates
'i

'-veiling included

an

original

and read bv Mrs. M. E C.
of the question, “Resolvtimes are better now than do
aimiative, B. M Ernies; uegalin.
Next Saturday evening
ii.i'.'k trial, a breach of proinThoniaH
Andferhaud
M.j
(B.
K- /ia S••mlwafer (J. H. Libby ) I
••• s: ie.
i
t’ounsel for the I
11
fi
I
g oi; counsel for de:erk of ctuirts, A. A.
M
II. t la ley; stenographer, 1
w itnesses, L. Ward, .Jos 1
k Crockett. Freeman Parti.v. « I’.fton Ames and George
■•\ ;!. be
drawn, and probaba .; 1 act as
jurymen.

The Augusta correspondent of the Bangor
“It seems tnat 50,000
IV.ily News says:
<irengers in Manic are behind the Wiggin
educational bill.
Master Wiggin of the
Maine Grange told the committee on educa-

'<"«n

■
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edding Bells.

Feb

A very quiet, home wedMonday, Feb. 22nd, at the

\1 k

The eeremouy was ]>erformed
Leighton of the Unitarian

M.

immediate relatives of the
being present. The bride
attired in her travelling gown
'lie

u

ties

nate.rial,

w

hile the groom

wore

nal black.

Immediately foleremony a delightful lunch was
at noon the newly wedded pair
brief journey. On their return
receive
i,-

tlieir friends after March

Blaek

residence,

host of sincere

A

wishes attend
w

Searsport

congratulations

the happy pair in

place

very pleasant home
Feb. 22d at the Peuta-

A

Prescott Arrests

an

Outlaw.

Suites

Deputy

mton

arrested the famous outlaw

Marshal Noah

Nadeau and took him to

Pres-

Portland

family have been en-muggling liquor from Canada, and
The Nadeau

without paying a U. S. tax. to the
•n and other inhabitants of Nortlistook ; but they have so completely
the people that no officer has dar•st them. In fact Freeman Nadeau
llie bully and terror of Northern
■k ever since he was old enough to
a rifle.
George Nadeau, a brother
•man, shot Deputy Marshal McNally
aped; be is still at large and defies
Freeman lias frequently threatened
any officer who attempted to arrest
cd Prescott was specially threatened
At the iaHt term of U. S. Court an
!meut was found against Freeman
for selling liquor without a U. S.
and Prescott w as sent to arrest
Disguised as a lumberman the offi•ent with a crew of lumbermen to
’"au's camp in the forest and after
•re
struggle succeeded in arrestlie outlaw. The prisoner
was
arm-d Tuesday in the U. S. Court at Port’ii
the charges of selling liquor witliui
United States license, assault with
nt to kill Deputy Marshal Prescott, and
•it, ou a mail carrier named Moshier,
■

m

Nadeau nearly killed.

Thus far Governor Powers has signed 69
and 14 resolves. Friday-he signed two
resolves, one in favor of the Temporary
Home for Women and Children in Deering
and the other in favor of the town of Jefferson.
Among the acts signed Friday was the
one establishing a $2 bouuty on wild cats.
The Committee

on

Reform School has voted

favorably on a resolve for that inproviding for the following appropriations. For 1897, $1,900 for expenses,
$8,000 for completing the new building, and
$1,000 for repairs; for 1898 $2,000 for expanses and $1,000 for repairs.

to report
stitution

one

previously.

18.

Noah Pres-

native of Troy in this county, and
of the officers who, in June, 1804,
from Belfast in search of deserters and
d two of the number, Knowles and
11
t. in a fight in the towrn of Pittsfield.
G. McKenuey, Chief of Police of Belfast,
'v'1" wounded in an
attempt to take the
Ha,u« men in the town of Troy a few days
‘H

Re-

acts

is a

"

of

Feb. 19. The Senate met this morning at
8 30 and the House at 10.
Both adjourned
to next Tuesday afternoon.
To-day’s session was devoted to routine
work with little of interest arising.
Among
new measures introduced were a bill authorizing Cumberland county to negotiate a loan
of not more than $48,000 to pay laud damages on account of widening Forest avenue,
Leering; a bill providing that only high
school graduates or those similarly qualified
shall be admitted to normal schools; a bill
forbidding any foreign Hag or emblem on
any State, county, city or town building,
and requiring town to provide a Hag for
every schoolhouse; a bill regulating beneficiary and fraternal organizations in Maine.
In the Senate, Mr. Wyman for the committee on shore fisheries to whom was referred the petition of Leonard F. McLain and
others of Bristol, for a law to prevent hauling lobster traps in Johns bay before sunrise and after sunset, reported legislation
thereon inexpendient.
Report accepted.
assed to be enacted:
An act- additional to ami amendatory of
chapter 48 of the Private and Special Laws
of 1887 entitled an act to incorporate the
Winter port Ferry Company.
An act to incorporate the Viualliaven Water Company.
In the House Mr. Fogler for the Committee on Judiciary, on petition, reported bill
an act to amend sections 4 and 0. of chapter
303, of the Special Laws of 1850, relating to
the election of assessors of the city of BelPrinted under rule.
fast.
Passed to be engrossed
An act to create a lieu on leather.
An act to create a lien on spool timber
and bars.
An act to amend sections 1 and 2 of
chapter 350 of the Private and Special Laws
of 1885, relating to the salary of the treasurer of the county of Waldo.

>-

■

most

Weeks of Fairfield on its passage to
be enacted tabled the concentrated agricultural food bill, Mr. Weeks says the tax of
25 cents per ton imposed on these feeds for
the benefit of the experiment station yields
the station $25,000 annually.

.istine, the home of the bride. The
ng parties were Mr. Roland Moon of
and Mrs. Lizzie Lovejoy of
The house was very prettily decoplants and dowers, and the marsolemnized by Rev. J. P. Cush.*• presence of the family and a fewr
Mr. and Mrs. Moon were in Beliay on their way to Dark Harbor,
dr. Moon has employment as archibuilder ou some of the cottages
ding. The bride has friends in our
wish them many years of happi■i prosperity. They will make their
:he Peutagoet in Castine.

■

while

Mr.

'Vejoy.

n

that

Winterport Ferry Company.

life.

ok

said

At, this morning’s session of the
Senator Walls in the Senate
and Representative Philbrook in the House
presided part of the time. Among new
measures introduced was a resolve appropriating >4,0(10 for completing the history of
Maine troops in the War of the Rebellion,
and a bill allowing the fish commissioner to
contract with the owners of hanks of ponds
or streams for the cultivation of fish therein.
Mr. Noble for the Committee on Judiciary’,
on petition of Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens and
others praying that the Legislature will
provide such enactments as will raise the
age of protection for girls from 14 years, as
it now stands in Maine, to 18 years, reported
bill an act for the better protection of girls.
Printed under rule.
In the House the following acts were
passed to be enacted :
Act extending charter of Castiue Railway
and Navigation Co.
An act to incorporate the Vinalhaven Water Co.
A n act additional to and amendatory of
chapter 48 of the Private and Special Laws
of 1887 entitled an act to incorporate the

T.

B.

and

! Legislature

Black, when his
ighter, Edith Marion, was
riage to Mr. A. Henry craves,
Thomas Graves of MarhleMr.

so,

Maine grangers were
Republicans they
would m
remain so unless the educational
■ill was passed.
As the Wiggin lull will
add about sid.t.Kto t-> the !,i\ rate of Portland
and advance the taxes of other cities mi proportion, further dixussiou was postponed
t" next w eek.
Tlie threat of tiie grangers to
take their cause into politics will be likely
to prove effective.
The order is a large one,
and so many voters m iy prow dangerous to
any party which they oppose.”

..

\\

Augusta.

Feb. 17. In the senate the fish and game
appropriation was tabled.
By Savage of Androscoggin, resolve of $2,800 for repairing the State capitol.
Bills relating to the State college which
came from the house were all tabled.
Several remonstrauc -s against the State

Journal Pub. Co.

ican

Legislature.

What Ik Haiti and Done at

1

Mr.

Whitten, commissioner of seashore

MAINE, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25,

fisheries, appeared before that committee
1 liursday and
urged the establishment of
two lobster hatcheries in Hancock
county.
Iliis committee later took
up the matter of
a close time on
clams, but no one appeared
for it and Councillor
Spollord appeared
against it. Both the matters were tabled.
That resolve
appropriating §15,000 a year in
the interests of seashore
fisheries, that was
tabled in the House, still lies there
unsigned.
The 54 hour law for

women

Washington’s Birthday.

Recitations, Washington,
Helen Leavett
Florence Hill
Washington and I,
Memorial Exercise,
12 Pupils
Response by class
As Washington’s birthSinging, Be Like Geerge Washington,
day is a legal holiday and
Tune, My Bonnie.
School
the schools are closed on Remarks by J. S. Fernakl, O. J. Dickey
and Superintendent Brick.
that day the exercises were
LOWER GRAMMAR.
held Friday, Beb. 19th. All
The two grades of the Lower Grammar
the schools had history
School each presented interesting programs,
lessons, nearly all had specand the school rooms were prettily trimmed.
ial programs, and there
is the program in Miss Bird’s
Following
in
visitors

children

and

facturers from all

over

ing the exercises.

was

NORTH

lows

1 11k«* Washington,
We Must Learn How,

The exercises in Miss Walton’s
as

Ruth Legro, Warren Gentner.
School
Song, Red, White and Bine,
March,
School
Concert exercise, Promise,
School
SOUTH INTERMEDIA! *

Misses Wiggin and Carter
South Intermediate School alternated
in their pieces, the partition between the
rooms having been removed for the accasion.
The divisions of

in the

born such, or acadds a fool is
and contrary to
reason as a fool.
It is of this kind of a fool
that I am to speak to-night. There is in ailing a man so resents as to be called a fool.
The speaker treated of witchcraft and its
treatment, as a monstrous outbreak of folly.
Then of the money making uiauia as another
manifestation of the human folly, namiugthe
Mississippi scheme, the South Sea Bubble
and the tulip mania of Holland. We smile
at the silly credulity of those who engaged
iu these foolish schemes.
But think of the
oil craze in Philadelphia, at the first development of the oil discovery. Now only the
Standard Oil Company has any interest in the
subject. Nor have we been free from superstitious folly. The speaker instanced Mormonism, Christian Science and Spiritualism. The
speaker paused to consider folly in the individual and mentioned first the rich fool.
Not that any man is a fool for being rich. He
is a fool not to be rich if be has a chance to
bee- me so honestly. As an illustration of the
rich fool, he instanced the miser, and told
some very apt stories of misers and made
great fun of the characters he described.
Then the newly-made rich fool. Then
the young fool, who had inherited the money
his poor old father made for him by hard

Both
Miss

Conceit

can never

on so

as

enduriugly.

Waldo

County

his

Mother,

Song,

bril-

and

Pythias

Ball.

PERSONAL.

Lizzie A. Quimby and
Be Like Washington,

Harold Parker.
School.

songs:

Sewall

Recitations—
Hurrah for the Flag,

Angie Kilgore
Washington’s Birthday, Harry Hunter,
Black, Charlie Hammons, Faunce

Franklin

Woodcock.
Own Dear Washington,

Our

Harry btoney
The Story of the Bells, Flossie Myrick, Bertha Wiley, Eva Greenlaw, Lottie
Kelley,
Geneva Heal, Carrie Greenlaw', Edith Patterson, Bertha Staples, Evelyn Wood,
Grace Piper, Lottie Conant, Madge Sanborn, Doris Kolilrausch, Luella Elwell,
Mildred

Gray.

Arthur Raw ley
Song, God Bless Our Native Land,
School
Reading, The Rising in 177(3.
Miss Bickford’s program wras as follows:

Composition, Washington

boy,

as a

Frank Twombly
Composition, Washington’s battle with the
Fred Hale
Composition, The Source of Washington’s
_

Maud Sawyer
Greatness,
Recitation, Washington the Man,

Norman Read

Recitation, Washington’s

Work in the Wild-

Clair Deering
Song, Be like Washington, Helen Dilw'orth,
Ella
Evelyn Morison,
Twombly, Mabel
Coombs.

Concert recitation. Lord of the Universe
School
Quotations, In Memory of the Dead, School
Song, America,
School
Essay, On the Life of Washington,
Hattie Coombs
Recitation, The Star Spangled Battle Flag,
Lillian Smalley
Song, The Star Spangled Banner,
Ella

Twombly, Maljel Coombs, Evelyn

Mori-

son, Helen Dilworth.

UPPER GRAMMAR.

The program

in

School, Mr. Ellis
was as

the

Upper Grammar
Lord, teachers,

and Miss

follows:

“22nd of February,” from Bryant,

J. Almon McMahan.
Sketch of Life,
Florence Duuton.
The Bells, song and recitations, Alma
Colby,
Lora Heal, Ethel Thayer, Eva Crowley,
Georgie Triggs, Ma jorie Pilsbury, Fannie
Sargent, Clara Hamilton, Abbie Stoddard,
Lena Leavitt, Gertie Strout, Wilda Vose,
Edith Davidson.
Qualities of Character, Frank Colby, Arthur
Roberts, Lizzie Stickney, Eola" Thayer,
Annie Blodgett, Millie Darby, Freda Cook,
Sumner Frisbee, Elmer Bryant, Gertie
Stevens, Eva Crowley, Inez Carter, Ralph
Gould.
“The Constitution,” from Bryant,
Charlie Harmon.

“Washington

and the

Singing, “America,”
THE SPECIAL

John Clement.
School.

SCHOOL-

pupils of the special school, assisted
by their teacher, Miss McDowell, decorated
Hit ir school room very prettily and gave au
interesting program, including a recitation
on the Life of Washington, the
pupils each
reciting in rotation and every one taking
A dialogue, “Who was greatest?”
part.
was given by Alton Thomas, Fred
Clark,
Arthur Bryant, Melvin Staples and Winfred
Clements. The pupils all did their work
finely.
The

Following is the program of the Board
Landing school, Nettie M. Brown, teacher:
Song and flag exercise by the school.
Essay, On the Life of Washington,
Maud McCarty
Eva White
Captain Washington,
.John White
Washington and his mother,
The Boy Washington,
Lucy Dickey
v\ ashington and the Tree,
Pattershall

The

following

were

recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the wreek ending Feb. 24, 1897: Chas. P.
Rich, Winterport, to E. C. Arey, do.; land

justice.

Mrs. Elmer C.
Bradbury of Augusta visited Iriends in this city last week.

The

Opera House Ablaze with Electric Lights
and Ray with Bunting. Brilliant
Uniforms,
Beautiful Music and Delightful Dances.

The tenth annual ball of Belfast
Company
(formerly Belfast Division) Uniform Rank,
Knights of Pythias, was given Friday evening, Feb. 19th, and was a success in every
particular. The attendance was large, both
dancers and spectators, and the interest
kept up till the close, there being more than
50 couples on the floor in the last dance at
of

3

Hon. W. C. Marshall went to
Augusta
to attend the Governor’s
reception.

Tuesday

Charles F. Parks of Waltham, Mass.,
visited Capt. Charles Baker of this < itv last
week.

of

officers-elect for the ensuing year were
installed in the afternoon by Col. E. C. Million of Portland, who with his characteristic enterprise drove through
by team from
Burnham when he failed to connect with the
local passenger train. The officers are as
The

follows: Captain, Francis H. Welch; 1st
Lieutenant, W. A. Kimball; 2d Lieutenant,
E. T. Hatch; Recorder, A. E.
Bicknell;
Treasurer, F. G. Mixer; Guard, W. M.
W. H. Clifford.
The hall was more elaborately decorated
than at any ball ever before given by the

Knights,

and

was

brilliantly lighted by

double row's of electric lights extending
from above the chandelier in the centre to
the corners of the balcony, in addition to the

lighting. Large dags formed an alcove
the entrance. Above aud behind the stage

usual
at

large fiags

two

and

were

gracefully arranged,

their blue fields

were the doable
evergreen and the lily and
initials of the order in white. Below the
stage in front were the dates and words:
’87 Belfast Company. ’97,” with lily and
initials in monogram in the centre. The balcony rail was neatly decorated with bunting,
and flags were hung in the centre at both
sides aud the rear. Wide streamers of red,
white, blue and yellow bunting hung from
the centre, overhead, to the. walls in all directions. Military emblems, including drums
and crossed muskets, were hung in a number of places on the walls, and on the rear
wall at each side above the balcony were
double triangles aud lilies in evergreen.
At 8 o’clock the company marched into
across

triangles

the

in

hall

under

Capt. F. H.
Welch, to music by the Belfast Band, and
formed a line, the right resting near the
stage. Soon after Brigadier General Wesley
G. Smith and staff entered, escorted by Lieut.
Kimball, and were given the proper salute
by the company. Then followed Col. E. C.
Mill)ken and Major M. W. Welch, who were

saluted

in

turn.

General's staff
Asst.

command of

The

present

of

members
as

were

Adjutant General, Benj

the

follows:

Chase,

T.

Lewiston; Chief Mustering officer, Edward
Parsons, Ivenuebunk. Major W. E. Reid,
Watervillo ; Col. Elmer Small, Belfast.

W. A. Toward of Waterville, Ruadiuaster
the Maine Central, was in town last

week.

J. O. Whitcomb of Waldo has left the
State College to teach the High school at
Exeter.

Capt. Fields S. Pendleton of Islesboro arhome Tuesday from a business
trip to

a. m.

rived

New York.

Austin Trim of Islesboro

Monday on his way
State College.

Fred Clark and Miss Mabel Stevens
Rockland were guests of Mr. and Mrs. A.
A. Knight last week.
Mrs.

of

Herbert Mixer of Somesville was in Belfast last Friday on his way home from a
business trip to Boston.
U. S. Post Office Inspector W. B. Snow inspected Belfast post office Monday, and
found everything correct.
Misses Marcia and Frank
Waterville visited their sister,
Ilsley, a few days recently.

Capt. and Mrs. E. Simonton of St. Paul,
Minn., have been visiting relatives and
friends in this city and vicinity.
F retl W. Bailey and Tyler H. Bird came
home from the State College to spend Sunday and Washington's birthday.
William Doe of Bradford. Pa.,
manager of
Maine Water and Electric Power Co., is

the

stopping

!a

Selection, “The Wizard of the Vile," Herbert
5. “A Hunt in the Black Forest,’’
Yoelker

Roundy responded

Mr.

to

an

encore

with

“In Old Madrid” by Trotere, and the Band
repeated a portion of “A Hunt in the Black
Forest.”
The Belfast Band also played
for the
grand march, which was led bv Gen. Smith
and Mrs. Elmer Small.
The list of 23 dances, to music by Pullen’s
Orchestra of Bangor, was well filled for
every number and the music and prompting

highly complimented.

The

committee

mittee

the hearing on concentrated foods
Charlotte T. Sibley's lectures This
week are: Wednesday
evening, Newcastle
on

Thursday evening, Rockland, Friday
iug, Warren.

arrangements
Elmer Small, F. H. Welch, A. E.
Bicknell, W. A. Kimball, A. C Whitney, L.
H. Colcord, E. T. Hatch, W. M. Welch, W.
A. Baker, Joseph A. Moutefiore.
Capt. F. H. Welch was floor director,

m-i

Charles Fleming of Bridgeport. Ct..
Emma Fleming of Boston, earn*-*
fast last week to attend the funeral
father. William Fleming.

-f

and

;11.

R.‘
ri

Messrs. W. it. Howard and C. S. p, -kt
d
leave by this morning’s train tor Bosom to
attend a reunion of the New
England A umii:
of the Maine State
College.

Charles W. Frederick leaves this week for
trip to Old Point Comfort. Norfolk and

Washington.
tion
M

He will attend ! lie inauguraand will be absent, several weeks.

Blanche Sullivan left I

ss

-d

Vugusta to attend the o
While there sic wid
reception.
guest of Hon. (I. A. Roberts m
d .\
Miss Helen Graves of Marbled.v

M

in town

Monday to attend : a.
of her brother, Mr. A. H. Graves,
ied by her niece, little Miss E v/.
was

tm

i

u,
•,

H:

vu

Maine society, Sons of the Ai *-r e,o
Revolution, held its annual m.-eting n id
lami Fell. 'll. Hon. Joseph Wildaiits. n
The

this

city

was

elected

one

of the

v;

.-.pre^j-

dents.
W- H. Quimby and party were in S,ui
Antonio, Texas, last week, and while there
met Ralph W. ftersey of Riversid
who

was

was as

follows:

Coney House, Augusta.

Miss

his wife.

of

at the

Hon. W. B. Swan went to
Augusta yesterday to appear before the Legislative Com-

ing for

3.

Morrill of
Mrs, R L

Mrs. Fred Chandler and Mrs. Charles Russel! of Lawrence, .bass., arrived
Tuesday
evening, for a visit to relatives.

program:
Fiotnw
“Stradella,”
“Pilgrim's Chorus,” from Tamihauser.
Wagner
b “Paraphrase on Mcdlcj in F, Rubinstein
Hartmann
“Longing for Home,"
Cornet solo. B. A Roundy.

in town

was

Orono to attend the

Rev. J. F. Tilton went to Waterville yesto attend a meeting of the Central
Maine Ministerial Circle.

a

1. Overture,

to

terday

by the Belfast Band was one
of the best ever given by that organization,
and was received with hearty applause, two
numbers being encored. Following is the

The concert

there

on

They

business,

are now

aeomipaim i
in San Fran i-*e

u;e!
Sibley has leased !.
Nebraska and with Mrs. Sibley is .-.t g
relatives in Belfast. They will sli-ofy go;.,
Mr. Charles A.

in

bouse-keej
Sibley will

ng in

Melrose, Mass., wt,.Mr
the spring wate; !msj

engage in

among
things.
with the following aids: W. A. Kimball, W.
At a recent meeting it: For land
M. Welch, J. A. Moutefiore, Elmer Small,
t
i.e
Maine Genealogical Society td,
.\ mg
W. H. Clifford, W. J. Clifford, Henry Sta(
pies, J. K. Deuuett, Elisha Sherman, L. ] were elected active members lorn. Wa B
Swan, Belfast.; Hon. Rufus Parker Gmidle.
H. Colcord.
Blue Hill; Hon. Albert Pierce. Frankfort.
The reception committee was- Elmer Small,
F. H. Welch, M. W. Welch, F. R. Wiggin, Hon. Henry W. Mayo. Hampden
other

ness

....

W. A.
M.
was

Kimball, W. H. Clifford.
R. Knowlton of the Windsor Hotel

caterer, and served

an

excellent

dining room in the rear
Following is the. bill of fare:

in the
transfers in real estate

trial

Miss Maude E. Mathews went to Boston
last Saturday for a short visit.

were

BOARD LANDING SCHOOL.

a

Mrs. Charles Glass of Bangor is
visiting
her sister, Mrs. F. S. Brick.

4

Story

Responsive exercise telling of Washington’s
Boyhood, etc., followed bv song, Washington, Great Washington.

Arthur Ritchie of Liberty has been
ap-

pointed

Children,”

Arthur

tion song.

Mrs. N. E. Keen went to Vassalboro Tuesto visit relatives.

Welch; Sentinel,

Recitation—Washington’s Birthday,

in

was

day

Myrick

Washington the Soldier,
Lydia Dickey
Clifford White
Memory of Washington,
General Washington,
Fred Robbins
Maud McCarty
Washington and I,
Mabel Hanson, Walter Vose Washington Geography,
school.
Maud Wood, Sibyl Herrick, Sadie Collins
Nettie Brown, (the teacher)
Walter Vose Song, Bearing the Flag,
Washington aud I,
By the school
Annie May Black
Feb. 22d,
Luville Nicholson
I wonder,
Transfers in Real Estate.
“Catching the Fox,”
told bv Walter Vose
Hattie Colcord
My Holiday,
When was Washington born? Response by
school accompanied by a Rook-a-by mo-

Captain J. Jones of Brooksville
Tuesday.

town

ris

Willie Farrar
George Washington,
Mabel Hanson
Crowning Washington,
The Little Maid’s Reply,
Edelle Hatch
Song of Washington, with flags, chorus by

Cold

supper
stage.

of the

Oysters, (Raw).

Cold Ham
('old Tongue
Chicken Salad
Olives
Pickles
Hot Rolls
Ice Cream and Assorted Cake

Turkey

Maj. Horace L. Piper, a Maine man. ug
connected with the Life Saving Serv:.delivered an interesting lecture Saturday even>

ing before the association id' Maine pe-mle n
Washington, D. C. His subject was "The
Heroisms of the Life Saving Service,"
Miss

May

L.

Bowers of Camden

is

tea-

of

the six

Maine teachers who are to go to
buildings in Winterport. Augustus Celery
Washington to witness tin* inauguration at
M. Brown, Bangor, to Waldo S. Richards,
She was
CENTRAL INTERMEDIATE.
Stockton Springs; laud in Stockton Springs.
Oranges
Grapes the expense of tile Boston (Lobe
Apples
Milk
Tea
Coffee
third in the list, with .V.,'.»2b votes. Miss May
In the Central Intermediate school, Mrs. Charles Clark, Belfast, to F. A. Howard et
At 11 o’clock the visiting staff and line ofC. Bowman of Pittstield led with 7!',' “7
tes.
Hall and Miss Tilton, teachers, the follow- al., do.; land and buildings in Belfast. Chas.
ficers went by invitation to the residence of
E. Haynes, Islesboro, to Wm. W. Haynes,
The Kith annual reunion of tin- P>..s! in
ing program was presented:
Col. Small where a lunch was served.
School do.; land in Islesboro. Wm. W. Haynes, to
Colby Alumni Assoeiatnei will he hr d at
Singing, America,
The Knights have occasion to feel a parCarrie Ford John M. Engstrom, Islesboro; land in IslesGreeting,
the Parker House, Bosim lo-iimm w, F.
donable
in
the
success of this, their
of
pride
A
Washington,
story
Reading,
boro. John M. Engstrom to Chas. E. Haynes;
tin- » ast,s assign.-d
Florence Hill
tenth annual ball. From the first the “K. day evening. Among
land in Islesboro.
William E Wilds, Belfor the haii(|iiet is the following
A Y< ,i
Reading, How Washington got out of a trap,
P. Ball” lias ranked high among the social
Lizzie Chamberlain fast to Tlomas Knowlton, do.: land in Belthe Colby Club," Willian
i'i.awfor.i. Aevents of the season, and tins is the most
Bessie Smalley fast. Fred V.
Recitation, A Rally,
to
Cottrell, Belfast,
Joseph
Recitation, Something Better, Sadie Staples
successful in ail respects that the Order has
Sylvanus Nickerson of Swauvsile is
land and buildings in Belfast.
Singing, We come singing of a boy who told Tyler, do.,
the smart old men of Waldo
m.u
ever given.
He
School Austin F. Swift, Kuox, to Merton W. Switt,
the truth,
has cut in the woods and hauled t» th«
Recitations, Something to Remember,
laud in Knox.
Isaac S. Bartlett, Apdo.;
house the winter's wm>d ami ;s m u
Edith Kilgore
r;iue
The Belfast Schools.
Dana Grady pleton, to Herbert G. Howes, Montville;
The Flag,
it for the stove.
He i.s ,s.; years old,
rt as
Charles S. Adams,
18 Pupils land in Searsmont.
Chain of Dates,
the late John Perley w ild say. v. y.-ars
In our report of the Lincoln exercises
School
Singing, Red, White and Blue,
to
Isaac
S.
land
in
Bartlett;
Searsmont,
in the South Intermediate and South Priyoung.
Recitations, “Our Country’s Heroes,
Josie H. Miller, Boston, to mary Schools last week due credit was not
Mertie Nash Searsmont.
H. L. Woodcock and Alfred Johnson sailiu
the
to
Miss
classes
Wiggin’s
general
Gilbert K. Wellman, Searsmont; land and given
Crowning of Washington,
ed from New York yesterday for
exercises. That division did its full share
Lizzie Chamberlain
Antwerp,
in Belmont.
Leforest E. Burgin,
buildings
of the work on that occasion.
Leona Achorn
and after a short visit there Mr. JohiiMin
Crowning of Lincoln,
Belfast, to Issac Jackson, do.; land in BelThe special school established at the beResponse by class
will 'g<> to Berlin and Mr. Woodcock to
fast. Geo. T. Peavey, Swanville, to A. E. ginning of the present term is doing excelReading, Washington’s Last Battle,
Paris to study art.
Later they will visit
lent work under the tuition of Miss Abbie
Helen Leavett
Nickerson, do.; laud in Swanville.
McDowell. There are 14 pupils registered Holland or
Recitations, Arthur Speaks his Piece,
Italy and will return about
and

■

*■

■

rests

Divorce Statistics.

summary:

Whole number granted.34
On complaint of wife.31
husband. 3
For utter desertion. 5
gross and confirmed habits of intoxication. 8
For cruel and abusive treatment.15
failure to support. 3
extreme cruelty. 1
adultery. 2
Granted at January term.10
12
April
12
October
The length of married life of the parties
was as follows:
1 couple less than 1 year;
1 couple each of 1, 3, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 10, 18, 20,
21, 24. 28 and 31 years; 2 couples each of 0, 7
aud 15 years; 4 couples, 2 years; 3 couples,
4 years; 6 couples, 5 years.

School.

The
dialogue between Washington’s
father and mother was made the more interesting by tlie little actors being dressed
in Continental costumes.
Miss Carter's
program included the following recitations

Tileston Wadlin, Esq., clerk of courts,
compiled for and forwarded to the Registrar of Vital Statistics the report of divorces
granted by the Supreme Judicial Court iu
Waldo county iu 1890, of which we make

following

Recitation, “February.”

Recitations—
An Honored Name,
Herbert Hanson.
The Little Hatchet,
Louise Rogers.
of
G
orious
Days
Washington,
Harry II. Carter.
Kate C. Quimby.
Washington,
Story of Washington told by Cora Morison.
Clarence Hall.
Washington,
School.
Song, An Honored Name,
Wm. Black.
Recitation, Washington,
Recitation. Washington,
James Shute.
Recitation, Some New Axes, Ernest Webber.
Dialogue Between Washington’s Father and

has

the

:

Washington, Daisy Howard, Willie Clifford,
Grace Hayes, Ella Smalley.
School.
Song, A Yankee,

forget.

reputation

very

School.
Birthday of Washington,’
Recitations—
A Rally,
Neta Lawrence.
Like Washington,
Clarence Dickey.
The 22d of February,
Thomas F. Davis.
Live Thou Again Our Washington, Willie
1 bin ton, Grover Duntou, Arthur Condon,
Carroll Carter.
Story of Little George Washington told by
Bennie Stouey.

The Rockland Tribune takes a slightly
different view of the lecture and also voices
the sentiment of some who heard it here.
The Tribune says:
Dr. Henson is both humorous and witty
and gave the audience a very entertaining
two hours. It might have been wished, we
think, that a speaker so renowned as one of
the able thinkers of the day would have
presented more matter for thought au«l gone
deeper into the hearts and intellects of his
audience, rather than to appear in the role
of an entertainer.
Beyond his magnificent
arraignment of the liquor traffic and habit
a
d his solemn denunciation of the fool who
“Hath said in his heart, There is no God
the lecture was addressed almost entirely to
the lighter emotions. We would like Dr.
Heusou to come here again and give us some
of his .solid work such

were

Song,

liant college mate, who wrecked himself
with rum.
Iiis description of the awful
folly of this young man thrilled the audience to the very soul. The speaker followed
it with a strong appeal to every young man
in the audience, not to commit this folly.
Then he spoke of the intellectual fool, spending his time, talents and even genius on
things of absolutely no consequence. The
philosophical fool, the pulpit fool, the frivoous giggling fool, who sees only the ridiculous and is never serious. His opposite is
the solemn fool, and the speaker made his
audience shake with irrepressible laugnter
as
he described and gave several
illustrations of this kind of fool. Lastly he
described the collossal fool, who says in his
heart, “No God, NoGod,” in words and pictures his audience

prettily decorated.
Wiggiu's pupils presented the followrooms

ing program

toil, but who fancies himself a blue blood
patrician, and acts accordingly. Then the
fashionable fool, the dude, with many stories
and illustrations. Then the drunken fool,
and the sad thing about this fool was that
he w'as not originally this kind of a fool. He
a

Flossie

Dates by 18 boys, Guy Ryder,
Willie Staples, Harold Tibbetts, Ibra Ford,
Clarence Wight, Drew Chaples, Henry
Staples, Thomas Barton, Allie Curtis,
Clarence Shuman, Harry Townsend, Mor-

A Chain of

gore.

as

of

Leila Howard
School

Recitation, Try again,
Maggie Kearney
Maurice French
Recitation, Our Flag
Flag song for Washington’s Birthday,
Mary and Mattie Johnson
Exercise, Our Leader, Liberty, Sadie Seavey ;
Lucie Sam, Lester Hale; Thirteen States—
Winnie Sanborn, Stacy Noyes, Marie Logan, Emery Mayo, Ethel Grady, Della
Knowlton, George Tucker, Eva Grady,
Fred Coombs, Lottie Braley, Ray Kil-

cidentally made such—but
anybody who acts absurdly

case

Recitations—
Our Flag,

erness,

Song,

continues:

of

Song, America,
School
History Lesson, George Washington

School Birthday exercises,
Evelyn Morison, Ella
Twombly, Ethel Dodge, Mabel Coombs,
Mattie
Acrostic, “George Washington,”
Stella McFarland, Florence Clough, Ida
Merchant, Mildred Patterson, Flossie
Patterson, Ada Cunningham, Inez HanSmall, Kate Stevens, Allen Hubbard, Erson. Lillian Jones.
nest Hale, Marion Whitney, Annie Gray,
Frank Gray, Mertie Sholes, Louise Nash, Song, Columbia,
School
Helen Dilworth
Clyde Shute, Flora Kilgore, Grace Mer- Story of Washington,
Recitation, Washington,
Alice Nickerson
chant, Cleora Larrabee, Vesta Shute.
Song, The Immortal Washington,
School
Recitation, February Twenty-second,

Lecture.

notable instance in the

room were

follows:

School
Song, America,
Recitation, Keep Trying, Irvin McFarland
Concert exercises, Story of Washington,

That is the verdict of many who heard
him here. After touching upon the lecturer's
presentation to the audience and his introduction of himself and his subject, the Star

a

Chauncy Robbins

ington Light Brigade.

No description can give any adequate idea
of the lecture, and not ev<*n a verbatim report of it could possibly do justice to it, lacking the doctor’s presence, voice and action.
From beginning to end, it sparkled witn the
keenest of wit and glowed at frequent intervals with burning and inspiring eloquence.
Dr. Henson is truly a remarkable man and
au accomplished orator, and it is sate to say
that he will always receive a warm welcome
whenever be may choose to visit Rockland.

gave

Mertie Kelley

Willie Estes
Harold Richards
When Freedom Woke,
Ray Hall
Dear Liberty,
Dick Noyes
The Small Washington,
Otis E is
The exercises closed with remarks by Rev
G. G. Winslow and the march by the Wash-

of it:

fool

IvaHall

forget Washington,

To Washington,

The lecturer was Dr. P. S. Henson of Chicago, and his subject, “Fools.” He delivered the same lecture the evening before in
Rockland and the Daily Star of that city said

a

Florence Brown
Frances Murch

I shall he like Washington, Wilbur Colby
I will try,
Mell Richards
I hope to he President,
Bert Dodge
When I arn President,
Marc Dolloff

A large audience assembled in the Belfast
Opera House last Thursday evening to hear
the fourth lecture in the People's Course.

defines

■*

Bessie Johnson

the attendance at the reception, but
was a large crowd
notwithstanding
the adverse weather conditions.
In the House the feature of the session
was a hot debate on motion Mr. Walton of
Skowhegan, to indefinitely postpone the
resolve for $300,000 for the Eastern Maiue
Insane Hospital. Long and able speeches
were made for the motion by Walton, Pattangall and Hamilton of Biddeford and
agaiust it by Fowler, Pearl and Hamilton of
Mattawamkeag, Dickey, Stetson, Guernsey,
Shepherd and Philbrook. The motion to indefinitely postpone was carried, 72 to 50.
Passed to be engrossed:
An act to organize the plantation of Crieliaven.

Webster

:

We will Never

with
there

report

in

Alfreda Ellis.
Recitations—
The Infant Washington,
Like Washington,
Our Washington,
The Hateful Company,

They were busy times to-day
about the State capitol. There was a long
session of the Legislature iu the forenoon
and several important commit'.ee
hearings
this afternoon, to say nothing of the Governor’s reception.
The snow storm iu the
early portion of the day rather iuterferreU

Henson’s

rooms

School
Singing. America,
Washington combination dates,
Florence Brown,
Frances Murch,
IvaHall,
Maggie Merrithew,

23.

Knights

The

room:

Tibbetts, Harry Kilgore, Earl Talbot,
Fletcher, Henry Brown, Fred
Seavey, George Dunton.
Bert
erts,
Dodge, Marc Dolloff, Ralph Sholes, Washington Geography, 3 boys, Arthur
Harold Richards, Earl Braley, Linville
Stevens, Winfred Hill, Roy Coombs
Not George Washington,
Winfred Hill
Whitmore, Charlie Hopkins, Willie Estes,
Lew
Song,
Washington’s Christmas Party,
Raymond Hodgman,
Wattou, Chauncy
School
Robbins, Ray Hall, Dick Noyes. Each boy
bad on a red, white and blue paper hat of Exercise, George Washington, Mildred Hopthe Colonial pattern, and wore on his breast
kins, Edith Moody, LuluSmallev, Blanche
a
small tiag crossed by a silver hatchet.
Pierce, May Belle Elwell, Eva Hall, Prudence Piper, Ethel Clark, Annie Staples.
The remainder of the program was as fol-

Hon. C. E. Littlefield of Rockland appeared before the committee on towns at
Augusta
last week in two cases. He
represented the
petitioners asking that Ragged Island he set
oil' from Matinicus plantation and he made
a plantation by the name of Oriehaven. The
committee voted to report ought to pass. Mr.
Littlefield also appeared to oppose the incorporation of Swan’s Island as a town, or
at least, to amend the bill of incorporation
so that it shall take, effect when the
people
of tlie island so vote.

Dr.

PRIMARY.

the North Primary building were very neatly decorated with everand
greens,
portraits of Washington wrere
displayed. In Miss Roberts’ room the exercises were opened by the Washington
Light Brigade, a small company of boys,
under the command of Master Otis Ellis, who
marched in and after a few simple military
evolutions took their seats. The members
of the company were as follows: Mell RobThe two

injure

Feb.

each dur-

wrere

the State. Both sides

ry much in earnest and the hearing
very ably conducted. The petitioners
claimed that women and children are unable
to work 10 hours a
day, in justice to their
work aud retain their health. Those
opposing the bill claim that fewer hours would reduce wages aud
both the employer
and employe.
Maine manufacturers have
now all they can couteud witli without
another handicap iu these hard tiin is. The
hearing was in the hall of the House in the
afternoon and in the Senate Chamber in the
evening and both were tilled. The closing
arguments continued to a late hour. Tt. is
generally thought, that no 51-hour law can
pass the legislature.
were v«

NUMBER 8.

Observance In the Schools of Belfast.

Its

given a hearing by the labor committee,
1 liursday afternoon and
evening, and drew
a host of labor workers and
leading manuwas

189L

Arthur Murch
j
Frank Staples ! The Petit Manan Land Co. Hearing.
of
Children’s Story
Washington, G Pupils
A hearing was held, Wednesday, Feb. 17th,
Carrie Johnson
He is Ours,
Washington and the Flag, Winnie Seekins at the Court House, in Augusta, of the
Florence
A Puzzling Question,
Chaples creditors of the Petit Manan Land Company,
Singing, A Yankee boy is trim and tall,
School before Joseph Williamson, Jr., as master of
Tune, Yankee Doodle.
Recitations, Washington’s Picture,
chancery, and bills amounting to about §20,Lulu Coombs
Fred O’Connell 000 against the company were received and
George Washington,
Mildred McAndless allowed. S. S. Brown of Waterville was
The Little Hatchet,
Frank Bramliall counsel for the receiver. There were presOur Country’s Father,
Dialogue, What Washington and his wife ent—E. F. Hanson of Belfast; R.ofW. Duun
Belfast;
of Waterville; Dr. G. C. Kilgore
would think of slang.
Donald Clement and Kate Brier Dr. W. G. Fuller of Pittsfield; J. W. Flanniof
Parker
SteuA.
of
Three
White
The
Tokens, Red,
Portland; Capt.
gau
Recitation,
Lottie Cunningham ben.
and Blue,

Washington,

|

and an average attendance of 11.
The regular meeting of the School Committee was held Monday evening, all present except Messrs. Sibley and Kilgore. No
business was transacted beyond some adjustment of the financial details of the
forthcoming annual report. Adjourned for
one week.
A special committee of the School Committee, consisting of Messrs. Wardwell, Tilton ami Hatch, met Tuesday to revise the
annual report of the board.
The report will
be quite long, making about 50 pages. It will

include the usual financial exhibit, a chapter on the city schools, one on the rural
schools, a report of the High school by Mr
Ilsley, on music by Mrs. Pitcher, and on tru
ancy by Mr. Wilkins.

June 1st.
Fred A. Johnson of this city went to Boslast week to take a position with the
Boston Dry Goods Co., successors to the
wholesale business of Jordan £ Marsh. For
three years past Mr Johnson has been with
the dry goods and carpet house of A. D
Chase & Son of this city, which lirm
speaks
in the highest terms of his
industry and integrity aud his capacity as a clerk and saleston

lie is also an ardent musician and
the first B flat clarinet in the Belfast
His many friends in this
city predict
success for him in his new business
relations.

man.

played
Band.

Rev. H. E. Frohock.

Papers

Herbert E. Frohock was born in
The
Rockpoit, Maine, March 1, 1857. His parcuts, Wiiiiam H. and Bethiab F. Frohock,
both trace descent from the Puritan settlers
of Massachusetts, and both are Methodists,
as wi re thnr parents before them.
The son
Key.

Rockland Courier-Gazette aud Union
Times have been consolidated.
The

helpfulness,

they

able to

were

valued at

church,

and

in

$3,000,

a

free of

rejoicing people.

a

Remaining here another year, Mr. Frohock was then appointed to Bar Harbor.
This summer resort was then enjoying a
“boom." A crowded bouse and the necessity oi making extensive and costly repairs

inclined

the

ediri'M*.

nexv

entirely

business

body, apparently prosperous,
the completion of the
were
1888,
accepted
begun. Nearly $1,000 was ex- these residences

xvork

am!

New York World

Encyclopedic
original and

ii

a new,
work of

Edited by Uobert Hunter aud Hilaries

Morris, assisted bv eminent specialists.
4 v.‘.R. L.
Frederic, Harold. March hares. A
novel. 189(5. 235 2
Music of the
*Hutchinson, Enoch.
Bible. 18(54.1021.2(5
Ingraham, Joseph Hoit. The Prince, of
the House of David: a series of letters of Adina from Jerusalem in the
days of Herod to her father a Jew in
Egypt, relating scenes in the life of
Jesus of Nazareth.
Illustrated bv
V. A. Sear lea. 189(5.. 101(» 22
*Kolilrauseh, Frederick. A history
of Germany from the earliest period
to the present time.
1847. 42.4 30
I Lessing, Gotthold Ephraim. Nathan
the wise, a dramatic poem. .1134 11
* Stewart T.
McCants. Liberia: the

! 189(5.
gives lie- fol- !

disgusted newspaper man
lowing philosophical reasons for retiring
from business: “A child is born, the doctor

in attendance gets >](), the editor notes it
and gets 0; it is christened, the minister gets
64, the editor writes it lip and gets (X); it
marries, the minister get another fee, the
editor gets a piece of cake or 000; in course
of time it dies, the doctor gets from 65 to
610, the minister gets another 64, the undertaker 625 to 640—the editor prints it and receives 0000—and then the privilege of running free of charge a card of thanks.” [Tifton, Ga., Gazette.

..

exhaustive

origin, development, orthography,
pronunciation, meaning, and use;
being a'so a comprehensive encyclopedia <>f all the arts and sciences.

will

A

■

dictionary:

reference to all English words, their

have telegraphic communication with the World office, thus enabling him to talk with iiis managers w henever it may he required.

tlie parsonage, in moving, put
u\
foundation and repairing.
In the
ting
ini 1st of the church building the financial
crash came
Real estat.t dropped one hunc* ni —ami could not find a market.
d
<i o
m-.-i. in
.!!
ame poor, and the completion
11 i!
hi.iv'. foil ml the s' >cicty in debt (iuhuiing 82.50* on pars-mage—an old debt)
AluoiKi
I In*
building cost .810,500 )
Tin
.t. c ut the summer the pastor had fiilt i;.i i*11■ j•:* txvi. e each Sunday, acted as
v-Tscer of tlie building xvork for the trustees
and as financial agent.
The dedication T-'.-k | Sa.-e in August, leaving $0.500uuprovoh-d f.*r. wbich sum must b pledged to
5.10 in po dges c onditionally seemed.
'mid.
V. ho. in Boston soliciting for the* chnrcli,
Mi Fr h
k xx as taken ill and returned to
.:
home, where la- was routined for many
months.
In February, given tip as incurable by bis physicians, he resigned the
charge mil went to his Searsmout home,
fle-c he obtained physical help and was restored to perfect health.
Warned b\ the physicians not to return to
Go- same conditions that caused his sick■-icss, lie a
; tcd ai appointment to Honlvo11 Me
where h*- is closing his fourth year
v.
t' s.gi.ai success. On a!! his charges souls
i.cen continually given him as fruit of
hi.-, aimistry. the uo-mbership has been inre is.-.I, and the benex'deuces h ive advanc•d
; 8nm’s Herald.

pended

a

bought a house in Georgia for a winter
residence, and it is now supposed that he
will divide his time in the following manner:
Winter in Georgia, spring and fall in Lakewood, and summer at Bar Harbor. Each of

consecrated, T•
enterprise. Plan's
was

the

;

The Rangeley Lakes thinks it strange that
the fact, of the birth o* that, paper should not
have been included ill the records of the
Amerieo-African republic. ImpresMaine Press Association. We. believe this
sions of the climate, resources, and
to have been one of many oversights, and it
people of West Africa. 188(5. 524 3
f Smith, Francis Hopkinson.
Tom
serves to emphasize what was said in The
Grooan.
A novel. 249 20
Journal last week, and many times before,
*faylor, William Mackergo. Daniel
the beloved. 1878 .1018 8
on the importance of full, accurate and imJohn. Hours of exercise in
partial reports from the county historians, ’‘•'Tyndall,
the Alps. 1871.1147 14
Bro. Hunter <-f Farmington called the atWiggiu, Kate Douglas. Marin Lisa.
A story.
1897. 24(5 2,4
I teution of the Association to this and other
*
Si!;•■•• r n;> sketch was published Mr. FroWillis, Nathaniel Parker. Rural let((missions, and was instructed to correct the
ters and other records of thought
hock has H t*d appointments in Biddeford
j records of Franklin county for the past, two
at leisure. 1849.1112,23
and at Kent 's Hill, and now goes to Charlesi years.
*
(
Presented.
S.
ton.
If you should ask the women of New Eng1 Corrected book numbers.
land in regard i»> their favorite daily paper,
Me Knew Brain.
nine out of every ten would declare in favor
The Girl with the Calico Dress.
of the Boston Journal.
Every day the Wov'.tj*t. K. A. Richardson of Deer Isle,whose
man's Corner of that interesting paper is :
Perhaps in these days of Bradley-Martin
contributions to The Journal are read with
filled with varied news aud gossip especialhalls, of “dressing to death,” and of lavish
interest, sen D to the Ellsworth American
ly designed to interest the ladies. In the display on small capital, it may be well to
his vi,?vvs of tlie recent tragedy on the hark
Herbert Fuller and of the convicted miir- Sunday Journal there are a number of extra recall what inspired an American poet of
which are always appreciated.
In | half a century ago. The following verses by
derei Bram. Capt. Richardson was intimate- features
liiaiiited with Capt. Nash and his wife addition to the page devoted exclusively to Robert Josselin are from an old scrap hook :
ly
and letters to interest the fair sex,
A tig for your upper-ten girls,
and the vessel on which the crime was com- pictures
the Sunday Journal gives each week a phoWith their velvets and satins aud laces,
mitted
He sailed from
Boston in his
Their
diamonds and rubies and pearls,
fashion picture designed by one of
schooner,the S. G. Haskell, on the same day tographic
Aud their milliner figures aud faces.
the fourteen leaders of court styles in Euthe Fuller sailed on her fatal voyage, and
They may shine at a party or ball,
rope, each illustration being accompanied
Emblazoned with half they possess,
they were in company two days out. SpeakBut give me in place of them all,
a signed
the
famous
by
by
description
ing of tic* newspaper reports that Bram
My girl with the calico dress.
maker. Then there is the weekly letter from
made a good impression while on the stand,
Bab, whose breezy comments on topics of She is plump as a partridge, and fair
Capt Richardson says:
As a rose in its earliest bloom ;
the day, are always timely and interesting.
Her teeth will with ivory compare,
Bram never made a “favorable impresA series of letters to girls aud mothers by
Aud her breath with the clover perfume,
sion" upon me, ami I was surprised to learn
Her step is as free and as light
that, he was the mate when I first saw him
Mrs. Mary Lowe Dickinson, and the conaboard the Fuller, last June.
As
the fawn’s whom the hunters hard
At that
tiuuation of the last novel from the pen of
time Capt. and Mrs. Nash were often on ;
press,
“The
are
the
other
interDuchess,”
hoard d my vessel, and my wife and I went j
And her eye is as soft aud as bright,
among
to
theirs.
We had long been intimate estiug features.
My girl with the calico dress.
'1

friends.
Bram came to our vessel many times. He
rush**d around just as they were about leaving the dork, evidently to get our mate to go
up street for a parting drink.

Dr.

A. J. Billings, the oldest member of the
Maine State Senate, is truly a self-made man
and his career is a most interesting one. He
was horn in Newport,
Penobscot county,
182b
At the age of six
Me., December
years he removed witli his parents to Unity.
There he resided until he was. 1 a, working on
his father's farm and in a blacksmith shop.
“About this time.
be writes, “I began to
feel the necessity <*f an education, and often
asked my father to send me t;; a high school
or academy. N
doubt lie had become some-

half-reliable man.” Then the “experts' iline in for a deserved over-hauling,
ic Riehardsuii agrees with
practical seafar-

rs

C-

a

everywhere t:iat,

truth, and common nautiunde! ti e conditions the Fuller
there
is no kind, class or rig of
sailing,
matter of

i>

•'•"“■I that will not
plainly show something
1"' very wrong when the wheel is unattended
two or three minutes at the very
longest. For three years 1 commanded a
fas; sailing harkentine, which was notorious
f‘*r her easy steering.
LTider such conditions of sailing her wheel could not he ieft
huigcr than I ’nave just mentioned hut what
aim would either come aback, or else go off'
and j he over the fore and aft sails, and the
same would he true of
any vessel that I
have ever known.
to

In conclusion he says:
If Brain was not the real murderer, which
1 Jo not admit, let him suffer for allowing
it to l»e done and not learning who did it.
second motion of Mate Brain, through
counsel, for a new trial on grounds of newly
discovered evidence vitiating testimony
given by Charles Brown at the trial is denied.
The court says: “The new evidence
The

is

>

use,

11
v,

simply cumulative.”
\

J. Billings.

The Oldest Member of the Main* Senate.

Capt. Richardson criticises, and justly,
Brain's conduct before and after the murders. and says he “proved bv his own evidesce that lie was neither a sailor,
uaviga*
nor

A.

|
j

what tired of my importunity, lor one day
while at work m the shop, he frankly told
me I might stay wills him until I was 21 and
lie would then give me >100, a yoke of steers
and two suits of iothes, or I could go now
without anything. My reply was, *1 will go
I went. In a few days I hired
now, father.'
out m a brickyard for the season.
In the
following fail I went to school at Freedom
Maine.
For
three
summers
folAcademy,
lowing I worked in a blacksmith shop, and
in the falls went to the academy.
When IP
or 20 years old I went to Waterville and became
a
student under the distinguished
James H. Hanson. LI,. I)., principal of the
Classical Institute."
In 1802 he was elected to the Maine House
of Representatives. Early in the following
summer he was appointed surgeon of the
Nineteenth Regiment, Maine Volunteers.
He was discharged for disability in 1804,
having participated in the battles of Freder-

icks!) rg, Cliancellorsville, Gettysburg aud

Bristow station.
He was appointed surgeon of the Board of
Enrollment in the latter part of 1804 and remained in that position until the close of
the war.
He was elected to the State Senate in 1800 and 1807, and in 1808 was returned to the House.
He was on Gov. Perham’s
staff in 1871 as surgeon general. For six
years he served as inspector of jails and

told of the late Captain R.
good story
Ii Forhes, who was interested in some seventy sail of fine vessels, and who built many
clippers for the India and China trade before the genetal application of steam.
It prisons.
seems th it. while
testing the sailing qualities
He has always been active in the cause of
of
she
was
struck
Hipper-schooner,
by a temperance, having advocated “legal suasquall in Boston Harbor, fell on her side, sion” for the rum seller and moral suasion
h lied wit h water, and wo nt down. Fortu- for
the drunkard.
He proudly points to .his
n Ji-d.v
she had a boat in tow, which saved record
of never having drank a glass of
all hands.
He would not start a sheet nor
his
in
life.
liquor
lull her into the wind to prevent her
"From my youth," says he, “l have hail to
being
ips./.-d In* was determined to know what fiLfht the battle of life alone and when clouds
she. on Id do in a squall, even at the risk of of
opposition stood in my way I never falhis life and the lives of a select party of tered.”
[Utica, N. V., Saturday Globe.
nautical friends he had with him; and although this experiment may have been of The
Libhy Sheep Ranch in flontana.
interest to Captain F< rbes, it is doubtful
whether his invited guests relished their poC. E. Libby, win.) is at Burnham this winsition
w
Later she
as raised without much
hut for the past few years has been lotrouble, and had her spars reduced. For | ter,
I rated in Higliwood Mountain ranch near
years afterwards she was famous along the
i Fort Benton, Mont has a Hock of 200 Cots•oast of China for her speed. [Harper’s
is

<■

Round Table.

Forbes, owner of the auxilyacht Wild Duck, is a brother of
B. Forbes and evidently imbued

Hon. John M.

iary
Capt.

R.

with

the

steam

old.

fast

same

spirit.

He is

84 years
coming to Belnow

A few' years ago he was
with C. B. Hazeltine of this

city as his
guest, and at the time for starting there was
a heavy sea outside.
Tiie captain of the
yacht rather advised waiting for smoother
water, hut Mr. Forbes wanted to see how
the yacht would behave and they went out.
The Wild Duck is as seaworthy as her
namesake, but the passage was not a very
comfortable or pleasant one.
Electric

Bitters.

Electric Bitters is a medicine suited for
any season, but perhaps more generally
needed in the Spring, when the languid exhausted feeling prevails, when the liver is
torpid and sluggish and the need of a tonic
and alterative is felt. A prompt use of this
medicine has often averted long and perhaps
fatal bilious fevers. No medicine will act
more surely in counteracting end
freeing
the system from the malarial poison. Headache, Indigestion, Constipation, Dizziness
yield to Electric Bitters. Only fifty cents
per bottle at Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug
Store.
HOOD’S

Your dandies and foplings may sueer
At her simple and modest attire,
But the charms she permits to appear
Would set a whole iceberg on fire:
She. can dance, but she never allows
The hugging, the squeeze and caress,
She is saving all these for her spouse,
My girl with the calico dress.
She is cheerful, warm-hearted and true,
And kind to her father aud mother;
She studies how much she can do
For her sweet little sisters and brother,
if you want

a

companion f<>r

life,

To comfort., enliven, and bless,
She is just the right sort of a wife,
My girl with the calico dress.

Mrs. Packard

Complimented.

The E. K. Wilcox Post has acted wisely in
appointing Mrs. Packard its press corre-

spondent.

She. is a clever woman and popular with the newspaper tribes in this
city.

[Springfield, Mass., Daily News.

Mrs. Helen N. i ackard has been appoint d
press correspondent for E. K. Wilcox relief
corps for the current year. Correspondent*
for each corps in the department are furnished blanks by the department
secretary
to be tilled out and forwarded to
headquarters at Boston when anything
noteworthy
takes place. They are also to keep in touch
with the. daily and weekly papers, and give

them all items which are deemed proper for
publication. Mrs. Packard will represent
the Worcester Gazette at the convention to
be held in Worcester Wednesday and Thursday, reporting for each session. [Springfield,

Mass., Republican.
$2

a

To

Year for The Journal and Tribune.
all

subscribers, new or old, who pay
their subscription to The Journal one year
in advance the New York
Weekly Tribune
(price SI a year) will be sent one year free.
In remitting, if the Tribune is wanted tlie
subscriber

should

state, as it is not sent
With The. Journal furnis mg all the heal news, and much other
matter of local interest, and the Tribune to
supply the news of the world, political and
general with fashions, household science
and mechanics, literaiy and other departunless

so

requested.

ments, stories and miscellany, 20 pages in
all, it is a very taking combination at £2 a
year.
ami if

Subscriptions may 1-e.gin at any time,
desired the two papers will he sent to

d i tie run t. add resses.

wold

PILLS

cure

Liver

Ills,

Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.

buck lambs which lie is feeding and
getting in condition for shipment to Montana u the
The Higliwood Mountain
ranch is owned by I. C. Libby of Waterville,
his son, C. E. Libby, and C. A. Merrill, formerly of Newport, but now of Waterville.
The firm has at present 35,000 sheep and K00
head of cattle upon the ranch. The sheep
are French and Spanish Merinos and
Shropshire Downs. Owing to the low price of
wool the firm has decided to change the
breeds somewhat and will use the Cots wold
bucks for the purpose. By this move they
will be able to get more out of the mutton.

spring.

The bucks were purchased in Prince Edward Island and make a handsome lot.
The High wood Mountain ranch is a tract
of land between 20 and 30 miles square and
is said to be exceptionally good for the purpose. The snow seldom falls to sufficient
depth to cause any serious inconvenience.
The firm has at present stored in Boston
1,750,000 lbs. of wool, much of which was
clipped from the sheep. Some of this large
stock has been stored for many months, as
the prices have been so low that it was considered better to pay storage costs and hold
it. The recent advance in prices means a
big sum to the owners and should the old
tariff schedule go into effect on wool and
woolen goods the firm will make a fair-sized
fortune off the increase in value of the wool
and the sheep. The price of good sheep at
the present time in Montana is about $2.50
per head, but S3 50 would be a low price if
the old tariff schedule should be restored.

Kindly Visitor (noticing the empty cage:)
“Did your canary die a natural death?"
Ltitle Reginald (promptly:) “Yes, ma’am;
the cat ate him." [Puck.

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

SILVERWARE.

11(5.19

l)r. Eggleston's long study of our early
colonial history has now borne fruit in the
first volume of a projected “History of
life in the United States.” He deals at
length with the settlements and early history of Virginia, Maryland and Massachusetts, with a concluding chapter on
New England Dispersements, which resulted in the settlement of Providence,
Hartford, and New Haven. There is no
worship of ancestors in Dr. Eggleston’s
composition, and he deals with the American forebears with an exceedingly frank
hand. So far as our knowledge goes, n >
more interesting study of the rise of P ritanism in England, and of its influence
and activity on this continent, has ever
been written. We commend the vivacious
and delightful style of this important
work, for Dr Eggleston has the command
of a clear, clean, epigrammatic speech
which is always entertaining and sometimes brilliant. (Outlook.)

has

that

in

men

trustees to build an
The wealth of young

Joseph Pulitzer of

memoirs

to the life and character of the
people. 1897. 455 25

weekly paper called The Northern Plaindealer, which he pro; oses to make the organ
of the allied silver element in Maine. The
Plaindealer is an 8 page paper, newsy and
well edited.

beautiful
debt, amid

series of

a

We Can Fit Your

Eyes,

ence

Augusta,

number of

prophets:

meditations. 1859.1018 1

tures...

February Rudder lias

at

book of

Eggleston, Edward. The beginners of
a nation : a history of the source aud
rise of the earliest English settlements in America with special refer-

William H. Jeffrey, at onetime editor and

February, 188(5,

dedicate

the
and

of fine

manager of the Maine Democrat
has issued at Portland the first

Oeutury

S.

Eczema in any part of the body is instantly relieved and permanently cured by Doan’s
Ointment, the sovereign remedy for all itchiness of

the skin.

Profitable

Improvement.

It is conceded by the city governments of
all the great centers, whose duty it is to
make an exhaustive study of the
subject,
and by the political economist, the scientist
and the practical man of business, that good
and scientific street construction means not
only the comfort, but the wealth and success,
of that city where the finest obtainable system has been inaugurated and maintained.
[Board of Trade Journal.

You

what you
want in our
SATURDAY WINDOW.
can see

National Bank
P. O. Square.

Building,

H. J. LOCKE & SON.

BBOBATE NOTICES
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on tlie second Tuesday of
February,A. 1). 1897.
T UCY A BUY LITTLEFIELD and CH ARLES E.
Jj LITTLEFIELD, the widow and a son ol El)
WIN F. LITTLEFIELD, late of Winterport, in
said County <d Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition playing that they may be appointed
administrators of the estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy «»I' ibis 1
order i" he published three weeks successively in !
tlie Republican Journal, ptinted at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at i
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday ol March next, at ten <J the clock belore noon, and show cause, il any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioners should not be granted.
OEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
( has. P. IIa/.kltim:, Register.

J

I

TEA. COFFEE AND NERVES.
in

DUST

WASHING

POWDHIt

are bad. They break down the health of
habituating people to the effects of the poisonous
principles they contain. The recent introduction
of Grain-O, the new food-drink, designed to take
the place of coffee (and why not tea?) is the beginning of a needed reform. Grain O is made
from pure grains, is harmless, nutritious, palatable, good for young and old, and cheap; onefourth the cost of coffee. Try it fairly and you
will drink no more coffee; and have better rest

Largest package—greatest economy.
THE
St.

Chicago,

N.

FAIRBANK COMPANY,

K.

Louis,

New

York,

Bostou,

WORMS IN CHILDREN.
Hundreds of children have worms, but thsir parents doctor
nearly everything else.

them tor

True’s Pin Worm Elixir

Is the best Worm Remedy made. It is likewise the best
Remedy for all the complaints of children, s-ieh as K.*\* ri>hness
Rosti veil ess, Indisrestion. Sour stomach, etc
It lia* i>««n a
hoiHtliotd rt-iuedy forlr, vfars. Iisef!icacv
sii'-h ironMies uas nevt-i

Druggists,

or

neen

of the

<*q mil led.

Purely vegetable and harmless
Dr. J. F. TRUE & CO., Au

Proprieiors.

Hght.

_______

Bv the adoption of this new plan the
ol inland waters has been
largely in
creased, the dividing line having been
moved some distance seaward.

GUARANTEED
TOBACCO

area

HABIT
l.OOO.OOnb'

res sol;l.-TiO.umi fM:res pro^ .• its power to des'rov Rhodes ire for
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e.iiti y ..
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du-tii
a
■
lighted. \Vo expect you !>> in ij.>\ e w lial
,t
i.,r .1.cut ■
.1
dv 'iai:i '•
v here. S'-rut I-u-nur 1 r.ok!el
Tt»w;i<-e.> -i.p
id -ui*.k..
f,
.-.a
free sample. Address TIB E ?it’ £KLi Sii UKJ* Tin ( O.. < li»e »go or V
1 >ver
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loth

International C

R. Convention.

The 10th Internationale. E. Convention
will be held in San Francisco. Calif.,
.Inly

7-12,

'.*7.

The

following

in

relation to

and travel have been sent out
the information committee:

rates

by

II

Sold and Ouaraiitwri l>y K r II VIM II

*

MOODY. !i. |

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIB

importart
important

reports.

cinating

agricultural department

Mary

j

if"

everybody.

We Furnish The Republican Journal and N, Y. Weekly Frw
$2.00,

YEAR

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO, BELFAST, MA:V

|

Closing Out Sale-'Furniture.
J. C. THOHPSON

& SON

Oak & Ash Chamber Sets, Extension Tables,
FOLDING BEDS very low, also MATTRESSES and CHAIRS.

J. C.

Thompson

Sen, 39 Main St.

Newton S. Lord & Co, OLD-FASHIONED
SAIL MAKERS,

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,

St., Belfast,

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate of

THE

SEWELL BRAS BRIDGE, late of Winterport,
in the county of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond

as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to

make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon to exhibit the same for setJOHN W. HOBBS.
tlement to him.

public notice

to

all

hereby give
she has been duly appointed
THEconcerned, that
of Administrathe
and taken
trust
upon herself
trix of the estate of
LEVI STAPLES, late of Stockton

tlement

to

her.

LYDIA M. STAPLES.

ages

and sounder health as one of the rewards. Packages 15c. and 25c. of any grocer. An experiment
that will pay.
Im6

Washing PoWoEfc

1MXERY

Everybody
England drinks tea; morning,
Springs,
and night, and nervous diseases are conse- in the
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
all perlaw
therefore
as
the
she
on
requests
the
increase
there.
In
this
directs;
quently
country we
sons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate
drink more coff ee than the English.do, with plenty I
to make immediate paj rnent, and those who have
of tea besides; and nervous diseases are on the any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for setBoth these universal bever-

j

The after-dinner task of dish washing
its terrors, and all household ekan'ii,
accomplished quickly and easily by Uic u:.L

In order tine all Eastern Christian Endeavorers and ‘heir friends may lind it
j
possible to visit our State, we have asked
F'OP
J
j for and confidently expect the lowest railway rate ever employed by the Traffic AsI jVFK V iihmiiImm «.!
I
sociation for a trans-continental trip.
j
I1- V 10 K >
I si in i! a
on
J The rate will he open to all alike.
Where delegations charter entire trains
FV
FK
>'
in
of
Isii'in.
either
tirst-class
or
tourist cars or full
I
cars on
regular trains, special arrangeKVKUV villajrr in
j meats may he made with the Sleeping Car
( ompanics for stopping at
points of interKVKU
\ Si ah* or 5
est en route by “setting out” car or train
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
without, extra charge.
February A. 1). 1897.
Hotel rates will be furnished on appliBOWDEN’, Administrator of the estate cation.
No lodgings or hotel accommoFOK 10<111<*;i (io11.
of WILLARD O. TAINTED, late of Winterdations
will be engaged or reserved unless
port. in said County of Waldo, deceased, hava
for
a
license
to
or
for
ing presented
petition praying
paid
guaranteed.
| l-'OIJ rVol»!<*
sell at public or private sale and convey certain
Be sure to select different routes comreal estate of said ceceased, described in said
and
and
FOK Ti*m* Wo in sin
endeavor
to
take
in
ing
returning
petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to as many point of interest en route as posall persons interested by causing a copy of this
sible.
Bring clothing suitable to early
order to be published three weeks successively in
spring weather, for San Francisco is subthe Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
IT GIVES ali
rows of the Nation.
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held ject to cold weather in duly. Address for
at Belfast, within and for said county, on the sec
information “Committee of ’07,” Young
IT
all
GIVES
news of the World.
Tuesday of March next, at ten of the clock Men's Christian Association
| ond
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
Building,
San
Calif.
Francisco,
IT GIVES the most reliable market
why the prayer of said petitioner sliouldnot be
granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
IT GIVES brilliant and instructive editorials.
Close
Time
on
Clams.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
IT GIVES fa;
The towns in the section of the State
short stories
interested in the clam digging industry
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
IT
GIVES
an
unexcelled
are
the County of Waldo on the second Tuesdav of
greatly agitated over the proposal in
February, A. D. 1897.
the Legislature to have a close time on
IT GIVES scientific and mechanical information.
j. smedburg, widow of John s.
and a monster petition is in circuclams,
SMEDBURG, late of Unity, in said County lation in IS rook 1
(’astine,
in,
Surry, Sedgof Waldo, deceased, having presentee a petition
IT GIVES illustrated fashion articles
for an allowance out cf the personal estate of said
wick, Swan's Island, Brooksville, Blue
deceased.
Deer Isle aud many other places in
Hill,
IT GIVES humorous illustrations
#
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to that
vicinity. This petition will be preall persons interested by causing a copy of this
IT
sented to the Legislature.
GIVES entertainment to young and old.
order to be published three w’eeks successively in
the Republican Joiuaigl, printed at Relfast,that
It is claimed that a close time on clams
they may appear at a Probate Court to lie held would be a disastrous blow to the towns
IT
GIVES
satisfaction everywhere to
at Belfast within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of March next, at ten of the
along the shore. A big business is done
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
in winter iu supplying Missiehusetts,
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should lihode Island, Connecticut and other
not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
States, and this industry is the only means
u:
A true copy. Attest:
of support for hundreds of families durCiias. P. Hazeltine, Register.
ing several months each year.
ONE
FOR
The clam diggers denounce the scheme
as a movement for a
At a l’robate Court held at Belfast, within and for
in the inmonopoly
( ASII IN
\1)\
AM
1
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
terest of salt bait buyers along tin* coast.
Address all orders to
February, A. 1). 1897.
claim
m
that
close
time
would
They
pracI V 1)1 A A. FLEM ANT, daughter of BESTl'UE S.
tically kill several towns which depend
l_j BA RBI DUE, late of Winterport, in said Comiupon visitors from Massachusetts in stimty of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that administration of the estate of
liter and clam
digging in the winter.
said deceased may be granted to her.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interes ed by causing a copy of this
Good Seamanship of Capt. Curtis.
Write your name and address on a postal card, send it to Geo
W
order to be published three weeks successively in j
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
Tribune t ffiee, New York City, and a sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEK l
An unusually good bit of seamanship
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at Belfast, within and for said County, on tlie
TRI UNE will be mailed to you.
was that of (’apt.
K. Curtis, of the big
second Tuesday of Match next, at ten ol the
American ship Tillic ]•;. Starbuck, which
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
was
last week towed hack herefrom Berhave, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
muda to relit, after having been badly
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
damaged on the voyage from this port
A true copy. Attest
for Australia.
Chas. P. Hazkltine. Register.
During a hurricane the
ship was hove on her beam ends, boats,
bulwarks and everything else to leeward
TT7ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at BelW fast, on the second Tuesday of February, carried away, and thus she lay for about
STORE TO RET
1897. PHEBE J. C. FRENCH, Administratrix
sixteen hours.
When she righted she
on the estate of MINOT
FRENCH, late of Linwas, of course, in danger of being discolnville, in said County, deceased, having pre
sented her first and final account of administramasted, the lee rigging being adrift and
tion of said state for allowance.
nothing left to fasten it to. In this
Ordered, That notice thereof tie given, three
emergency the captain had a steel hawser
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
in
that
in
said
all
Belfast,
Hare special ruts in /prices to close out their stoch
county,
passed under the bow and swept aft beperson*
printed
interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be neath the hull amidships, the one end beMure still lift a ftne\ussorttnent\of
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of March
ing made fast inboard on the weather
next, and show cause, if any they have, why
side and the other end being thus secure
the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
on the lee side to hold the main
rigging,
A true copy. Attest:
which was then bent to it and set up as
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
securely as possible, all this having to he
could stand any
TTALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at Bel- done before the ship
TT
fast, on the second Tuesday of February, strain of sail on the other tack, and in
1897. RUFUS B. ELLINGWOOD,‘Administrator
this fashion he managed to make Beron the estate of ESTHER A. ELLINGWOOD. late
muda.
[Marine Journal, New York.
of Stockton Springs, in said County, deceased,
CALL EARLY W HILE THERE IS A LINE ASSORTMENT.
having presented his first and final account of adof
for
allowance.
ministration
said estate
A Notable Voyage.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
Talk about yachting, there is some
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
sense of satisfaction in a schooner yacht
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of March
that
can go on a cruise around the world,
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
and come home via Cape Horn with forty
said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
thousand knots on her log, and the craft
A trtie copy. Attest:
still in A 1 condition, never having los’ a
Chas P. Hazkltine, Register.
But Can’t be Beaten.
That is the record of the
spar or a sail.
American
keel
schooner
Coronet,
yacht
In Court of Probate, held at Bel
iTf ALIX> SS.
This is he season to cleanse the
Vt 1 ;tst. on the second Tuesday of February, which ret urned here last Saturday, from a
1897. ANSEL LortlROP. Executor on the estate
trip to Japan and San Francisco. She
I irer and l\ idnt i/s. find i>re~
of ISAAC M. BECKETT, late of Belfast, in said
Co
as
rounded the Horn twice, hv the way.
&
And Successors to .J. W. Frederick
r at disfase of those ortjans.
Comity, deceased, having presented his first and
more
than
half
around
the
globe
final account of administration of said estate for going
allowance.
and hac k the same way, instead of all the
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three way around.
On her westward voyage
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
she made the distance from New York
printed in Belfast,* in said county, that all person*
to San Francisco in 117
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
ANl) DEALERS IN
days, and return
hekl at Belfast on the second Tuesday of March
in 11 1, but would have done the latter in
Cart Corel's.
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
Tents,
/ o 11.
nn i
Awnings,
considerably less had it not been for heavy
said account should not lie allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
gales off Ilatteras. The Coronet is only
Dark, Cordage, faints, ,(V.
A true copy. Attest
Made n'holhj of roots, barfs and
100 tons and was built by C. A K. Poillon,
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
Brooklyn, in 188.‘>. [Marine Journal.
herbs.
Xo poison.
Me
No. 31 Front

noon

too.

|
j

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav <•('
February,‘A. JJ. 1897.
4 certain instrument, purporting to bo the last
will and te tament of A I.: LRT B. OTIS, late
u
of Belfast, in said County ol Waido, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested bv causing a copy of thisordei to be
published three weeks sun essively in the Reptiblican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be Hold at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of March next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, appr ved and allow ed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON. .Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cmas. P Hazeltine. Register.

subscriber

increase here

GOLD

ofllemarkationOfl Maine ( oast Is Established,
The new line dividing the high seas
from the inland waters and easterly end of
Long Island, recommended by the New
York Maritime Association and the Boston Chamber of Commerce, has received
the approval of the secretary of the treasury, and the following abstract from a
circular just issued by the bureau of navigation describes the new lines of deraarkation, and all craft sailing or steaming
inside of this line will hereafter be subject to the inland rules of the road:
The line begins at Little Hock Head,
about oO miles west ol East port and runs
to the outer side of Old Man, thence to
outer side of D.mble Shot, thence to Libby Island Light, thence to Moose Peak
lighthouse, on through Little pond head
to outer side of Crumple Island to Petit
Mauan lighthouse.
From this point the
line runs out to Mount Desert Rock lighthouse, thence to Matinicus light, thence
to Monhegan light, thence to Seguin whistling buoy, thence to Old Anthony whistling buoy, Cape Elizabeth, thence to
Boon Island light, thence to E. Anderson
ledge spindle, Isle of Shoals, thence to
Cape Ann light.
The line in Massachusetts bay has already been established. The line farther
down the coast starts from the (linnet
light, off Plymouth, and runs to Rice
Point light, Cape Cod, and from Chatham
lights thence to Northeast Slue channel
whistling buoy (Pollock Rip)’ thence to
Great Round Shoal lightship, thence to
Sankaty Head light. From the westerly
end of Tuekneruck island to Wasque
Poiut. Chappequiddick island from (lay
Head light to Block island (southeast
lighthouse) tlumce to Montauk Point

Line

Byington, Ezra Hoyt. The Puritan in
England and New England. 1897.... 455.28
*Calvert, Georgti H. Travels in Europe: its people and scenery. 1800.. 554.15
fCroekfit, S. il. Cleg Kelly, an Arab
of the city : his progress and adven-

its usual quota
illustrations, and is full of matter of
interest to yachtsmen and yacht builders,
professional and amateur. Send $2 to the
Rudder Publishing Co., 155 Broadway, New
York, and enjoy the monthly visits of this
excellent periodical for a year.
Tlie

Inland Waters.

Americans: a young people’s
pilgrimage to historic homes. 322 2(5
*
Brown, A. Morton. Evenings with
famous

Editors Robbins of the Old Town Enter-

K'>w ie-

wife's

Brooks, Elbridge

prise and Hunter of the Farmington Chronicle are representing the Maine newspaper
men at the meeting of the National Editorial Association in Galveston, Texas,

May _'7, l>s;i, he preached his lirst sermon
as pa-t.or t.f Alexander, Coop r, Craxvford
and .No. 11 Circuit, Washington County, Me.
The next spring he became a probationer in
the Conference and receiving an appointment ?" Penobscot charge, preached 228
sermons and, traveled over ."..(MX) miles by
team that, year in his regular work.
In
1885 fie was sent, as a forlorn hope, to M’illbridge and Cherry field, the purpose being to
Mill bridge to the work. Though
recover
firuling little of encouragement and nothing
of church property in this town, not even a
place to preach but twice until September,
God owned his persistency and his noble

Library.

Books added during February, 1K>»7.

The Biddeford Daily aud Weekly Times,
which suspended a mouth ago, will resume
publication this week, under the management of a stock company of which James
Home of Boston is president.

was educated us a teacher, which calling he
followed tor eight years. Converted at the
age oi t" nf >-six, be became a member of
tin Methodist Episcopal Church in Belfast,
Me and eai lx responded l.» the call of the
church ami of God to preach tlie Gospel.
His loca
preacher’s license bears date of
Max 21, i>s:.
He was ordained deacon m
1880 i.\ l'.i>tiop Warren, and elder in 18SS by

Bishop

Belfast Free

and Periodicals.

notice

all

hereby gives public
THE
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
and taken
the trust of Administrasubscriber

upon himself
tor of the estate of
DAVID LANCASTER,

late

of

to

Belfast,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
si the law directs; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
CHAS. W. LANCASTER.

Welch

Found

Guilty.

Bangor, Feb. 17. Thomas J. Welch
was to-day found
guilty by the jury in the
Welch was charged with
supreme court.
brutal treatment of his wife. Welch married a highly respectable girl Thanksgiving day, and within two or three days his
bride was driven insane, and died several
days afterward, the insanity being due to
his terrible treatment.
Welch was on the
stand to-day.
He attempted to tell the
jury the “secret” which he claimed his
wKe told him after they were married,
but the court would not admit the testimony.
**

RHEUMATISM

CURED

IN

A

DAY.

“Mystic Cure” for Rheumatism and Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 days. Its

the system is remarkable and
mysterious. It removes at once the cause
and the disease ini mediately disappears.
The first dose greatly benefits; 75 cents.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co. Druggists. Belfast.
Iy8.
action upon

Burdock Blood Bitters never fails to cure
all impurities of the blood, from a common
pimple to the worst scrofula sore.

E. W.

WILLIS,

No. 3!) Main St., Belfast,

A Full Pint Bottle for 50 Cts.

POOR 6c SON,
AGEXTS.

UPHOLSTERING and
FURNITURE REPAIRING.

ANTIQUE

FURNITURE

.OF THAT

REFINISHED
HAIR MATTRESSES

a

specialty.

The ART AMATEUR
Best and

Practical Art

Larges!
only Art Periodical awarded

Magazine.

a Medal at the
World’s Fair.1)
Invaluable to (til who wish to make their living try
art or to make their homes beautiful

The

TWO TONS MORE

CflR tOp we will send to any one O A «
run IUu. mentioning this publi- A M m^*
cation a specimen copy, with superb III"
color plates (for copying or framing) JL \J
and 8 supplementary pages of designs (regular
PAD 1f|« price, 35c). Or we will send also
rUn IUL. “Painting for beglnners”(i><>pages
MONTAGUE MARKS, 23 Union Square, N. I.

30c.Tea 30c.
Just received, direct

from China.

Our customers'say it is as good as
tney pay 50 cents tor elsewhere.

A. A. HOWES 6c CO.
SUBSCRIBE FOR

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
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Salvador.
Ray to
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o'-

La

i-spondence
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ir

Librrfad.

Union and

of The Journal.]

i.vi», Salvador, Jan. 10,
Corinto by Pacific Mail
^
w

days ago,

two

'loon

we

found

morning in the great gulf
in front

'irectly
perhaps30

I

was

the is-

miles in circum-

mitral cone. 5,000 feet high,
h, dark green almost to the
;>aM bead of burnt earth peer*
break in the clouds.
Ou

[Hi
~

the low
tnd

1,1

p^V

rugged volcano of
dozen other volcanic

a

and gray in the distance,
the

around

:

:

glorious bay.
sparkling waves

mimed the

,

porpoises tumbled beside

"s,

^

sea-gulls

a

jj.
|j(

,,

[!,

screamed and cir-

unshine.

Prof. E. G. Squier

gulf

that nature intended

a

;

naval centre of the

;i

the liuest

s

globe,

the western

on

Americas, not even exhern rival, onr bay of San

liree
*

resembles in contour.

it

<•11

miles

mi

long, by 30 to 35
nor shoals, deep
shore for the largest ves>nipassed by peaks which

either reefs
•

lv

landmarks

as

for

the

extends from the blurt for
of a mile into the sea.
A

three-quarters 1 person beats,—from one year's end to
Hawville’s Champion Fiddler.
The Moderate Drinker.
tramway runs another. The only way to reach the capI see a slender Speakin’ from mem’ry, E should
from the town, connecting its monster ital is
vision
tiie
!
With
mental
say
by coaches over a picturesque
Dau Stone, wiiz er man ’bout Hve
foot high
lad of ten or twelve years of age, seated Broad
warehouses with the seaward end of this mountain
an’ pussy, with bandy
road; but the journey is spoiled
legs,
amidst a group of pupils in a little white Er double chin an’ er twinklin’
pier, and cars laden with coffee, sugar by choking clouds of dust
eye;
during the schoolhouse
Didn’t liev
tew his name,
and other products of the country are dry
among the Dixmont hills. But summersixpunce
season, and by bottomless mud in the
or winter, rain or shine—
a
not
He was the youngest of
shoved
out by peons, or drawn by rainy.
very robust He took life jest ez easy, b’gosh,
The stage, or
tliligencia, is very
of three sons and four daughters. Ez ef he owned er di’mund mine.
mules.
The freight is piled upon the small and drawn
He wouldn’t farm it or work ’t his
by three mules. For- ; family
trade,
pier until the steamers arrive, when merly it ran every day, carrying the mail; Their parents were honest, upright people, But ye stick er fiddle in his hand
i who cheerfully bore the burdens of life ’N’ he’d make sich music, B’Gosht’lmighty,
it is carried
out
to
them by the but now the letters are carried
Ez never wuz made
by Indians
by Dodmuths band.
j
lighters, rowed by naked boatmen. The on foot and the coach goes only when and gained a livelihood by their exertions. Paddyrewski an’ Joe Ann Stress,
’N’
was
the
It
in
Pike—with
seen
schoolroom
his slide trumbone,
Limpy
plain to be
cargo is hoisted or lowered by means of a needed by passengers.
There being only
All playin’ tergetber couldrf’t
perduce
huge iron crane and derrick, operated by one coach, you may have to wait its ar- that their children had been taught obe- Sich rattlin’ music ez ole Dan Stone—
Suf’rin’
but couldn’t he make
a small steam
engine. Bags and boxes rival from the other end of the route. dience at home. Pupils who have been That oleMoses!
cracked fiddle larf an’ sing,
trained aright at home are easily governed ’N’ wouldn’t be
are thown into nets of
make her hump an’ strain
strong cordage, Mules are always to be had—or to be
Ter
bust
off ev’ry dod dern string!
in
school.
waited
for
until they arrive from the inholding two or three tons, which are
He’d play ye fine barmoneyus reels,
the
As the years passed by
mother’s ’N’
jerked up into the air by the derrick, terior. And as at the best, the springless,
play ’em tew with sich dern soul,
swung around to be cleared of the pier, vermin-infested diligencia takes eight busy hands were folded to rest, while the ’Twould make ye want ter sneak erway
’N’ hide
he’d in er badger hole.
and then dropped into the lighter. When hours to traverse the 25 miles, you may father was left to bear life’s burdens He’d sot yer
’n’ play, til break uv
day
prefer, as we do, to make the journey in alone. After
reaching mature years most Fei ’semblys down ter Eagle Hall,
passengers arrive by the steamer they the saddle.
Fannie II. Ward.
of the children joined their mother in the ’N’ seems ter me, ’sif I could see
come with the freight to the pier on the
His face right now ’n' bear him call
Take yer pardners ev’ry
Washington Whisperings. The post I better land.
lighter, which rises and sinks with the
body,
Han’sum
galls ter hombly men”—
heavy swells in a manner warranted to office appropriation bill carries appro- I In early manhood the youngest sou Fix yer sets,
ter
suit
yer ch’iee,
priations of $95,011,713, being $1,903,697 left his native State I think he went ’N’
“knock the bottom out” of anybody’s
cut yer capers oncet
below tlie estimates, and
ergen
$3,040,150 great-

stomach.

One may have come all the
way from Europe to La Libertad around
the dreaded Horn without a qualm of sea-

sickness,

but is certain to succumb to it
here by the rocking of the lighter, as it
rubs and pounds against the iron trestles, while he is waiting his turn to
land.
The officers of the vessels, accustomed to the

motion, spring from the

mariners.

Probably it was gunwale of the boat to the rounds of the
i sea, like Lake Managua. ladder that
hangs down the side of the
:agua, which some mighty mole, and climb thence as the boatmen
nature opened to the ocean
do; hut land-lubber ladies and gentlemen,
:v its rocky
barriers, leav- untrained to clamber like monkeys about
r inlet, only 18 miles wide,
the rigging of a ship, are treated to a seheavy swells ot tin* Pacific ries of alarming sensations.
its sandy beaches, forming
Finally, after everything else is disposed
f called by the natives “La of. it is the
passengers’ turn for consideralieh they delight to bathe tion.
An iron cage, capable ol holding
f the year.
Three of the six persons, is lowered to the
lighter and
an
Republics share the you are invited to step in. By that time
•i
tliis great gulf and have you are more dead than alive with mal de
About 25 miles of its mei- and quite willing to be dumped into
moil it.
belong to Nicaragua. Mid- the sea and done with it. Probably you
portion is a wide creek or in- are utterly unable to stand upon your feet
<s KI Estero Real, (“the
royal for tlie rolling and lurching of the lighter,
ending 50 miles into the in- to say nothing of the violence with whicli
■ep enough two-tliirds of the you are “casting up accounts,” aud some
vessels.
When Honduras’ compassionate boatman picks you up like
railway is completed to La a bundle of goods, dumps you in the cage
a bay, this Estero will no
and shuts the door, which locks on the
e a valuable avenue of ooraoutside.
When, at a signal to the engiIJonduras and Nicaragua. neer above, there is a sudden, startling
i> three ports on Fonseca
gulf, jerk; you shut your eyes, cling to the bars
one, Amapala, situated on of the cage and think “vain world adieu”
ii miles from the mainland,
as you are hoisted
high up in the frail con
■

;><

<

also its port

the

on

same

on—through

noise

•cean

round tor

which passes
of the Rei e way, the world has long
bit of speaking of this dicommerce

nil America

nt

The

incorrectly

as

of the Re-

name

its capital city only bethe title of Our Savior. It
of the Central American

oar,

i.
n

ii.u about the size of the
ut; and is the

ti<

Atlantic

as no

only

sea

one

coast,

the Pacific is 157

miles,
Libcrtad and Aeajutla,
roadsteads where ships

n
;

to foui miles from
and passengers arc
Our destination was

ni one

freight

>i.

launches.

LibeCad. becao.se that poi't
-■* miles ot the
capital; but on
t"

stopped

we

"tilv 21 mib

’>

1lC> miles

is

i.a Union,
is situated on a

'H,

tlie

bay
a large indentation of
Fonseca gulf.
The seked harbor, surrounded

i'

d

ons,

is entered

by

a

nar-

Puente Sacate and
that holds the volcano
Its inner shores are low,
veil

v

v

>

at
La
from Tiine

lji.s:

s

I .a Libertad

back of them of uuboundmet rated by several cotimis,

some

of

which

are

hough so far from the capithrough a roadless country,
onse
no

the

traJlic, and when reachdoubt become the prin-

Republic.

»ut

the

saw

dense

u

l.v

'!li

H

;,irt

mile from

slope

white

of Con-

dome of a
bid the vil

shrubbery
population

Its

is

about

,;igh the smallest of the Cenin (States, (Salvador is
much
nsely populated, its area being
square miles and its populagiving about 89 people to the

like

with

sea

thunder,
minute

a

thump

a

that dashes below with
or

swung round and
two—then dropped

the pier.

on

a

The door is

opened, somebody pulls you out, trembling like a frightened mouse escaped
from a trap, and register an unuttered
that whatever happens you will never
again land at La Libertad. But this feeling leaves you presently, when you are
safe on solid ground and have been assured:. as people always are here, that thousvow

ands Slave
same

landed and embarked in the

manner

broken hone

and

nobody

received

or

a

has

ever

bruise;

had

a

and per-

haps, as misery loves company, you enjoy
a
hearty laugh at the fellow passengers
have to come up in the same manner,
sick aud scared ns you were.
Really,

01

('"yen

imight,

with eleven

mountains

cone-shaped,

rising

of

out

it.

say that the ocean once penethe central plateau and that the
id mountains were

11

1

subsequently

d

At any rate
is entirely of volcanic
origin and
ned from the Honduras tabled'e Rio Tempa; and everywhere

by volcanic action.

are
■

beds of

scoria and

large quantities

of

ashes,

pumice,

there interrupted by masses of
Fhe Tempa river flows to the Land with its tributary, the Rio

as

though this rage-and-derrick transit is

so

reported

to tlie Senate by tlie committee on Foreign Relations Feb. lOtli.It is said
that tjueen Lililuokalaui’s mission to
Washington is after all political, though
just what is not given out.The sundry
civil appropriation bill carries
$50,664,743,
over $8,000,000 below the estimates and
$17,'>00,000 in excess of the appropriation
for the current year.
The estimates include $17,529,053 for river and harbor
contracts and the committee allow
$18,615,996 for such purposes. Toward tlie
construction of works on harbors and
rivers under contract heretofore made are
tlie following items: Portland, Me., $400,-

000; Rockland, Ale., $100,000; Boston,
Alass., $400,000; Narragansett Bay, R. L.
$125,000; Point Judith, R. 1.,' harbor
of refuge to complete, $300,000; Hudson
river, New York, 4-400,000.
Postmaster-General Wilson received a
despatch from Lexington, Ya., Feb. 11th,
announcing his election to the presidency
of the

Washington and Lee University...,
Secretary Olney has decided to decline tlie

invitation of President Eliot of Harvard
to become professor of international law.
The letter of President Eliot carried with
it tlie offer of a large salary, but Mr. Olney
proposes returning actively to the practice
of the law on leaving the cabinet and does
not w ish to be hampered by other
engagements.The House passed the post office appropriation hill Feb. 12th,.The
President re-nominated Carroll I). Wright
to be commissioner of labor and the Senate confirmed the nomination
February
12t.h.The Nicaragua Canal scheme is
dead for this session of Congress...... In
the sundry civil appropriation bill the
two fish commission stations in Alaine
each receive the same sums as allowed
last year, $4,020 for salaries at Green lake
and $3,360 for salaries at Craig’s brook.
The Soldiers’ Home at Togus receives a
total of $265,800 against $254,160 for the
present year. The items are: For current
expenses, $23,000; for subsistence, $117,000; for household, $52,000, an increase
of $5,000; for hospital, $25,800; for transportation, $1,500; for repairs, $18,500, an
increase of $500; for new mess hall and
refrigerator, $15,000; for reimbursement
for building coal slied and wharf, $4,000;
for farm, $9,000, a decrease of $1,000.
It is understood that the amended immigration bill will pass the Senate without
opposition, but that no definite action
will lie taken on tlie arbitration treaty.
Church

Dedication in Washington.

Rockland, Feb. 17.
remonies

v

in

over

the

new

Washington began

to

The dedicatory
Methodist church
day and will last

through to-morrow.
To-day's program
included sermons by Rev. Thomas Stratmethod elsewhere on these shores of rid- ton of this
city and Rev. John Petteugill
ing the surf in a canoe, or even than our ol Jefferson. The new church is the outof what used to be a small union
way of scrambling up a crowded gangway growth
where worshippers of the varied
from flu dock to the deck of a vessel. church,
denominations gathered.
For some reaLive cattle aie hoisted and loweijed by the son the church did not
prosper, and the
horns, a lasso being thrown, one end of attendance diminished so rapidly that services were dually held only at infrequent
which is attached to the derrick, and the
periods. At this juncture came Rev. Carl

unpleasant,

it is

safer

than

the

usual

animal finds himself suddenly jerked into
the air and hangs kicking aud struggling
until his feet touch the bottom of the

lighter,

when he shakes himself to see if
still alive.
It is a wicked way to

he is
treat

a

there

beast,

seems

hut under the circumstances
to be no other method. Some-

times, when the rope is carelessly adjusted and the animal is young and heavy, his
horns are torn out by the roots and he
falls GO or 70 feet into the lighter, brealf-

ing liis back

or his legs.
Then one of the
boatmen, drawing a knife from his belt,
severs the jugular vein and
hangs the po'or

creatures’ head
to

over

the side of the boat

let its life-blood

then the

crew

run into the sea.
And
has fresh meat for dinner

for several days to come.
Horses are lifted anil lowered with greater care, by
of

strong harness made of wide
with an iron riug in the
saddle to which a rope end is hooked.
means

leathern

a

hands,

For those that like that sort of amusement it is funny enough to see a horse
spread out his legs like a spider when
spinning in mid air, and his dazed
look of blank amazement when drop-

west.

After

absence of

an

he returned to their
away he became

early

robust

a

few years
While

a

home.

looking

man.

Frye’s proposition to expend $100,000 for His “chosen one’’ came with
him, bringtlie improvement of Pearl Harbor in the
ing their first-born. While absent he had
Hawaiian Islands was favorably

who

about $30,000 a month.
With it the government is building a railroad between
Ateos and Santa Anna, a distance of 35

miles,

now

about half

completed.

At the

landward end of the pier stands the Custom
House with the national colors living over
it.
Tile flag of Salvador is similar in ar-

rangement and outline to that of the United
States the stripes being blue and white, alternately, the stars small and white, on a
tield of scarlet in the upper corner, near
the

flag-staff.

of the

Most of the red tiled roofs
houses in La Libertad have this

banner fluttering above them, and very
largest stream in (Salvador, bright and gay they look against the
■i U >a<
hing La Libertad, a high rough background of the steep green hills. The
HllP,e of green hills trends down to the short mountain
range close by the town
‘!
l’o the south-east are half a dozen reveals one
peak running to a point that
‘‘gged craters, oue of them dark blue and looks sharp as a needle; the rest covered
1 !le
Whoever lands
at
La with dense dark
high.
forests.
Cocoannts
'''tad has a novel and alarming experi- bananas and bread-fruit trees surround
!J("
The village occupies a narrow the houses, and
clearings in the foothills
1,1

is

the

ete' space at the foot of a line of bluffs
JlJOn which a mighty surf is
always beat-

show patches of yams, corn, beans and
J ust above the sharp cone
sugar cane.
above mentioned,—the volcano, Yzalco,

DS Ships come within a mile or two in
avorable weather, to transfer their cargo which is

one

of the most violent

on

the

passengers to lighters, and then hurry
and cast anchor several miles out to
Vo'd being driven ashore by the winds

face of the

“at

canoes, several of which a re active, discharging smoke, ashes and lava at intervals of 7 minutes as regularly as the

sometimes arise very suddenly, as no
could survive the breakers. An iron
'w, or mole, twice as long and twice as

uat

"gh

er than tlie amount for the
present ficsal
There is an increase in the allowyear.
ance for free
service.Senator
delivery

h. Peterson, under whom there at once
sprang up a strong interest in religious
work, and encouraged by the spirit
of revival shown, be took steps toward
having a new and more commodious structure built.
The church is 55 by 38 feet in size, with
a tower 55 feet in
height. The auditorium
is 35 by 37 feet.
The English cathedral
windows are a feature, and were presented as memorials by the following: Mrs.
T. S. Bowden, in memory of her parents,
Rev. and Mrs. Warren W. Davis; W. C’.
T. U. of Washington; Isaac J. Johnston,
in memory of his father, Thomas Johnston; James L. Burns, in memory of his
father; George B. Brown, in memory of
his father, Elisha Brown; L. M. Staples,
in memory of his wife, Mrs. M. Augusta
Staples; Augustus I.. Low, in memory of
his father, Luther L. Low.
There have appeared in the columns of
this paper for several years the advertisements of Ely’s Cream Balm, a remedy for
Catarrh, Cold in the Head, and for Hay
Fever. It is with much pleasure that we
can call the particular attention of our readers to the fact that this article stands
very
high among remedies, and particularly high

in business and in

prospered

short time

a

as

the famous

pier

at

Coney Island,

San
feet.

globe—stands the old city of
Salvador, at an elevation of 2,800
It is surrounded by a group of vol-

tides ebb and flow

or

the pulse of

a

healthy

Kennebec Ice

Crop.

Augusta, Feb. 17.

House-

keepers
From
Maine to
Florida say
About

Ivorine..

serlute ’n’ forrud four!
Ballunce all ’u’ back erway—
Swing ther galls clean off ther floor,
Ladies’ chain ’n’ all shassay,
Down ther senter ’n back ergen,
Ballunce, swing, ’u’ forrud all;
Cros’ ter right, ’u’ gentlemen
Waltz yer pardners down ther liall.”
No secund table fer ole Dan Stone
At supper time, I’m tellin’
yew
lie got fust pick, ’n’ he got ther
best,
’N he sot at ther he’d ther table tew.
I’ve know’d ole men, uv four score
ten,
“AH

Washing
Powder

before the young men around him
worse
than the gutter drunkard’s.

was

No

in the gutter
It was not
lone before it was plain to be seen that
he was becoming a slave to strong drink.
After tlie business hours of the day were

young

be

wants to

man

insensible,

or

means

seen

to he.

ended he would remain in the store until a late hour with his drinking associates;

and

drinking

he had been

a

that he was

going

gambling.

For all

moderate drinker for some
time his companion was slow to believe

rapidly.

tlie downward

When she

influence of liquor staggering
she could hardly realize that he
that she stood

one

grade

so

him under the

saw

around,
the

was

beside

only
pledged her

few

a

short years before and
vows.
She felt at times that her sorrow was
greater than she could bear. He was a
man who was
his
generally liked

among

acquaintances. When his friends saw that
he was going down to ruin,soul and
body,
they felt for him very sensibly.
The pastors iu the village were interested iu

doing all they could to save him.
yielded to their entreaties and quit
drinking for some little time. But after
a few weeks, while in
company with some
of his drinking companions, lie drank a
glass of liquor with them. It was enough
to bring on that awful
craving, and after
lie

that lie had

no

control

over

his appetite,

lie was taken

home,and the next morning
found his wife a widow and his children
fatherless.
Thus ended the life of an enterprising young man, one who might
have made his mark in life and
might
have helped to make tiie world better.
With him strong drink did its work

quickly.
If insobriety

was confined to those who
cumber the earth it would not seem to he
the awful evil that, it is now.
It often
takes the large-hearted and
talented;

those who might be prominent
world.
What sadder
see a

sight

men

It is

to

The Gams of

Globe

committed, and the lives that
land and sea,

inconsequence

perance.
It is astonishing to hear

derstanding speak of
as they do.
They will
its enforcement is

a

the

cost

They

I

are

lost

of intem-

KINDS OF RUBBERS.
Doesn't

possible, but it's so.
all the different styles, shapes
and sizes, L. Candee & Co.. New
Haven, make 2,000 distinctly different
rubbers—enough to fit every foot and
every fancy. They are the oldest rubber
makers in the world. They began 55
years ago, with a few dozen pairs a
week. Now they make 25,000 pairs a
day. If you want the best rubbers ask
for
seem

Counting

CANDEE
The Name is
Sold

j

wherever

RUBBERS.
on

the

Shoes

Bottom.
Soid.

are

To Wheelmen and Wheelwomen,

strikes

sumption

kills

ColuinOius,
Tun,Inns,

near

just

I

07 Motif/,
*
07
••
’OO
'07
2f, inch.

siOO.00
17,0.00
177,00
77.00
0,0.00

...

....

....

Hun fords.

’OO

».*
•

•

*

*

7,0 oo

■■

e

as

surely as lightning and it
is a great deal nearer all
the time.
People never
realize how near it is
because it steals on so

l have

a full set of
apparatus fur /, V I UKI/.Vh
have made arrangements ft
re-na kei;
rusty or worn parts, anti am fully prepu-e
any and all repairs in the l.irvele line.

liieycles,

gradually.

I,oss of appetite and

; poor sleep ; poor
; nervousness ;
lack of energy and force
these are the beginnings of consumption ; it
is festering the blood.
There is no need of its
going any further. It can
be stopped right where it
is by Dr. Pierce s Golden Medical Discovery.
The \yonderful blood-purifying and nutritive properties of the Discovery prevent
and cure consumption by renovating and
vitalizing the circulation. It arrests wast-

flesh

digestion

a

_

^tenoil Cutlirja: stud l\iy 1 8»<><*k

>Von»

—

men

of fair

prohibitory

un-

law

say it is ajfailure and
farce.
They general-

speak of wlmt it costs the
care for those who have been

never

made criminals

Glastonbury, Conn.

2,000 DIFFERENT

People are terriif a lightning

fied
bolt

them, and pray to
delivered from
j be
sudden death: vet
death by disease plays all
about them and they pay
no attention to it until it
strikes them down. Con-

weep;

their remarks by toiling what
its enforcement is to the State.

State to

WILLIAMS CO.,

in the

ly preface
a

Ii.

Makers of Williams f amous Shaving Soaps.
Write fur catalogue of choice premium-

Sights.

An Atchison man who lives at a boardhouse is liable to lose his job: he is always late to work because the women
boarders ask him to poke their sleeves in
their coats.
A man remarked to-day that his buttons were all off, so he thought he would
Ilis married friend told
get married.
him not to delude himself by
thinking
marriage would remedy it.
An Atchison woman, whose husband
has made so much money he intends to
add a bay window to his house in the
spring, holds her head so high that she
can see people comil
g behind her belter than those in front of her.
[Atchison,
Kansas, (Jlobe.

they would w eep if they were here on
earth where they could see the sight.
It
is nearly enough to unbalance a person’s
mind to think of the awful crimes that
on

•••

Made by The.I.

ing

and

are

Century.

a

|

angels

<

p

e

Wheeler in Boston Ret jord.

can

make

everv

*’

The nation lias grown since
Washington’s clay.
For instance, in 1790, the lirst
full year of his administration, there
were seventy-five post-offices in the United States.
Xow there are more than
seventy thousand, and tiie revenue of the
Post-Office Department is two thousand
times as great as it was then. Scores of
unfamiliar facts like these, together with
many curious anecdotes of “old times,”
are brought out in an article on the “Early Days of the American Post-Office”
which Postmaster-General Wilson contributes to the Washington’s
Birthday special number of The Youth’s Companion.
Of course the usual editorial “features”
are found in the same
number, and there
are many attractive
stories, poems and
Louise
Chandler
sketches, by
Moulton,
Sophie Swctt, Hayden Carruth, Charles
F. Lummis and others. Especially appropriate to the season is a charming engrav“When George Washington was
ing,
Young,” by Frank T. Merrill; and the
colored cover, designed by the well-known
Boston artist, Sears Gallagher, shows the
Father of his Country arrayed in Continental buff and blue.

there be titan to
with the mark of intellect

enough

G.

in

like Ivorine very mm J., and consider tine
f t -iI> t
u kage worth more than the
the whole p u kagi
prn e
-Ml<b. 1 A. Sl'K NGEI- Sanfi.u!. Me
“I
Ivorine h- rte- than anvwa- king powder I have ever u-e.i
have used it t-n more than >t.\ v us, and t! ink I
no,.a get along w ith
m ,\v! 1
nothing:
would just try it.”
M as. E. D. <
<i<, M
ester, X. If.
our Ivurine Washing Powder is a w nderful mvi
ntion f,,r -mmlabor, and a great blessing to h-msese. p,
Mhs. 11. I.. Green, E. Berkshire. Vt.
“I !i.iv used Ivorine for ve irs, and wonid n<>t be with.nit it
1
Oimncnd it to every one know a-the tu-t washing
.,j
p >v\ der in ti
Mi s. Cynthia Wilson. Bo-ton. Mi-..
“We use Ivorine \\
Powder
and
find
ashing
I
nothing eqna to ,t.
cake of soap in each package alone is worth 15 cents "to u> a. a
Toilet
W. R. Babingto.n, Daytona, Pda.
SoaP-”
I

even

Band.

[H.

Soap

package.

lamentid by one ’u’ fctl 1,—^
N be s playin’ now in ther
promised land,
Lf lie plays up tbar ez lie did down
liere,
They’ll make him Leader uv Giddyun’s

young man
on his brow—a
young man who lias been
reared by exemplary parents at d had
every advantage that was necessary for
his welfare—iu a beastly state of intoxication.

and the cake of d oilet

directly
indirectly by
They never speak of the
widows and fatherless that are made
by
the awful traffic in strong drink.
They
say nothing about the mildew and blight
or

insobriety.

will engage in a business to fill his coffers
that makes widows and orphans.
One

ing processes and rapidly builds up healthy
tissue and solid flesh. It promotes perfect
digestion; active strength and nerve force.
Mrs. Rebecca F. Gardner, of Grafton, York Co..

“When I was married I weighed
Va., writes:
hundred and twenty-five pounds.
I was
taken sick and reduced in health. My doctor
failed to do me any good aud I fell away to 90
pounds. I had dyspepsia so bad that I could not
eat anything.
1 thought I was not long for this
world. Finally I gave up and my husband nearly
went crazy.
One day in one of your little Memorandum Books I saw where some people had
been cured bv Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical
Discovery. My husband got me two bottles. I
began using it and thank God and you I began to*
improve. When I began taking the Discovery
my weight was 90 pounds and now I weigh 140
pounds and have only taken two bottles. I cannot say anything too much about the medicine.
Mv husband says I look younger than I did the
first time he ever saw me. I am a well woman,
and do all my house work, tend to my fowl and
cow and do some work in the garden.
It is a
miracle that I am cured.”
one

Dr. Pierce’s 1000-page book, “The ComSense Medical Adviser” is sent free
paper-bound for 21 cents in otie-cent stamps
to pay cost of mailing only; or cloth-bound
for 31 cents. Address, World’s Dispensary
Medical Association, No. 66j Main Street,
Buffalo, N. Y.

WE KEEP HARRIS' SCO! REE. IWAl.l AHI.f
FOR SCOl RING AND POL ISHIN<i ALI TE l ALS

GEO. T. READ,

44 Main Street. Belfast,

Fred

Atwood, Wixiterport, Me.,
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

Over

Thirteen

Millions

($ J 3,(100,(>(< 0) Tire

Ine urane-e

/«.

< ,.
Springfield Fire and Marine, Kbaniie State Fire I.nsi ran.
SOCIATIOiN OF l’llIX.ADKI.I'lllA, CAPITOL FlRE l.NMTiAXlT Co
National Fire Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn

a>

DESIRABLE RISKS WRITTEN AT CURRENT RATES.

TRAVELERS LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO
TEARS, al It « lads
CORRESPONDENT DK MKBIHANT MARINE INSURANCE ID.

TORNADO IN8URANIK BRITTEN FOR S

on

bulidlrcs

accrplatlo,

INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
LOANS NEGOTIATED.
BEAL ESTATE BOUGHT

AND SOLD.

EB'-Corrcspondenre Solicited.

4

:

Maine Central R. R,

mon

Ice business on the
writer has said that “money gained
by
Kennebec has taken a jump and orders
have been received to house as much as selling liquors was blood-money and never
The Consolidated Companies ought to touch the palm of an honest
possible.
will fill at Thwings point, Clark & Chapman.”
lin’s and the Lincoln works having already
A few years ago in a neighboring city,
commenced.
At Clark & Chaplin’s about.
after a man had made two or three thouA few
40,000 tons will be harvested.
SUCCESSORS TO
weeks since it was thought that nothing sand dollars in the rum
he thought
traffic,
would be done at that place.
Sunday was it best to invest it in a farm. lie made STEVENS Ac KRSiKINE,
a busy day all
along the river, steam being
“
at
the
the
Lincoln
and at an acquaintance an advantageous offer for
up
Modoc,
Stearns point, ice being run at the latter his farm; but when the man consulted
place. Charles Russell A Co. finished his wife in the matter she began to weep,
...And Dealers in....
running at the Hodges place Saturday and 1 and
remarked, "if we sell our home for
have from three to five days’ running at
Boots,
Stearns point.
The outlook seems better j money that that man has made in the
slices,
than it has in a long time, and it is believ- rum-traffic wc never shall prosper.” It is
B libbers,
ed that the situation on the Hudson will safe to say the farm has not been sold.
be a snap for Kennebec dealers.
After the missionaries had taken their
Trunks,
lives in their hands and labored long
Busts,
years on the dark continent, unprincipled
men in the States exported
liquors there Extension Cases,
and in a short time much of the good
'Whips,
work that those missionaries had been instrumental in doing was undone,
flow
Rohes,
I do those men expect to feel when the
Like biliousness, dyspepsia, headache, consticold
of
Blanketsi, Etc.
death
sour
on
are
their
stomach, indigestion
damps
pation,
gather
promptly
brows?
cured by Hood's Pills.
They do their work
NEW STOCK OrIt can be safely said that there is no
safety in “rum drinking.” Men go out
in the morning enjoying their liberty and
God’s free air; perchance sunset finds
them behind the bars.
Pine Goods.
Low Prices.
Parents who have sons and daughters
easily and thoroughly.
who never meddle with strong drink HARNESS REPAIRING and I
I Open
Best after dinner pills.
j Evenings.
ought to thank God on bended knees CARRIAGE TRIMMING. (
25 cents. All druggists.
every day of their lives.
59 Main Street.
Prepared by C. I. Hood ft Co., Lowell, Mass.
Julia V. Mudgett.
The only Pill to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
Stockton Springs.
C- E. STEVENS.
fl. I. STEVENS.

HARNESSES

Liver Ills

Hood’s

Best

engaged in trade in a
neighboring village. As the time passed
by be prospered; but after awhile it was
noticed that he indulged in strong drink. Jist go ter eutfcin’ pidgin wings
Ez soon’s ole Dan beguu ter teaze
No doubt lie felt as many men liave, that
N’ tanterlize ther fiddle
strings.
he could drink his liquor moderately and Plague fetch it all, I wisht I bed
ernuf
Descriptiv’
ter
dew
powers
not be iu danger of becoming a sot.
He Ther ole
chap’s talunts jestice, b’gosh,
did not seem to tiiiuk that his example 'Fi lied ye bait I’d ’stonisli yew!
He died
after his return he

as a catarrh medicine.
Ely Brothers, we
are informed, have had
long experience as that is cast all over the lauil in conseand pharmacists, and a remedy
druggists
'ude. Of this number the large
eomiug from such a source should have the quence of the greatest evil on earth.
confidence of those desiring a reliable preue Indians, with
Before they close their remarks
hardly 10,000
they
One fact that should inspire conparation.
Fie rest being negroes and a
ped on his feet, which plainly says, fidence in their catarrh cure (Ely’s Cream tell of the wonderful tliiLgs license is dois
that
are
Balm)
mixture. (Sailing along its bor- “where am I at?” The
willing to have it put ing in bringing in so much revenue for
government to the test, andthey
in order that
one may
the country.
Statistics plainly show that
uintry presents the appearance charges eaeli passenger 25 cts., for land- try it they are now offering aevery
geuerous trial
size
wall
the
or
will
mail
it on the license money amounts to only about
i»iity
through
druggists,
upheaved by nature. ing at tliis pier, including the ascent in
receipt of 10 cents. The full size is 50 cents
iu which
comprises the greater the cage, and packages of ordinary size per package. You need not hesitate to send one-tenth of what the drink traffic is costto them for the remedy. Their address is 50 ing the people.
area, has a mountain range be- are charged 50 cents
apiece. This tax Warren
Street, New' York City.
and the seaboard averaging 2,000 from the three
One thing is certain, that no manly man
ports of the country nets

11

01

a

name, and several
to get some of our

same

the seaward

lew.

We anchored

of La Union,

.v

Fie

1

the

eern over

j

What the

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS.

RESUMPTION

Oh

SERVICE

XIM E-XA BLE.

AT

On and after Oct. 4, lSJOi, trams comiw :;ujr
Burnham and Waterville with through trams for
and from Bangor. Waterville, 1‘ortland ..r
Bos-

REGULAR PARES.

ton

will

run as

lollows
FROM

BELFAST.
A M

7 2"
Belfast, depart.
Citypoint. >7 25

Steamer Penobscot, ('apt. Marcus Pierce, hav
ing been throughh overhauled and put in first

class condition, will go on the route between
Boston and Bucksport, or as far as the ice will
permit, on Tuesria), Vartli *2, I s i» 7. and will
leave Boston at 5 01* P. M. on that day and on
Tuesdays and Fridays thereafter, for Winterport
and intermediate landings
Returning from Bucksport, on Mondrys and
Thursdays at 11.00 A. M.

Winter

Looal

Servi

Waldo. '7 3<
7 4>
Brooks.
s u2
Knox
sir
Thorndike
8 2
Unity.
s 43
Burnham, arrive
Bangor..11 3< *
...

:

Boston,)

NOTICE.
The holder of Town Order dated Feb. 20, 1895,
No. 304, amount $32.00, accepted Feb. 23, 1895,
payable to the order of C. C Whitcomb, will
please present the same for payment. No interest
will be allowed after this date.'
G. A. PALMER,
Treasurer of Monroe.
Monroe, Feb. 9,1897.—3w6

M
41
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lr

443
3

11

212
2 2

338

2 t J
4 5 3

23

31.

7 05

5 3.'
0 2

AM
1 40
3 38

t* M

12 23
4 13
4 22

TO BELFAST.

se.

Steamer ROCKLAND, (apt. K. W. CURTIS,
will leave Rockland, weather and ice permitting,
for Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Castine ami
Bucksport, on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 7 a. m.
Returning from Bucksport at 8.45 a. in., or
upon arrival of train from Bangor, on Tuesdays,
Thursdays anti Saturdays for Castine, Searsport,
Belfast, Camden and Rockland.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast.
WILLIAM H. HILL,
0
General Manager, Boston.

oil
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Portland.
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Burnham, depart.
Unitv.
7
Thorndike. 8
t8
Knox.
Brooks.
8
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Waldo
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Citypoint.
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8 30

30
1 40

4
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5
5
5
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06
25
38
44
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6.08
'6 18
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tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale by F. E. Crowley.
GEORGE F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Genet al Manager.
F. E. Booth by, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 28, 1896.
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A.

BY THE

„rmKK

huuting and
regardless of the fact that the Belfast Age
calls him down every week.
Some of

the papers are commenting
flippantly on the fact that many of
the delegates to the Mothers’ Convention
at the National Capitol are maiden ladies.
rather

hear the saving,

“While

his home, No. 3
Fleming died
Congress street, last Thursday afternoon of
heart disease.
He had been suffering for
several months from a kidney trouble and
had not been able to work since last spring.
Thursday noon he took his daughter out for
a sleigli-ride after dinner, but not feeling
well he soon returned home, and was
obliged to take his bed. A physician was

meet

and

of the prothe name of Maine

favorably

to

by

Foster; Equity, Belfast, by Mabel
Miller: Granite, North Searsport, by C. O.
Fernald ; Seaside, Belfast, by A. L. Mudgett;
Frederick Ritchie, Waldo, by E. Evans;
Sunlight, Knox, by W. S. DollilY. Joseph
Ellis told about the burning of his buildings,
B.

The I.exow investigation of trusts, now
in progress at New York, has developed

astonishing

an

of ignorance.

amount

Men

with millions to their credit, or discredit,
when on the witness stand exhibited a
total loss of memory and unblushing igij -ranee.
They evidently need guardians.

F.

his losses, etc. Brother-* D. O- Bowen, A. L.
Mudgett, James L. Chase and Sisters Jennie
McGray and Mabel Miller were appointed a
A
event letter from the Pettingill adcommittee on time, place and program for
■: tiding
indicates
a
Boston,
agency,
next, meeting. Recess was then taken for
>ilightening of the business outlook and: dinner. When again called to order the
> -CVS the confidence of one of the
largest choir sang. Bro. V. B. Paul presented some
ad »vj tisers in this country in a speedy re- apples which he called Early Harvest. They
n ..f general prosperity.
Pettingill & were sound and crisp and were discussed by
Voted a committee be appointed to
:
•>.
••(Mi account of the promised several.
locate the meetings for the remainder of the
•.
turn of business prosperity. Dr. Greene
year aud report at the next meeting, and
>'
di v ided to lay aside the display ad- j
Brothers B. F. Foster, A. L. Mudgett, D. O.
now
csemem.N that he is
using and Bowen and Sisters Mrs. J. L. Chase and
".ii'"titute the copy we enclose, which Mrs. Howard
Murphy were appointed as the
•;e:> for much larger space."
com mi’tee.
Master
made

j

■

call has been issued for

\

Republican
evening and to-morrow evennominate a candidate for Mayor
this

•.metises

to

ing

and candidates foi ward officers in the

re-

From present indications
will be no opposition to the candia re
date." nominated at these caucuses.
The
cspoiisihiiity of conducting the affairs of

spective wards.

ivy for the coming year will thus dedve upon tli'■ Republicans of Belfast,
i:«i tbc\ should accept the trust with a

the

obligations they are to asjudicious selection of candidates
of the

e

A

"Utm

the m>t importance.
They should
be hosen, not as a reward for party service, but solely with regard to fitness for

they

the positions

fill.

o

are

It is not

pi -posed to have a partisan city government, hiit one that will work harmoniousA careful, busily foi the public good.
like administration

ness-

is

the situa-

what

calls for, and what the people exP'-et. We do not believe they will be disappointed. There is work to be done

tion

which calls for the best endeavors of the
best

men

we

secure

can

affairs of the city.

issue, and

no

to

There is

avoid such in the future.
ail

past, issues

disturbing
Let

one.

Let

us

oblivion, and

accomplished by

be

an

to

no

for

occasion

manage the
us

consign
what

see

united effort for

the best interests of Belfast.
President Cleveland in his last message
t<* Congress expressed the opinion that if
it be found that Federal
authoiity is not
reach the trusts, “there
enough
he no doubt of the power of the sev-

bioad
an

to

eral States to act

effectively

ises, and there should be
doubt their

willingness

to

in the premno reason to

judiciously

ex-

ercise such power."
Several States have
already moved in this direction. Some
five have passed stringent laws,
anti trust legislation is pending in

Tour

or

■I

many more.
Many of he trusts
»ve
been under investigatioi in New
"ik. and the L<xow committee is still at
as

c

’woik.
lie

'i he sugar trust, the coffee trust,
Lai'".<i trust, the wall paper trust,
been more or less thoroughly venti-

i1

nave

lated.
of

bile it is difficult to reach

\\

these

combinations, and,

as

some

in the

case

the sugar trust, the law has been defied
and there are indications of perjury, these
'd

investigations must inure to the public
good. The steel rail trust has already
gone to pieces, and competition has
brought the price down to $17 per ton.
T his has caused large purchases and orders that will keep all the mills running
for

This ensures a large
year at least.
amount of labor, not only at the mills,
a

but iu

the transportation and laying of
the rails.
It was claimed for the great
oil trust that it had cheapened the
of

price
sumer;

this

illuminant

the

to

con-

and this is

true, but the same
doubt have been at-

result

would

tained

had the oil trust

no

never

existed.

Like all such monoplies the oil combine
has simply bided its time, and we have
seen the price advanced
>me 40 per cent,
for a
Decisions
very inferior article.
>

against

trusts

ably

rare.

ease

of

are

up

to

this time lament-

Utah, however, furnishes

interest.

one

The Union Pacific Coal

Company of Salt Lake City, with another
wholesale

company and fourteen

retail

dealers, organized in 1805 the S ilt Lake
Coal Exchange. The object was to preany person, not a member of the exchange, from purchasing coal from the
companies interested at as low a price as
that charged to members. The plan worked well for a few months, but the grand
vent

jury finally got evidence of discrimination.
The members of the exchange were thereupon indicted for unlawfully combining to
restrain trade and increase the price of
coal.
All were convicted.
The agents of
the companies

were

fined $200

each,

while

only $25. On appeal, the United States Circuit Court has
upheld the decision of the lower court.

the retailers

were

(iolden

fined

Anniversary.

VV nth hop, Feb, 20. The golden wedding
Mr. and Mrs Elliott Wood, celebrated
here to-night, was a brilliant affair. There

of

were

present well-known people from this

ami surrounding towns to offer congratulations and best wishes.
Happy speeches
wi re

made, there

was

inspiring orchestral

music, and the hall was elaborately decorated.
Mr. Wood is a prominet Republican,
and lias occupied high positions of trust in
State ami county. ‘During Harrison’s administration he was postmaster in the U. S.
Senate. He married Feb. 20,
Ruth Biown of Wiuthrop.

1847, Miss

at

that Regiment. Since the war, for more than
thirty years, he was in the employ of the
Belfast Livery Co., and was a skillful hackman and a faithful employe. Ever courteous
to customers, faithful and painstaking iu the
care of his teams, and honest in all his dealings, he w’as held in high esteem by his employers and by all with whom he came iu
contact. In his family he was a considerate
and loving companion and father. He married twice, his wives being sisters.
The
second w ife and seven children survive him,
the latter being Charles, of Bridgeport, Ct.;
John and Emma, of Boston ; Sadie, William,
Mattie and Annie, who live at home in this

change
State College to University of Maine. For ed and the following responded: Northern
D. Dyer; Kisiug Sun,
one thing
it would necessitate the ball Light, Winterport, by
Knox, by E. R. Wentworth ; Silver Harvest,
team changing the letters on their sweatWaldo, by Fre> man Cross; Honesty, Morers; and there are other objections.
rill, by Gracie Bowen; Dirigo, Freedom,
position

Obituary.
William

ards.
A class of nine was instructed in the
fifth degree. The address of welcome was
given by Edith Gurney and the response by
D O. Bowen. The roll of Granges was call-

there’s life there’s hope?’’
We do not think

the

lamations, etc. As by vote of the County
I Grange if the weather is stormy on the
i morning appointed for the meeting it is to be
held the first fair day, no record was made of
gathering. Wednesday morning, Feb. sent for, who saw no dangerous symptoms
| this
17th, proved fair and a goodly number of and went away,
promising to call again in
and the Grange was open- the
evening. At 3.45 he was taken with
I Granges reported,
ed in line form in the fifth degree. The roll
very severe pains in the chest, and physiof offi ers was trailed and the Master, Overcians were sent for. Drs. Flanders, Johnseer, Chaplain, Treasurer, Secretary, Pomona son and Ham arrived about
4o’clock, but he
! an«i Flora reported present.
The vacancies was dead when
they reached the house.
were filled as follows:
U. O Bowen, lec- Mr.
Fleming was horn in Lincoln, Maine, in
j turer; G. C. LeVenseller,
steward; Win. March, 183b, and came to Belfast when a
Coombs, gate-keeper; Gracie Bowen, Ceres; young man. He enlisted in the 19th Maine
Brother and Sister Evans, assistant stewInfantry’ and served during the service of

keeps right on duekotherw ise enjoying himself,

never

day appointed for

I

I

President Cleveland

Did they

the

County Grange.

with Silver Harvest
despit the stormy
J weather some 40 Patrons were on hand and
i passed the day wi h songs, recitations, dec-

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican

was

County Grange to
Grange, Waldo,
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NEWS.

More

Town meeting next Monday.
Capt. Ferdinand Patterson of Rockland
made a brief visit in town last week.

Medicinal value in a bottle of Hood’s Sarsaparilla than i:i any other preparation.
More ■•■'.ill is required, more care taken, more

Nina Dickey went to Camden the
first of the week, where she has found emMiss

ployment.

•

Misses Lydia and Lizzie Drink water, who
employed in Belfast, are at home for a
short visit.

More

are

There will probably be several combinatickets offered at the town meeting to
catch the unwary voter, but stick to the
citizen’s ticket and you will make no mistake.

tion

members of Excelsior Lodge of F. &
A. M., entertained last Saturday evening
several of the visiting brethren from Belfast
and Lincolnville lodges, who came to witness the conferring of the third degree.
All
seemed to enjoy the occasion very much, especially the candidate who evidently took
as much interest in the proceedings as
anyone.
Speeches were made at the close of
the exercises, refreshments followed, ami a
The

good

j

gets more doses for Ins money.
More curative power is secured by its peculiar
combination, proportion and process,
which makes it peculiar to itself.
More people are employed and more space occupied la its Laboratory than any other.
\s effect"*d and more tesMore wonder, .1
timonials received than by any other.
More sits and 1 «re increase year by year
are v -ported 1 y druggists.
More I1' >i'l am taking Hood's Sarsaparilla
to lay than any other, and more are
taking it today than ever before.
More and still moke reasons might be
given why you should take

The One True P.lood Purifier.

the members of Ex-

a saw mill that
exempt
be built at the Cove, ami the other is
how much will the town pay to Mr.
Staples
of Belfast for the loss of his horse by breaking his leg on one of the town highways. Of
course it is hoped that both articles will re-
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neglect

THE WHITE STORE

HOREHOUND

such

Is the

and

cough.

Hale's Hone

place

JAR

of throai oi

druggists.

Toothache Drops

in

cure

one

to

buy your

CLOTHING!

Horehound and Tar is a
it acts like magic in all
bronchial trouble. 8old by

•-'?

simple remed;

s

\

HONEY

wouldn’t

Pike

1
1
1
1
1
1
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G. MIXER,
Journal Building,
Church St., Belfast.
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COnE !N AND TRY THEH.

*

w

cans.

it’s

J
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LOOK AT THE GOODS AND SAVE YOUR HONE)
BY FIXING UP YOUR GEAR NOW, YOU SAN I
$2.00 ON THE NVHOLESALE PRICE.

of

Strawberry

jj

IRON, STEEL AXLES, Etc.,

1

Tlies goods are made each week fresh.
Remember they are not stale 4o<\ goods
lor 2be., hut fresh goods made on the
premises every Wednesday.

w

for the wheels kept constantly ou hand.
Examine the pi;
list below and call and see the wheels: these are GUAM) i,
'lHADES, that must be sold to make room for new goods
MEMBER THE PRICES.

Mixed Chocolates
at 25 cents per lb.

u

■

i

$5.

all Liver Ills and
Sick Headache. 25 cents.

....AT

■

(Qticura

SI

SOMETHING NEW

is to

BEAUTIFUL
SKIN

As is my custom each year, shall load a car iu
Amesbury wi
riages for the Belfast trade about May the first. As cariia.
not stow closely in a car, it is possible to
a large nuin
in
put
sets of wheels, which I always
do, and thus save the fi.
costs it no more to get the ear here with the wheels.

<
m

less than cost per set to make room for
NEW SPRING STOCK.

H

!

from taxation

John Lane died in Brooks Feb. 11th, aged
nearly ff'J years. Up to one year ago, when
lie had a paralytic shock, he was an active
man, was aide to read without glasses, and
took an active interest in the general affairs ceive careful attention, ami no doubt the
of the day. Since that time he had been latter will be settled in a manner satisfaenearly helpless and was tenderly cared for tory to all; but be sure and exempt the saw
by his wife, who is much younger than he. mill for ten years, at least, from being taxed,
He came to Brooks from New Hampshire ami then you can go to your homes
feeling
and has been mostly occupied as a farmer that for once ill
your life you have done
and trader.
He taught school, was a jus- something for the interest of
every man in
tice of the peace, and at different times had
town.
held most of the local offices in the gift
The yellow tea anil entertainment given
of the town.
He was thrice married.
last Frill y evening by the \V. C. T. L*. was
Worthy
Harding
His first wife was a sister of Winslow
a very gratifying success.
The hall was so
remarks about the Good Will Home at Fairj Austin of Brooks, by whom he had several
crowded that it was with considerable effort
field. lie said the Girls cottage was built by I
children. Those now living are Mrs. Martha
one could move about.
tlie Grangers and was run by charity and he j
Supper was served
Luce of Merrimac, Mass., Sarah Cole of
early and for three hours knives and forks
wished every Grauge in the county would
Thorndike, and Charles E. Lane, manager of performed a
prominent part in the exercises
contribute towards the running expenses.
the Yankee Blade Publishing Co., of Brooks. of
the evening. Probably the music of those
Remarks were made by several about assist- His
second wife was a daughter of the late
useful instruments was a pleasant reminder
ing Brother Joseph Ellis to erect new build- William Gould of
Brooks, and the only sur- that the
treasury was receiving a substantial
and
it
w
as
voted
to
make
him
a
ings
presviving child of this marriage is Mrs. Abbie lift. After the
good things had been disposent of *25 ''lit of the County Grange fund.
E. Dow of Brooks.
JI is third wife was a
ed of the company was
I ke topic, What method shall we take to
delightfully enterHon.
of
Ezra
of
Hawkes
Portland.
sistejr
improve the dairy products of Waldo coun- Her living children are Mrs. Celia M. Hus- tained by singing, readings and recitations,
closing with the unique performance of the
ty ? was discussed by I>. Dyer. 1). O. Bowen,
sey of Vassalboro, Me., and Johu C. Lane
Peak sisters,who carried the house by storm
M. Murphy, W. Shorey, A. L. Mudgett, J.
of Brooks. The funeral was held at the
by tlieir superb acting. This feature was
Cunningham and J. G. Harding. The follow- home of the deceased
Sunday7 morning,
something entirely new to the audience and
ing literary entertainment was given : Music Feb.
14th, Omar G. Hussey of Waldo offi- elicited
by choir; declamation by Laforest Shorey;
frequent applause. Everybody was
ciating.
highly elated over the success of the Peak
song by Adelbert Nickerson; reading by
Mrs. Phebe B. Stephenson died Tuesday sisters and it is hoped that at no distant day
Mrs. Herbert Wentworth; music by Brother
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Patience the ladies of the W. C T. U. will have the
and Sister F. T. Wentworth;
reading by
B. Paul of Waldo.
Deceased was a native pleasure of presenting them before the same
Mrs. Freeman Cross ; song by Elijah Wentworth; declamation by Irvin Smith ; recita- of Waldo and her maiden name was San- audience.
born.
She was the widow of Jerome Stetion by Elbe Rolerson.
The citizen’s caucus held last Friday afterphenson of the same town. Shelias been an noon was a
The next meeting will Vie with Union
splendid success. The school
invalid
for
several
but
her
death
was
years,
Harvest Grange, Centre Montville, March
house was well filled with citizens eager to
caused by paralysis.
Four
daughters and make the best
lbtb, with the following program : 1st, openpossible selection for town
one sou survive her, Mrs. Paul, David Steing exercises in the fifth degree; 2, address
officials. It was a very harmonious gatherphenson of Wisconsin, Laura A. Wing of
of welcome by Etiie Jackson; 3, response
ing. Not a harsh or discordant word was
by
Therza E. Coombs of Montana aud
B. F. Foster; 4, report of Granges; 5, confer- Morrill,
heard. It was a free and spontaneous choice
Harriet L. Noyes of Belfast; also three
of candidates and every name mentioned
ring fifth degree; •>, remarks for good of
brothers and two sisters, Geo. L. Sanborn,
order; 7, appointment of committee; 8,
received the unanimous approval of those
Lydia M. Clements and Chas. W. Sanborn
Topic. What method shall we take to im- of
present, and one would think that the
David
F.
Sanborn of China and
Waldo,
names
prove the poultry business in Waldo County?
presented for the suffrage of the
Patience Kenney of Knox. The funeral
to be opened by J. G.
people next Monday would meet the apHarding; i», song by will be to-day, Thursday, at 10 o’clock.
A. L. Mudgett; 10, Essay by Gracie Bowen
proval and cordial support of all who are
Mrs. Ann Gay of Morrill died at her home
on what is the value and extent of fraternidesirous of having a change of officers for
ty in the Grange; 11, recitation by Betsy In- in that town Fell. 17th after an illness of two the ensuing year. The nominations were as
weeks of pneumonia.
Deceased was a native follows: Town clerk, F. A. Bbodes; for segraham ; 12, closing.
lect men, J. It. Hurd, W. Harvard Eiwell
of Knox and was the wife of Abial W. Gay
of Morrill. Her husband and one daughter, and Dwight 0. Greenlaw; town trea urer,
Waldo Good Templars.
A. F. Eiwell; collector of
Mrs. Field Sanborn of China, survive her.
taxes, J. W.
As these gentlemen are all well
Tim annual meeting of Waldo District She leaves three brothers and one sister, Knight.
known citizens, highly respected, and comLodge of Good Templars was held in Memo- Levant L. Barlowr of \f a do. Elisha and petent in every way to discharge their reLlewellyn Barlow, who live in Massachu- spective duties, they require no words from
rial Hall, Belfast, Saturday, Feb. 20tli. The
us in their behalf.
Bui there is one thing
lodge was opened at 10 JO a. m. by District setts, and Mrs. Ellen Parker of Ellsworth.
certain, if they are elected the best possiMrs. Gay w7as possessed of rare womanly
Templar E. L. Bartlett. Eight lodges were
ble care will be taken
f the affairs of the
and was ever to be depended on town. We
represented by lOo delegates. The follow- qualities,
hope every voter will look the
for help in time of need. Hers has been a
ticket
over carefully and do his own thinking otimers were present: District Teming about it; if so we believe the .second
and useful life. The funeral was held
plar, E. L. Bartlett; Counsellor, W. S. long
thought will convince him that no improveMrs. Wentworth of
ment could be made and he will vote accordJones; Secretary, Tolman II. Fernald ; Mar- Saturday afternoon,
Knox officiating.
ing to the dictates of his own conscience,
shal, M. A. Sanborn. The following served
which will surely he for the citizen’s tickets.
tem:
Vice Templar, Lora Maxcy;
pro
James Morse, a former resident of Albion,
Superintendent of Juvenile Temples, Mrs. died in San
Secret Societies.
Jacinto, Calif., Jan. 17th, after a
Geo, E Brackett; Chaplain, Geo. E. Files:
long illness, aged 79 years. He went to
A special
Treasurer, J. H. McKinley ; Guard, II. A. California from Albion six
meeting of Timothy Chase
years ago in
Shaw Deputy Marshal, Mabel Rose ; Past
Lodge, F. and A. M., will be held this,
that
the
hope
change of climate might beneDistrict Templar, Josiab Adams.
Thursday, evening, for work.
fit him; as his health was then impaired.
The address of welcome was by Miss Flora
Past Master Workman J. G. Aboru went
He had been married twice, and left a large
Webber and the response by District Temfamily of children by his first wife. His to Boston Monday to attend the annual
plar E. L. Bartlett.
second wife was Mary L. Ward of Unity, meeting of the Grand Lodge of MassachuThe District Lodge degree was conferred
and she and one daughter survive him, a setts, A. O U. W.
on nine candidates.
A delegation of Masons from
very bright and promising young lady of 17
Timothy
The Secretary’s report showed a gain of
years. The latter is taking a classical course Chase and Phoenix Lodges visited Excelsior
70 members of the Order in Waldo county
of three years in San Jacinto.
Lodge of Northport Saturday to witness the
during the year and 5 uew lodges.
work in the third degree.
At noon an excellent dinner was served
Miss Mary Ann Derby, aged 90 years, 11
Canton Pallas, P. M., I. O. O. F., will give
Belfast
by
Lodge.
months and 17 days, died in Alfred, Me.,
a reception, turkey supper and dance
to
Jan.
In the afternoon session the following
11, 1897. Miss Derby was born in Beland went to York, Me., in her Belfast Company, U. R., K. of P., and Belofficers were elected for the ensuing year: fast, Me.,
early childhood, and resided there about fast Baud at Odd Fellows’ Hall Thursday
District Templar, E. L. Bartlett; Counsellor, fifty years. She then moved to Alfred, and
Mar. 11th.
T. H. Fernald ; Vice Templar, Mabel Rose; entered the family of her cousin, the late evening,
Silas Derby, E-q. She was one of the origiSecretary, H. F. Erskine; Treasurer, VV. S. nal members of the Methodist
The Social Season.
society in
Jones; Chaplain, J. H, McKinley; Marshal, York, and continued a member of the church
Two only of the
George Pratt Epwortli League will give an
Josiab Adams; Deputy Marshal, Helen there until her death.
original members ncwr remain —Mrs. H. H. entertainment to-morrow, Friday,evening, at
E. H.
Veazie; Assistant Secretary, Mrs
Kingsbury and Mrs. Louisa Blaisdell. Miss the M. E. Vestry, to consist of
stereopticou
Bauton; Guard, H A. Hadley; Sentinel, Derby was a woman of kind heart and genJames Pendletou. The officers were installed erous nature. All who knew her learned to views of Scotland and literary exercises.
and love htr. While she was a Admission 15 cents.
by Mrs. G. E. Brackett, Deputy Grand Chief appreciate
Christian of broad sympathies, she wras esThe preparations f -r the Hook and Ladder
Templar, assisted by Lora Maxcy as Grand pecially interested in all that pertained to
Secretary, and Deforest L. Robbins and the prosperity and stability of Methodism. ball to be given at the Belfast Opera House,
Through a Christian liU of sixty years she to-morrow, Friday, evening, are progressing
Flora Webber as Marshals.
advocated, supported aid loved Methodism.
The following resolutions were adopted:
and give assurance of a successShe was born into the Methodist Church, ! favorably
Resolved, That we extend the thanks of continued in it, died in it and went to i ful and pleasant affair. The music will he
the District Lodge to Belfast Lodge
for heaven from it. Her life was consistent,
by Sanborn’s orchestra. The citizens have
hearty welcome and generous entertain- her end was peace. Ti e funerai services i
responded liberally to the call for contribument.
were conducted by her pastor at the house j
Resolved, That we extend the thanks of of Mrs. Sarah H. Lewis, whoso kindly and j tions to the supper and an abundance of good
the District Lodge to the M. C. Railroad tenderly ministered to her wants for the
food, well served, may he expected.
ami also to the Belfast and Castine Steam- past four
The interment was in
years.
boat Co. for courtesies extended to mem- York, by the side of her mother. [W. S. J.
bers of the orders.
Little Hiss Harrison.
in Zion’s Herald.
Resolved, That we commend the action of
brother Mears as State Constable for what
The expected adMrs. Clara A. (Reed) McDonald of DunniIndianapolis, Feb. 21
lie has done and is doing to enforce the pro- gan, Cal., died in Sacramento
January 19th, vent of an hear at the residence of ex-Pr. sihibition laws in Waldo county,
death ensuing a short time after an opera- dent Harrison was realized at 5 30 this
tion for a cancer had been performed. The morning, when Mrs. Harrison presented her
j It is voted to hold the next session iu deceased
wras
born in Bucksport, Maine, distinguished husband with a daughter, a
Brooks iu May.
and was 51 years of age.
She married plump little cherub weighing 83 4 pounds.
The Isles boro delegation, to the number George F. McDonald, of Glenburn, on
November
and
went
to
California
of 24, came over on the regular trip of the
25,1805,
in 1872.
They had resided in Dunnigan dursteamer Castine and returned by a special
ing the past fifteen years, where Mr. Mctrip in the evening, leaving Belfast at 10 Donald had been a trusted employe of the
o’clock. The Belfast and Islesboro mem- railroad. The death of Mrs. McDonald is
bers and a few from other lodges held a so- not only a great loss to her husband, but
also to the community in which she lived.
ciable iu the lodge room in the evening and She was active
in all lines of Christian
a very pleasant occasion was made.
work, a prominent member of the Good
and
at
the
time of her death was
Templars
Past Grand Vice Templar of the Grand
There is more Catarrh in this section of the
The
funeral services were held at
Lodge.
Soft, White Hands with Shapely Nails, Luxucouritry than all other diseases put together, and the Methodist church, of which she was a
riant Hair with Clean. Wholesome Scalp, prodevoted member.
until the last few years was supposed to be incur
duced by Cuticura Soap, the most effective
able. For a great many years doctors pronounced
Skin purifying and beautifying soap in the
Concerning Local Industries.
it a local disease, and prescribed local remedies,
world, as well as purest anil sweetest, for
and by constantly failing to cure with local treat
toilet, bath, and nursery. The only preventive
The Dalton Sarsaparilla Co. recently fin•ment, pronounced it incurable. Science has proven
of inflammation and clogging of the Pores.
catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and the re ished the manufacture of a large supply of
for
the
tonic
and
nerve
spring
fore, requires constitutional treatment. Hall’s sarsaparilla
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney & trade.
Co., Toledo, O., is the only constitutional cure on
The prospect of a creamery being estabthe market. It is taken internally in doses from
lished here this spring looks decidedly en10 drops to a teaspoonful. It acts directly on the
Mr. Wilson was in town SaturSoap ia sold throughout the world. Potter Drug ahd
blood and mucous surfaces of the system. They couraging.
Chcm. Corp., Sole Props., Boston, U. S. A.
in consultation with members of the
offer one hundred dollars for any case it fails to day
or How to Purify and Beautify the Skin, Scalp,
in a
and Hair," mailed free.
cure.
Send for circulars and testimonials. Ad- Board of Trade, and will return again
few days, when something tangible may be
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
dress
DADV III 111 ADC Itching and scaly, instantly reDAuI nUmUKu lieved by Coticora KiMiuiaa.
looked for.
liuti
‘Sold by Druggists, 76c.

Any of the wheels recorded below at $2.On

This is a grand chance for you to get up a farm team waj
lix up your old carriage, etc
While these last you can gw
you want at TWO DOLLARS ($2.00) LESS ON SET Til
THEY COST AT WHOLESALE.

cure

,,

, ,

flOOd S rlllS

The town warrant was posted up last Saturday. Of the 28 articles to be voted for,
there seems to be but two that cause general
interest. One is to see how long the town !
will

®

■

Sarsaparilla

was enjoyed by all.
In due
good byes were said as the visitors
took their departure, feeling no doubt the

social time

on

a
a
a

Hood’s

time

better for their call
celsior Lodge.

BAILEY’S
i Grand
Clearance Sale of Wheels,
a

expense incurred in its manufacture.
It costs the proprietor and tin; dealer
hat it costs tiie consumer less, as he

This is a hard year to tind money, and we are
effort to please and satisfy you in tmdine gre
values in clothing from the largest stock in the it
an

minute#

Mens, Boys and Youths' Suits.
Belfast,

Maine.

We will guarantee all
money refunded.

our

sales

or

CAPITAL, 8150,000.

We will sell you

buy anywhere

SURPLUS, 833,000.
from 9 to 12 A. M.

Open

1

to

DEPOSITS

Prom

Now

we

Lamson & Hubbard

4 P. M.
SOLICITED.

Clothing CHEAPER than

e.se.

Utl

husines>

mean

White $t
"

81 Main

Clothing Agents Wanted,

AGKNTS in every town in this country,
where we are not alieady represented, to
handle a tirst-elass line of custom samples
for suits to be made to order; to a competent salesman or dealer, who can give the
business a proper attention we will pay a
liberal commission, rake all risks, pay all
express charges and guarantee satisfaction in every respect; we are pioneers in
this branch of the trade and experience:
this, together with the facts that we buy
our woolens direct from the mills anil
have unequalled facilities for manufacturing, enables us to produce garments to older, with lirst-olass work, in the most correct styles and proportions, at about the
price charged for good readv-made clothFor further particulars address,
ing.
Oak Hall Clothing Co., 32-44
North St., Boston, Mass.
3t7

Spring Style, 1897.

1‘RuriiiK f«

Low Price Tinware
17 Quart Dish Pans Retinned, 20c
**
••
•*
**
17c.
14
••
10c.
Pails.
in

I

5c.

.‘i

4c.

4

4

Honest

Chas. O'Coi

Handled llippers,
*•

*•

1

Quart Tea

1 1-4
4

*•

Full Size Heavy Dust Pan, Galvanized.
*■
•*
d ipunned,

Medicine.

Pie

Rinys, Clothes Sprinhh-rs.

Wire Dish Drainers.

1

We till

LARGE AND COMPLETE STOCK OF TINWARl
FROM THE CHEAPEST TO THE BEST

prescriptions exactly as
they are written by the physician, and

never substitute a
inferior drug for the
one desired. You get what you
pay for every time-Pl'RE AM)
AT THE LOWEST PRICK.

cheaper

j

|
j

POOR

or

M. L.

SON, Druggists.

&

j
j

E. \i. DURGIN, Vi. I).

Fitfing
the

Mitchell,115 H,£lf^

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK
L. A

FRANK R. WIGL

KNOWL TON, President.

of Glasses and Diseases of

Eye

a

d Ear

a

Deposits

Specially.

Office hours until {) a.
From 12.30 to 3 and 7

m.
to

8 p.

INDIVIDUAL
m.

DKPUSIUS:

MAINE.

SKARSPORT,
Telpehone Connection.

Feb. 2S, ism.

S3M.3S3.MH
July 11,1 S85.

SI23.MSS.SS

13tf

Soiicite
INIII.

July <1.
SSH.ISH.2ll
Dec. IS. I»»5.
SIMM,S3S.IT.

Dee.

Kill.

March

SJIMNU.5II
July H, IMMI.
SIT2.OII3.IM

■
...

S'S.'JJ'

|"\pi

7, 9 b j

8183,8'
In every town. Good pay for good men. New
thing needed by every farmer, and endorsed by
the best. State age, experience and give refer6tf

Address

ence.

M. C. HILL,
39 Miller St.

Belfast,

Me.

H. H. LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer,
P,

to

th

DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPA-RTVIENT payable on demiu l. draw
draw
ary 1st and .Inly 1st. Deposits during the first three days of r/vn/ month
of that in mth. This department offers much greater securitn to depositors tliri
n
in
our
Bank
are
l
the
an
all
ia
loan
to
much as every deposit
hank,
deposits
amount of our Capital Stock.
This Bank being the latest establishe 1 Bank in Waldo County, our vault haments in Eire an l Burglar-Pro »f work, thereby offering (/renter xemrity to dr
bank in this county.
VII our boxes art o
We still hive a few *5.09 StKK DEPOSIT BOIBH.
locks, sothev may be taken to an l from the Bank if desired.

SAMUEL ADAMS.

tf7

O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM, MAINE.

WASTED.
To buy for cash, house of (» or 8
location. Address, stating price,

These figures are taken from our sworn statements
of the Currency, Washington, on the above dates,

rooms

in

“Jeweler

to the

People''

good

P. O. BOX 16, BELFAST.

75

Main Street, Belfast, Me.

The Belfast Journal expresses it as its
private opinion that the Belfast band is the !
he^t one in the State. This is a pretty strong j
ucrsES. The Republicans
statement, but the Belfast organization is
,|ue.stt-d to meet at the Court ! surely a crack one for a city of Belfast’s
size.
[ Waterville Mail.
Keb. 26th, at 7.30 p. m., to

m:\VS OF

BELFAST.

;;didate for Mayor; also to
: aes for ward officers for 1,
a ,,rd caucuses in wards 4 and
at their
the

respective polling

25th inst., at 7.30 p.

m.

finds something of interA. Sanborn’s studio. This

ivs

•fedike

picture

of Walter H.

Arthur B.

the base

.»f

s

ball

raising funds
'port, and expect to be able
ugh to guarantee a team for
progress in

j

of Veterans
given by vote to the most
it their hall March 4th, was
kets when the ball was given
a
'ii by H. C. Mar den.

i

benefit of Joseph Ellis of
recently lost bis farm buildings
oe given at Frederick Ritchie

(

j

Sons

the

aldo, this, Thursday, evensic will he by Gilmore orches-

j

W

» Second
40 Third

«

each of $100 Cash •
§1
“$ 25 Gold Watches

A.

oil

a

j

by Lnncom

speech

a

reaee

dr-

portion

©1

RULES.

1. Every month during 1897 in each of the
prizes will be awarded as follows:
The I Competitor

cucn

base ball situation in the State, says.
The Belfast team will be one of tbe best
backed ones in tbe League, there being
plenty of money behind it. It is said the
management lies between Joe Lezotte of
Lewiston and James Plummer of Boston, a
former well-kuown New Eugland League

Dou’t forget the Republican caucuses at
Tuesday morning the Court House to
morrow, Friday, evening
they found a blustering snow storm in at 7.30.
Intosli was sent to jail for 30
and
it
until
in
continued
the
early
progress,
Belfast Ice Co lias sold all the ice they can
on a suspended mittimus,
iv
afternoon. At 12 o’clock the storm was so
cut on their pond this season to Morse Bros,
ks ago Charles was
given 30! severe that
Superintendent Brick ordered
ikcnness and the mittimus was
j the signals for closing the schools in the of Rath, and will begin cuttiug to-day.
ing good behavior. Saturday afternoon. In 15 minutes after the last signal
The annual meeting of Masonic Temple

I
I
i

.ml

arrested.

was

was

Alliance will serve a tea
fixe o'clock Feb. 20tli at the

f the

Wednesday evening,
they xvere joined by a

,kt

the

city.

Feb.
few

room

and

were

provided

visitors

the

Association

scriber
for

of

more

than

a

a

public meeting.
Berry of VVaterville will preach
Church next Sunday forenoon
in exchange with the pastor. Other services
at the church for the week will be as usual,
Rev. W. F.

at the M. E.

except
be omitted.

were

Iowa subThe Journal

An

century and it
A Minnesota

is still a welcome visitor'
subscriber says: “For all I have been away
....

t

to

We

is

the

Chapmiuof

|

<

a

of this

GREAT CUT on prices. We give
larger bundle of nice goods for $5,00 than you could

get two years ago for $10.00. We are loading our store with
NEW GOODS and are continually offering bargains that
are

simply surprising.

9 Pcs. 44 in. All Wool Brocades,39c

vited.
Refreshments will be served ami a
musical programme rendered, consisting of
a violin solo, a quartette selection and vocal
I

solos.

Services for the coming week and next
at, the North Church will be as usual,
except that the Sunday evening meeting
will he omitted on account of the union
public meeting. The subject for the prayer

Sunday

I

4: 1-14.

NOVELTY DRESS GOODS, inp“.y'iust
NO TWO PATTERNS ALIKE.

1 CASE DRESS GOODS,

Maine Ministerial Association at its

The

direct from the mills, Novelty effects,
style as $ 1.2S’ goods, only 50c

meeting in Auburn Feb. 17th discussed The
New Theology.
About 100 of the most

J

■

you

advantage

New

Lawrence, Mass., has sent us
50t,h annual report of the school commitanything
tee of that city.. Rev. F. A. Gilmore lias sent
There will b*- a Udiitarian Parish party
Journal,
us a neat little manual of the public schools
at
Memorial Hall Wednesday
lowed in the evening by a
evening,
my old friends.”
of Haverhill. Mr Gilmore is a member of the
March 10th.
lass music will be furnished
Supper will he served at 0
W. L. Littlefield, who has
Representative
school committee, and is also a member of o’clock, to which all members of the parish
sum.
been seriously ill at his home, in this city, is the Haverhill Manufacturers and Merchants’
are invited.
Admission 25 cents. Dancing
County Veteran Association now, we are glad to announce,
improving Association.... E. H. Corson of Nashua, N. i will begin at 8, with music by Sanborn’s
the Grange hall, North Searsrapidly. Capt. Charles Baker is also said to II, iias sent us the calendar and advance j Orchestra.
1 S'.>7.
If stormy, the next fair
be gaining, although still very sick. Yesterj catalogue of the Faultless and Nashua BicvCarrie
>*s of welcome by Miss
Helping Hand Circle, King's Daughters,
day Mr. Littlefield received the following j c 1 • 'S for 1897.
will meet with Mrs. Sanford H. ward on
of
North
The
veterans
a.
telegram:
Ai
Liquor Cases. State Constable *J. R.
furnish beans, bread and
High street next Monday evening. The 5State House, Augusta, Me., Feb. 24. The
Mears searched the Windsor Hotel Satur- eeut sociable, announced last, week for tog your lunch baskets, and don’t
House of Representatives has beard of your
sweethearts.
improved condition with sincere delight. day and seized 1 bottle each of whiskey, morrow evening, was postponed to Monday
The members desire hereby to extend port wine, rum and brandy. M. it. Kuowl- and will be, held after tiie close of the
busia lafct week, by an oversight, to
their hearty congratulations, to express the
ton, the proprietor, was arrested on search ness meeting. The sociable will begin at
••m to the card of Mr. F. T. Chase,
deep interest they fee! »n your ultimate rein the hope That it may and seizure process, and on warrants fur 7 30, local.
I'tn-ian. lie gives special atten- covery, and join you
not he long deferred.
Seth L. Larrabee,
nuisance, common seller ami for keeping a
The People’s Lecture Course for 1896-7
scientific examination of the
Speaker. drinking house and tippling shop. On the
orrect fittiug of glasses, withclosed Tuesday evening with a concert by
Accidents. Sylvauus Robbins of Green’s
search and seizure he was sentenced to 30
All grades of spectacles and
the Lyceum Stars at Belfast Opera House.
Lauding accidently shot himself through the days in jail and a tine of $100, from which The attendance was
Hiram Chase & Sou,
in stock.
large and the program
heart Feb. 17th at Isle au Haut. Robbins had he appealed. He was bound over to the S.
>.Id Fellows' Block, Belfast.
was well rendered.
The performers were,
been digging clams. His boat got aground J. Court in $200 on each of the other cases.
Miss Jenny Corea, Soprano; Miss
Edna
is recalled in connection with the |
and when he attempted to push the craft The cases against L. L. Gentner. on the
Louise Sutherland, Reader; Miss Maud
the farm buildings of Joseph !
oft into deeper water be hit a gun that was
search anti seizure of Feb. 17th were disposParadis, Pianist; Mr. Van Veaehton Rogers,
ith Brooks, that fifty years ago the
lying in the boat discharging it. The charge ed of in the same manner. The hearings Harpist, and Mr. Felix Wiuternitz, Violinist.
_;s on the same lot were burned aud
entered his heart, killing him instant- on the libels have been ordered for March
Miss Sutherland’s readings and Mr. Rogand a man w'ere burned in them.
ly. Robbins was 33 year old and is survived 6th at 10 o’clock a. m.
ers on the harp were specially fine.
|
! Ms, the present proprietor of the
by a wife and one child.... Allen Shaw reNew Advertisements. The fire sale at
There will be a union service of all the
a as one
of the two boys rescued
ceived a severe scalp wound on the head the White Store, 81 Main
street, is off, and ! churches in the interests of Good Citizenship
lining house by their father,
while at work on the pipes of the Belfast tlie interior of the store has been
completely in the Opera House, Sunday evening at 7
van of Bangor was in town last
j Water Co. last, Thursday.
renovated and presents a very attractive ap- o’clock. The
meeting is to be addressed by
|
into
11■ 11 telephone instruments
;
It
is
in
effect
a
new
Sewer Case Decided. Judge Emery has
pearance.
store, and a Rev. W. F. Berry, pastor of the M. E.
aces, as follows: Court House,
ami
new
fresh
stock of clothing and furnish- church in Waterville. Mr.
rendered his decision in the case of City of
Berry is an able
j
M. Randall's residence, No. 23Belfast vs. Mrs. D. A. McKeen.
Action to ing goods adds to its attractiveness. Even
and has a special interest in reform
I speaker,
new instruments will be put in as
more attractive—to the buyer—are the low
recover an assessment, of £20 made on the
| and educational movements. There will be
ground thaws so that new poles defendant, in consequence of the building of prices. All sales guaranteed or
money re- I special music at this union service. The
It is expected that a new and
the sewer on Miller street in 1893.
Defend- funded.... Mayo & White, 00 High street,
festival chorus has promised to render one
^witch-board will be put in soon ant claimed that she was not
liable, for the opposite the American Express office, have selection. An earnest invitation is extendaetallic circuit extended to a few J reason of lack of
of
the
the
notice
I California orauges, fresh ami sweet, chocohearing by
ed to the public to attend this meeting.
points.
City Council on the assessment, and that lates, candies, fresh roasted peanuts, etc_
The Girls’ Home. The Children's Aid
her
premises were not benefited by the If you have wheels in your head—that ;s to
ast correspondent of the Bangor
Maine acknowledge
I Society of
receipt
sewer then constructed, but by an old one
if you want to buy wheels to get ip a
Mr.
Harrison
say,
recently reported
of the following contributions:
From Mrs.
from
near
her
to
house
tidefarm
team
or
|
an
old
extending
wagon,
repair
one, you
eper of the poor of Belfast, as
M.
Ira
Cobe of Chicago, per Mrs. Martha
The, judgment is for the defendant.
water.
can save money by going to
re is not much destitution in the j
Bailey’s, 52
Ward well, City Solicitor, for plaintiff. Mc- Main street. He also has steel axles, etc.., F. Keating of this city, $25. Mrs. Cobe was
seemed so much at variance with
formerly a resident of Belfast and visited
Lellan for defendant.
ami all kinds of hardware at bottom prices
a; as it appeared to us that we enMr. and Mrs. Austin Keating last summer.
See his advt-Geo. IV. Cottrell, Belfast,
;<
accomit for it by suggesting that
East Belfast. Surprise parties are now
From Mr. F. H. Beale of Augusta au
a
to
who
have
publishes
warning
of
work
t-ed amount
charitable
trespassers
by in order and we would kindly inform our
Webster’s dictionary ; underbeen cutting wood on his farm on the back unabridged
and individuals had caused fewer frieuds to b
ye also ready, for they will not
wear from the Kings Daughters of Scarboro
road
to
Sears
.The
of
finder
a pair of
port...
Mr Hayford.
But a better ex- know when their turn will
come....E. S.
and a barrel of flour from a friend of the
bowed eye glasses will lie suitably reconses from Mr. Hayford bimself,
j Achorn went to Camden Tuesday on busi- gold
Home-Any one wishing to adopt a little
warded ou leaving them at The Journal ofs
that he did not make any such i ness for a few
girl, three years old, will please apply to the
days-Mrs. Mary A. Nickerfice-H. A. Starrett’s bargain sale is still Children's Aid Society.
at: and that it is not true. The calls j son has returned
home from a visit to Isleson and the advt. enumerates some of the
o*
Steamer Notes. The steamer Castine
many, fully up to if not above the ; boro.... Wyatt Carrow, who lias been visitbest, things that are still on hand.... Any
at this season.
went up to Bucksport last Thursday evening in Thorndike, lias returned home_
one having a house for sale, of 6 or 8 rooms,
ing for a party that came down from Bangor
A run- While George Leavett was plowing on the
iKH “Coasting” Accident.
and in a *ood location, can find a cash cuson the train, but was unable to land at the
lent caused by boys sliding in the ice last week, engaged iu harvesting ice for
tomer by addressing F. O. Box 16, B elfast.
steamboat wharf on account of ice, and took
occurred Monday afternoon. Capt. himself, his boy was riding on the horse’s .Burkett’s
bargains still continues the passengers aboard on the western coast
Wentworth aud wife of Poor’s Mills back. He drove him up to the edge where
through this week, and he is continually of Verona-The steamer Hector has been
Mug on Front street near F. G. he slipped and went in, carrying the boy
adding new and desirable goods to his receiving a complete
with
The
him.
hold
of
a
boy
caught
overhauling at Bucksfloating
when a boy slid under their horse,
stock.
cike
of
ice
and
was
and
port and repairs have been
made on
then
with
out,
got
uimal ran, threw both occupants from
her boiler and machinery-Speaking of the
We are indebted to
Shipping Items
eigh. and dragged Capt. W. some dis- assistance from the lower mill the horse was
taken from his icy bath.
No damage was Capt. R. T. Emery for a late copy of The steamer New Brunswick going into the
along the street. The horse kept
done.
New York Maritime Register. It contains a hands of the junk dealer, the Eastport Senthe Maine Central
where
depot,
tinel says:
list of 58 schooners laid up at New York, inJed head on with the American ExA Distillery in Belfast.
Last week
She has been a faithful servant to her
local vessels Annie R.
Morse, and although the shock was while in quest of material for the local col- cluding the following
owners and
the
Her first exLewis, Flora Couth n, Henry R. Tilton, perience at sea was public.
neither horse was thrown or even umns a Journal man
a severe one.
came upon a still in
Coining
A.
Mark
PenJames
Parsons,
Lunet,
Izetta,
out of Portland she was caught in the celeMed. The runaway then kept on by full
and
met
one
our
of
operation,
prominent
Maud Snare, Rabboni, Vicksburg, brated “cold Friday” of February 8, 18G1,
dleton,
fk scales and among the cars on the citizens
from
coming
it, carrying a bottle
when a dense vapor rose a hundred feet
racks, where the sleigh was totally containing a white fluid that might have Willard Saulsbury and Win. Slater-Sch
above the rough water, and she came to
Lizzie J. Greenleaf, which carried a crew of
anchor
The horse was stopped a little way been
in pretty deep soundings off Mt. Degin; hut which proved to be. simply 18
sert.
But theu, and in all the buffeting* of
men, and which sailed from Gloucester
up the track. Capt. Wentworth aud
pure water—a much rarer article. The still \
Dec 80th to Grand Banks on a fresh hali- thirty-live years, she escaped serious injury.
•vere both quite badly bruised, the latwas .in the hack part of Poor & Son’s drug 1
Her war service was Important; she carried
but trip, lias been given up for lost. She
the Twenty-Fourth Massachusetts regiment
iving a severe injury to her hips, store and was distilling water for use in the
more than three weeks ago hound
to
was
seen
join the Burnside expedition on Alber.orse was badly cut and scratched on
prescription department. The still vv: s con- | home with a fare of
icarle
of
Sound, and was in attendance at sevhalibut.
22,000 pounds
is parts of his body, but “Old Riley,”
structed by George C. Trussed, the ingeneral engagements in North Carolina waters.
There was one Maine man m her crew, Wilx press horse, did
not show even a
Two
of
tiie state rooms m her saloon were
ious drug clerk at Poor's, from a design in a
of Deer Isle,
pointed (»ut as General Burnside’s and Gen«Vh.
druggist’s paper. It is a simple arrangement liam Paris, the ;ook, a native
eral Foster’s rooms
A 3 ear later she carhut does the work perfectly ami the result is and ifnmarried-The tug Ralph Ross got
ried the Tenth Connecticut Regiment of a
water of absolute purity, such as cannot he
W. H. Sanborn was at trie North
up steam at Bueksport Friday afternoon
thousand
men on the long voyage to New
obtained
the
of
by
process
filtering.
try school last Thursday afternoon and
and went to the relief of sell. Mary Farrow Orleans to join the Banks’ expedition, and
Law Court Decision. Tileston Wadlin,
the little ones for the Washington
ran lip the Mississippi for
which had been in the ice off Fort Knox for
exchange of prisof
Clerk
has
received the cerCourts,
E*»q.,
oners.
This patriotic service eutitles her
lay exercises.The storehouses on tificate
The tug also went to Sandypoiut
a day.
of opinion in the case, of (diaries B.
to an honorable place in the
history of the
boat wharf are tilied with hay bought Eaton vs.
Atlas Accident Insurance Co.
and got the schoouer Odell and started to time. In her long and peaceful
subsequent
W. Pote, the Belfast agent, for the B.
The action was brought to recover on an ac- tow both vessels To Winterport.
When career she had become familiarly know u all
>
S. Co. It is shipped by the company’s cident insurance policy issued by the de- abreast the Ferry wharf, Bueksport, the ice along the coast between Boston and St.
fendant company to the plaintiff. The polJohn, and if the lighthouses at Thatcher’s
••rs to Boston when there is little other
icy was for an indemnity of $25 per week, crowded the Odell and tug, the former Island, Cape Elizabeth, Matinicus, West
_'itt offering-The dialect poem on the but there was a marginal clause providing
striking the wharf slightly and parting the Quoddy, Point Lepreaux and their fellow
that “If the insured be fatally or otherwise
guardians of the shore were of the talkative
tge, “Hawville’s Champion Fiddler,”
hawser. The Odell was then tied up and
injured while engaged for pleasure or recresort they would certainly give expressions
he read with interest by the Belfast ation
the tug proceeded to Winterport with the
in amateur, bicycling (not racing or
of regret at the final disappearance of the
•mis of its author, Mr. H. G. Wheeler_
coasting), yachting, fishing or gunning, in- Farrow, returning later and towing up the old familiar craft with which they have exwill be paid at fifth-class rates as
Odell_Feb. lhth the' United States mar- changed so many friendly signals.
Bucksport Eagle in summarizing the demnity
given in the company’s latest manual.” shal libelled the schooner S. A. Payne,
of a week has the following entry for Fifth
Capt.
class rates are for $1,500 in case of acWashington Whisperings.
General
'"lay: ‘‘Dog tight and band meeting”_ cidental death or $12 50 weekly indemnity Stinson, which was loading grain for Buckslb Elmer Small
lately secured a sword of for non-fatal injuries. Oct 28, 1894, the de- port and Winterport. The schooner is libel- Alfred Pleasonton, one of the most disfendant
was thrown from his bicycle and
die style used by the U. S. cavalry in the
tingui shed cavalry commanders of the
nain* d Farrow of Rockreceived injuries which prevented him from led by a sailmaker
late war, died at his apartments in the
w»r of 1812.
It was in the family of the late
following his occupation for four weeks. land_The returns for shipping built in Greason House, Feb. 17th.Hon. W. W.
d unes p White-Frank G. Mixer has
put The case was entered at the April term, Maine in 1800 show a total of 18,884 04 tons, Thomas and wife of Portland are here
1895, at which time the defendant offered to
:t large
tons were built in the Bath to
supply of Maillards famous choco. be
defaulted for $51, which offer was reject- of which 14,712
stay until after the inaugration.
*b*H, for which he has the agency.. .D ed by the
plaintiff. The case was opened to district. The Belfast district is second with Mr. Thomas was at the capitol Feb. 17th
(
Greenlaw bought one of Morrfll Bros.’ the jury at the October term, but was with- a total of 8,880 88 tons, which is four times calling on senators and others whose sup* rses
and sent to the Law Court on report. that of the remaining districts combined. Yet port he has been promised for the mission
Saturday.Swift & Paul received drawn
The defense put in the claim at the trial
-'■*"•0 oranges by one shipment last week and that the Occident
only three vessels were built in the Belfast to {Sweden.
occurred on Sunday, hence
a barkentine in Belfast and two
disposed of them at retail-Fred V. Cot- the plaintiff was traveling at his own risk. district,
schooners in Camden-Repairs to sch.
The genuine “BELFAST” 5c. cigar
The rescript, by Judge Strout, is as follows: Helen G. Moseley will be made at
Gel 1 lias sold his house, No. 1
High street,
Cadiz, has
The accident to plaintiff was within the
No
will
cost
£1,000.
already found its way into nine difand
settlement
•Joseph Tyler, who will make some im- marginal clause of policy, and he is entitled (Spain)
been made between the owners of ferent States in the
Union, also the Doprovements and occupy it-Daniel O’Con- to recover only $12.50 per week. Plaintiff has yet
the
and
col
the schooner
liding steamer_
of Canada, and strange to say, it
f|HI has fitted
up one of the stores in the was not in violation of the statute in regard Sch. James Holmes arrived from Boston minion
Wells building on High street, and an- to Lord's day at the time of the accident. last Thursday with geueral cargo, including is less than two years ago this brand was
Judgment for plaintiff for $50 and interest 00 tone of leather-hoard stock for Sherman
nounces that he will keep a first class lunch from date of the writ.
on the market.
The only cigar
& Co. She is expected to load general placed
>‘ '>ni on
the European plan, with no intoxiThompson & Wardwell for plaintiff. Dun- cargo for Boston.... Sch. *ianH Webster is made in Belfast that is stamped “BELcants.
loading lime casks for Rockland.
ton for defendant.
FAST.”
the

|

I869.

of the coming musical festival, will he in Belfast Friday March 5th to meet the chorus. A

ent of schools in

so many years I should give up
else to keep on taking my home
as I get so much news iu it from

from Belfas

Take

C. E. will be

York, director ! meeting this, Thursday, evening will he
j “Serving our Generation.” Acts 13:3b;
John 9:1-5; Mark 13:32-37. The subject of
full attendance is desired at Lie* rehearsal the C. E. meeting at b p. m. Sunday, will be
“VVliat Our Denomination is Doing,” Zech.
to-morrow evening.
Mr. W. R.

the establishment of his store in

Services at the Universalist church next

Wednesday,

will of Mrs. H. C.
to he contested by a
sister, Mrs. Martha Warren, on the grounds
that Mrs. Penny was of insane mind and
was unduly influenced by her husband.

reported that
(French) Penney is
It

Y. P. S.

Sunday will be as follows: Morning worship with sermon at 10.45. Sunday school
at twelve.
Young people’s monthly consecration meeting at six, led by Miss Ethel
Barr. Subject, “Think on These Things.”
Friilay evening there will be a general
sociable at the Baptist vestry, to which all
members of the church aud society are in-

from town of
March term of Probate

postponed

be

meeting of the

Records the largest week’s sale ending Feb. 6th, since

service will

held iu the Baptist vestry next Sunday
evening at b o’clock.
Topic, From what
does Christ save men? Tit. 3:17. Leader,
Mrs. Frank L. Robertson. All ygung people
are cordially invited to attend.

lie absence

will
Mar. 10th.
Court

lmve received a
special number of The Cadet, issued, by the
students of the Maine State College, Orono.
It contains the speech of President Harris
before the members of the Legislature at,
Orono Feb. 4H».J. E Burke, superintendknowlkdgmrnts

The

Sheridan F. Miller Command, Union VetUnion, will meet at G. A. R. Hall
next Monday evening at 7 o’clock.
the

Sunday evening

that the

erans’

On account of

GEORGE W. BURKETT

regular preaching service will be held
the Unitarian Church next Sunday forenoon, but the evening lecture will be postponed one week on account of the union
The

regular meeting of the City Council
held next Monday evening, Mar. 1st.

Judge Johnson

I

oc-

at

Monday evening.
Meetings will be held at Peoples’ Mission,
58 High St., (next door to American Express
Office) this week as usual.

in existence 21 years

the Baptist Church the pastor will

Jud. 7: 7.

street next

the

At

quarter of

At

Pine Tree Circle, Kings Daughters, will
W. Wilkins on Bay View

and with two exceptions, caused by death,
hoard has remained unchanged. The
president and clerk remain unchanged from
the beginning:

in

here.

writes: “I have taken

has been

I

cupy the pulpit next Sunday morning and
will preach on, “E mergeuciea and Men,”

tlie

meet with Mrs. J

23d,

Journal Readers.

From

will be

Association was held Tuesday evening Feb.
and the o’d board of directors and ofliers re-elected, as follows:
Directors, Hiram
Chase, N. F. Houston, S. II Mathews, H. L
Kilgore and Robert Burgess. Col. Chase is
President and A. C. Burgess clerk. The

and the after-

out

a

impression

The

with

Fogler

came

cordial welcome. Musically and individually l'ulleu's Orchestra left a good

Rockland has been
.!. liver the anniversary oration
:i
Charitable Veteran Associaruiere Park, I’nity, Aug. 13,
llie oration there will be a
H

reception

given

evening was
music, cards, etc.
ami fruit were served.

•lie

i.-sed

sun

pleasant.

Cigars and confectionery

Poor’s Mills called at the
and Mrs. Charles F. Marshall
t

the

The

awoke

The members of Pullen’s Orchestra of
Bangor, who came here to furnish music for
dancing at the K. of I*, ball, were invited to
the rooms of the Belfast Band after supper
Friday evening for a smoke and social talk.

Small, Miller street,
fit of the sewing school. All
Ladies are requested to furrefreshments. Admission
_i t
Elmer

Mrs

given

noon was

districts

_4i_J

pitcher:

When people

4

who seiias in

——

Chicago shortly after the close of the war.
The Portland Argus, in a summary of the

all.

announcement will be made later.

NO;

j

in

last.

WRAPPERS

&lB—/jjj1!'!

jubilee

to

members of the Y. P. S. C. E. of the
Baptist church are preparing an entertainment to be given iu the near future. Further

M

j

recitation,
at tbe

tup

nvitation is extended
The

12

Send this top portion Largest Number of coupons from
wrapper* that, portion containthe district in which he or she resides
ing
“SUNLIGHT
SOAP.” These (culled‘‘Couwill receive SIOO Cash.
The 5 Competitors who send in the
pons”) are to be sent, postage
fully paid, enclosed with
a
Next Largest Numbers of cousheet of naper stating Competfrom the district in which they
pons
~~jmrBs££
itor’s full name and address
reside will Each receive at winner’s
and the number of Coupons
option a lady’s or gentleman’s I'ierce
J&ok
sent in, to Lever Bros., Ltd.,
£100,00.
Special bicycle, pricewho
send in the
New York, marked on outside
The 10 Competitors
\V rapper (topleft hand comer) with N U MBEll
Next LargcNt Numbersoi coupunuinm ineaisof the DISTRICT Competitor lives In.
trict in whicn they reside will Each receive at winner’s
Gold
a
Watch,
price $26.
or
option lady’s
gentleman’s
9*
NAME OF DISTRICT.
2. The Competitions will Close the Cast Day of
Each Month during 1897, Coupons received too late
New York City, Brooklyn, Cong
for one month’s competition will be put into the next.
and Staten Islands, New Jersey3. Competitors who obtain wrappere from unsold
NewYork State (outside of N. F. City,
Employees
soap in dealer’s stock will be disqualified.
2a
Brooklyn, Long and Staten Islands).
of Lever Brothers, Ltd., and their families, are debarred from competing.
-i Pennsylv ania, Delaware, lYIaryland, West Virginia and Dis3
4. A printed list of Winners in Compet itor’s district
_I trict of Colwinhia._
will be forwarded to Competitors in about 21 days after
each competition closes.
The New England States._
5. Lever Brothers, Ltd., will endeavor to award the
"The Bicycles are the celebrated Pierce Special,
ability and judgment,
prizes fairly t.» the best of their
1897 Pattern, m’f’d by Geo. N. Pierce A Co., of Bufnut it is understood that all who compete agree to acfalo, Boston and New Y ork. Fitted with Hartford
cept the nvvard of Lever Brothers, Ltd., as final.
Tires, First Class Nick:e Lamp, New Departure
I.EVKIt ltJlOS., I.td., New York.
Bell, Standard Cyclometer, and Hunt Lace Saddle.

E. Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, had

Samuel Morse

uie

a missionary concert at the
Baptist Church, Thursday, evening. Subject, “The Suurise Kingdom.” A cordial
1

HOW TO OBTAIN THEN!.
Competitors to save as many SUNLIGHT
SOAP Wrappers as they can collect. Cat

14.

There will be

$3,400.00

Total given during 12 mos. 1897, S40M00

very interesting meeting Monday evening.
Rev H. I. Holt of Morrill gave an address 1
on “Alexander the Great and Washington,’’
nvereu

Portland, April

$ 400.00

OOs^pIcPaelBicyc1es*2,000.00
1,000.00

Cash and Prizes given each month

a

and
winch the

Prizes,

invited.

Thomas H. Marshall i'ost, G. A. R., has
invited Norman Wardwell, Esq., to deliver
the Memorial address at Belfast Opera
House, May 31st, which day will be observed as Memorial Day, the 30th coming on
Sunday. The Memorial Sunday services
have not yet been decided on.

association

4 First

|

The Maine Conference will meet in the
lately rebuilt Congress street M. E. Church,

As follows!

Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R., will
hive a camp fire in Memorial Hall this,
Thursday, evening. All members of the G.
A. R. and Sons of Veterans, with
their
ladies, also the members of the Relief Corj s
are

ball in McGray’s Hall,
day evening, Feb. 26th, with
s Orchestra,
a

The Churches.

CASH AND GIVEN FREE
PRIZES EACH MONTH

prominent ministers in the State were presLn the evening, there was a lecture by
Rev. G. W. Field, D. I)., of Bangor.
“Desirableness and Reasonableness of the
\ New Method of Interpreting the Old Testament.” Before the evening session there
! was a banquet at the Universalist Church,
I 100 covers being laid. President Hyde of

same

ent.

j

college, presided

i Bovvdoin

and toasts

1 Case STANDARD

PRINTS, only

41c

were

| responded to by several clergymen.

j

The Shakers

have made

a

great hit. Their

1 Case more of those ALOE

Digestive Cordial is said to be the most successful remedy for stomach troubles ever
introduced.
ft immediately relieves all

pain and distress after eating, builds up the
feeble system and makes the weak strong.
The fact is, foods properly digested are
better than so-called tomes. The Cordial not
ouly coutains food already digested, but is a
digester of other foods. Food that is not digested does more harm than good. People
who use the Cordial insure the digestion of
what food they eat and in this way get the
benefit of it and grow strong.
The little pamphlets which the Shakers
have sent druggists for free distribution,
contain much interesting information on the

subject

of

Lax I

dyspepsia.
is

nothing but

not a mixture
Castor Oil made

There has
ments

probably

been

of drugs.

Worth 19c

Another Case

sold for

Qo

PONGEES, worth 17c, only 6ic

1 Case

DIMITIES, exclusive styles, only 61c

1 Case

Piques, worth 12^c, only

It is

palatable.
more

infringe-

the genuine “BELFAST” 5c.
than any other brand made in New
on

cigar
England,
ple try to

CLOTHS,

Did you ever notice how peoimitate a good thing?

GEO. W. BURGESS,

7c

2 Cases Fruit of the Loom 44 Cotton,only 6;c

5,000 yards LOCKWOOD,
JOB

PRINTER,

1

5,000 yards Lockwood

yard wide, remnants, onlv 4;C

40 in. wide

remnants.

5c

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me.
CARDS,
POSTERS,
BILL HEADS,
LETTER HEADS,
PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

■

MACHINE

THREAD,
12

of Legal Printing
neatly and promptly done. 7tf

SPOOLS TO A CUSTOMER. 3C EACH.

And all kinds

Eyes

Another New Case 1
200 PRINT

Examined
Free.

yd. wide Percales, 6;c

WRAPPERS, Fu l Skirts,
WELL MADF. ONLY

Mr. FRED T. CHASE, Graduate
Optician, will give special attention to the scientific examination
of the eyes, and the correct fitting
of glasses without charge.
We
have a complete stock of all grades
of Gold and Steel Spectacles and
Eye Glasses at the lowest prices.

1 Case CRASH direct from

75c

mill,

W orth 8c

lor this sale, 5c

1

HI RAH CHASE & SON,

TABLE DAMASK and TOWELS

Opp. Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast.

California Oranges,
KliKSU AND SWKKT.

CHOICE
AI.L

This week we will give you GREAT VALUES
in this department.
I Case Bleached Table Damask

CHOCOLATES,

ers, worth

FLAVOKS.

bought direct from import-

7?c., shall sell for onlv

30c.

Look at the large size Linen Muck Towel
Pure Cardies,
121c.
Freshly Koasted Peanuts,

we

shall sell at

ALL Al’ THE LOWEST PRICES.

nAYO & WHITE,
We cannot enumerate out of this

99 High Street, Belfast.
Opposite Amreican Express Office.

6

LOST.
Near the

of Commercial and High streets
Monday about 5 o’clock, a pair of gold-bowed eye
glasses. The tinder will be suitably rewarded on
1 w8*
leaving the same at this office.
corner

subscriber

notice

all

hereby gives public
THE
concerned, that she has been duly appointed
and taken
herself the
of Executrix of
trust
testament of
SARAH McCORMICK, late of

to

large stock of

goods the
Remember our whop
new

values we would like to mention.
stock comes under this FEBRUARY MARK DOWN
treatment.
10 convince those who have not traded with
us, consult your neighbors who have ; look at the goods
they have bough', and come and secure some of the bar-

gains yourselves.

upon
the last will and

Winterport,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, by gi\ ing bond
as the law directs; she therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate
to make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to her.
3w8
MARY A. McCORMICK.

George

W.

Burkett,

ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK, BELFAST.

MY

WARDROBE.

LADY’S

black

What Fashion and Fanes saj It Should Contain.

[Our New York Letter.]
distracting in one sense at least,
early spiiug always brings with it the

It's
that

fashions of the

summer.
While lawns
and laces may give us a shiver now, they
suggest the coming months when a chill
would be an agreeable change. The spring

of ’07

w

in the

genealogy

ill not be

plumes

tals of her

observed that

are

sure

How’97 Model.”
distinguish the
ever, in these slight changes there is no
cause for regret, for if there ever was a
of dress when

history

women

be content with what they have it
is uow, when fashion has reached perfec-

might

Concerning

tan

or

as can

April

brown;
be

The balance wheel of

and in

May.
necessarily

Because it is

not

it need

dainty tiliny fronts of lace or chiffon. A
becoming fad of the hour is the long
scarfs of chiffon, which are wrapped
the

throat

and

tied

in

a

great

spreading bow under the cliiu. This is
tion in all that goes to constitute graceful
usually worn with an open jacket in the
outline, harmonious coloring, becoming style of the one depicted on this
page, j
effect and pretty contrasts.
Driving in the park seems to be an ever
The principal modilications are in the
popular recreation, and it is none the less
narrowed skirts, the widely daring skirt pleasing because it is a
pastime in which
being a thing of the past, and in the small children may join.
sleeves, which
beci

both comfortable and

are

since there is

ming,

no

a

Together with

woman's life is menstruation.

Mrs. George Gould’s sous and Mrs. Oglimit to the den Mills' two little
daughters are among

i

Argument.

There’s one Maine fisherman who reads
tlie newspapers and knows how to make
a mighty effective
argument before a great
body, like the House Ways and Means
in
Committee,
very brief space. His name
is A. M. Holbrook of
Winnegance, Me.,
and he tells the committee more in words
that make a half page of the printed report just issued, than others told in a
dozen pages.
Mr. Holbrook wrote from
Winnegance and said:
“Dear Sir: Seeing in the papers that
hearings on tariff n atters were being held,
and being interested in the fish
schedule,
I take the liberty of sending two bills received for smelts shipped to Boston
by
me, showing how my business is affected
by low tariff on fish. (Exhibits A and B.)
When fresh fish paid a tariff of one cent a
pound smelts were rarely less than G cents
per pound and up, and in the interest of
our fishermen 1 tidnk on
smelts, mackerel
and halibut there should be at least 1 to
1 12 cents per
pound duty, and cheaper
fish in proportion.”
Mr. Holbrook’s exhibit A is a bill of
fish received at various dates from him
and sold by a firm of commission dealers
in all kinds of fresh fish in Boston.
Between April 0 and 13,
inclusive,he sent 884
pounds of smelts, that brought from 1
cent per pound to 5 cents
per pound and
brought him the gross sum of $19.S3, out
ol which he had to
pay $8.35 expressage,
leaving a profit of $11.58. These sales are
all carried out in detail and the
figures
footed up.
Mr. Holbrook's exhibit B
contains one item of the sale December 13
last of a 45 pound box of smelts at 3 cents
per pound on which the proceeds were 40
cents, after paying 50 cents expressage.
There is a note at the bottom <*t‘ the bill:
“lhc market is glutted with Xova Scotia
smelts; selling very low.”

a

On the proper per-

lavs the foundation of many diseases, and is in itself symptom
of disease. It is of the greatest importance that reguk
lari tv be accomplished as soon as possible after the flow
xK is an established fact.
Disturbance of the menstrual function poisons
the blood. In young girls suppression develops
latent inherited tendencies to scrofula or consumption, and no time must be lost in restoring
regularity. Many a young girl goes to her grave
because this difficulty has been thought lightly of,
and mother has said, “Time will bring about a
cure; she is young, I don't worry about her.”
Mother, when you see your daughter languid
and indifferent to things that usually interest a
young girl, when you note that flush on her cheek,
that glassy appearance in her eyes; when your
tells you that even the weight of her
Q/J&uSlf' A© daughter
dress waist oppresses her, and that she has terriE/y
.& <&■ ss
1
pt pie pains in her stomach shortly after eating, don't
ignore these signs ! If you do, you will be following your daughter to the grave, for she will die !
This is gospel truth she is developing consumption of the bowels !
Lydia. E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is the greatest regulator known
to medicine. Make haste to use it, on the first appearance of the tell-tale
symptoms ; it will restore all the female organs to their normal condition.
Miss Marie Johnson's letter to Mrs. Pinkliain, which follows, should interest all mothers and young ladies. She says :
“My health became so poor that 1 had to leave
school. I was tired all the time, and had dreadful pains
1 would have the headache
in my side and back.
so badly that everything would appear black before my eyes, and I could not go on with my
studies. I was also troubled with irregularity of
I was very weak, and lost so much flesh
menses.
that my friends became alarmed. My mother, who
is a firm believer in your remedies from experience, thought perhaps they might benefit me,
and wrote you for advice. I followed the advice
you gave, and used Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound and Liver Pills as you directed, and am
I have gained flesh
now as well as I ever was.
and have a good color. I am completely cured of irregularity. Words cannot
express my gratitude, and 1 cannot thank you enough for your kind advice and
medicine."—Miss Marie if. Johnson, Centralia, Pa.

Irregularity

in fact, just such
during the latter

worn

Mother’s Duty to Her Young Daughter.
Chat with Miss Marie Johnson.

formance of this function depends her health.

look
severe, fot all tlie newest styles have short
open jackets, with which can be worn

about

a

door before six o'clock in

Her tailor-made gown may be of
the most delicious shades of blue, red,

tailor-made,

are

to

time in the

own

A Maine Fisherman’s

One of Mrs. Pinkham’s Talks

taste.

of costumes; departures adress
from the previous year being neither propart of
nounced nor material.
And vet, certain
modilications

artistically arranged

the evening. She may wear silk or velvet, but it will be at the expense of her

epoch-marking period purple,

an

and

bunches of velvet pansies.
For this season of the year there is no
material so suitable as cloth for the welldressed woman w hen she passes the por-

What

firs.

Smith

SEE
THAT TUP
FAC-SIMILE
Avege table Preparation for As

Promotes Digestion,Cheerful
and Rest.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral.
Not Nah c otic
ness

Contagious
Blood Poison.
Mr. Frank B. Martin, who is
engaged
in the jewelry business at 926 Penn-

Register

JJi Carbonate Soda
ffarm Seed

sylvania Avenue, Washington City,

stunning rostume is developed In
purple ladles' cloth with a trimmlng of narrow sin, braid,

Another

One ol

Mrs. John

Jacob Astor's newest

Tailor-made tiowns Is
In

study

entire

an

stem green.

Made by Tin: National Cloak Co., West 23d Street, New York.

variety in design, and therefore can be
made t > suit each and every figure.

styles of skirt
coming season.

Three distinct
sied da the
These

enough

are

insure

just full

pretty curve, the skirt
flounced to the waist, and the skirt which
i- siigh* y diaptd and tr.oderately trimto

a

med.
i.-r

■v.ns

mand
>

d*

si in

■

wc.ir

most in

are

de-

this niouieiit. and variety is
thing needful since luncheons,

jm-t

one

at

isicals, teas and shopping expeditious
aie tlic ordei of the day
Tailor-made
gowns j revail, dark unassuming ones bcm

inu chosen for
fanciful

shopping

and

the

more

models in delieare tints doing

for social occasions.
One of Mrs. John Jacob Astor’s newest
taihu made gowns is an entire study in
service

stem

The material is

given.

a

soft broad-

cloth and thv “suit"’ consists of

skirt,

a

very full in the back, but with
of a flare, and a single-

cut

breasted
braid.

Eton trimmed with
A

pletes the

black silk

small green velvet toque comcostume and carries out the

color scheme

of

this most harmonious

toilette.
Ain'tnci
piove

a

stunning

worthy rival

vei-'prd in

purple

costume
to

that would

Mrs. AstoTs is de-

ladies' cloth.

The skirt

is

pewectlv plain and the jacket, which
is quit*
short, is left open at the front to
oisplav a soft full vest of white satin. A

trimming

of

narrow

silk

braid

front and

on

back of the jacket makes
exceedingly handsome garniture.
The collar and slashed

jacket give it

a

rovers

the
an

of this

peculiarly graceful finish,
nothing to coniine it to

and while there is
the

figure, yet every curved line of the
waist and back is shown to advantage.
The gown just described was seen at
the last musical given at the Waldorf,
and as the wearo* was young and pretty,

*

seen

on

the

nr.d

costumes

drive, garbed in
driving with their

mothers.
of the fastidious “wee”

ladies,

between the ages of eight and sixteen
years, wear velvet, and silk frocks or coats,
hut very pleading little dresses in much

IVmUryreen

A

with

brightly

Total

Tac Sinvle Signature of
i.

MEW

Deep

Water

is
—-

Incorporated in 1848.
Commenced Business in 1*4*.

Si*rai;it, Pros.

Edward M. Ticki:,

bond and

Aggregate

assets at

|

mortgage (first

i

actual value.

Amount required to safely •■e-insure
all outstanding risks...
All ot tier demands, viz: commissions,
etc..
Total

here.
Satin of any color may he
substituted for the white.
iiie coat which outlines the
iigure at
the sides, lits it closely at the back and is
loose iu front, is the favorite style.
Collar bauds with high standing ruffs
and battlement-shaped pieces, wired to
stand out well from the
come

a

settled

fashion;

neck,

but

a

have be-

novelty

is

the use of violets to cover the tabs, and
other small artificial flowers
arranged in a
wreath around the edge.
lilack handkerchiefs are announced as
file latest craze.
An acceptable modification of this fancy, however, is a white
handkerchief with a black border embroidered with a wreath of tiny flowers.
Handkerchiefs of

low, blue and
season’s
ered

a

even

novelties,

with

white

pale pink, mauve, yelpurple are among the
and

they

initials

are

and

embroidtrimmed

around with lace; but the daintest of all
poke bonnet made a most fitting
is a pure white handkerchief sheer and
Idle “poke" was made of purple
crown.
line, with a flight of butterflies embroidfaced
with
black
tulle
shirered in one corner and
velvet,
finely
reaching well into
tlie
centre.
red, and the trimmings consisted of large
her
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i
5,7,21 57
338.501 00
333.875 08

Ins.

n

Co.

OK NEW YORK.

my throat and mouth werefnllof sores
and my tongue was almost eaten away;
I had not taken solid food for three
months.
My entire body was covered
with red blotches, my hands and feet
were
sore and my hair was
falling
out rapidly.
I was in a truly pitiable
condition.
I felt that I was incurable, and
was in great despair, when
a friend
recommended S. S. S., stating that it
would certainly cure me. I began its
use, and when I had finished the fourth
bottle, I began to improve, and by the
time I had finished eighteen bottles, I
was thoroughly rid of the disease; of
course, I was not sure that I was cured,
but am now convinced, as no sign
of the disease has ever returned for
four years.
S. S. S. is the best blood
remedy in the world, and my cure was
due solely and alone to it.”
Contagious blood poison is the most
horrible of all diseases, and has been
appropriately called the curse of mankind.
It has always baffled the doctors, and, until the discovery of S. S. 3.,
was incurable.
For fifty years S. S. S. has been curing this terrible disease, even after all
other treatment failed. It is guaranteed purely vegetable, and one thousand dollars reward is offered for proof
to. the contrary. S. S. S. never fails
to cure contagious blood poison, or
any other disease of the blood. If
you have a blood disease, take a remedy which will not injure you. Beware of
mercury; don’t do violence
to your system.
Our books on blood and skin diseases, will be mailed free to any address. Swifr Specific Co., Atlanta, Ga

NOTICE.
To Whom it May Concern
\N liereas, several clergymen of the
city have entered their earnest protest against fast
driving or
racing on Northport avenue on the Sabbath, alleging that large numbers of people congregate to
witness said racing, to the great detriment of
moral and religious interests, and in violation of
the law.
Therefore, 1 most earnestly and respectfully request the citizens of Belfast to refrain from fast
driving on the Sabbath, within the city limits.
I trust that this request will be regarded and
thus prevent me being compelled to order the
arrest of respected citizens.
This notice is not to be considered as
applying
to those who drive at ordinary rate of speed, but
to those who might use the street as a race course
on the Sabbath.
E. F. HANSON, Mayor.
(Signed)

Pres.

Major

Hot

Bottles,

SYRINGES, Etc.,
FOR SALt BY

A. A. HOWES & CO.
This

Opportunity Should

not

be Lost.

The world is filled with suffering people
who can’t seem to get well or find out what
thei' trouble is.
Such people oftentimes
cannot afford the time or expense of a trip
to the city, or the large fee charged by the
best physicians. It is for just these people
that Dr. Greene of JU Temple Place, Boston,
Mass., who is without doubt the most successfi. 1 specialist in curing diseases, makes
the following offer. He invites you all to
write him about your complaints, tell him
how y )u feel, and he will answer your letter free of charge, telling just what your
trouble is and how to get cured. Write him
immediately. It will doubtless result in
your

cure.

Vick’s

Floral

For nearly half

Guide,

!897.

century
Catalogue
Flower ami Vegetable Seeds, Plants,
Bulbs, Roses, Grains, Potatoes, etc., has
come as regularly as
spring time. Here it is
of

this

a

again to remind us that it is time to think
our gardens.
This issue contains half
a dozen full page half-tone illustrations of
Roses, Asters, Gold Flowers, Carnations and
Tomatoes. It seems full of the necessary information for either amateur or professional.
Send 15 cents to James Vick’s Sons, Rochester, N. Y., for a packet of either Vicks’
Branching Aster, New Japan Morning
Glory or extra choice Pansy and a copy of
Vick’s Floral Guide. If you state where
you saw this notice you will receive a package of Hower seeds free.
about

The

iTaine

Grand

Army.

j
j

Adam W

OF Li\

31, 1896.
owned liv the eompanv, un-

estate

$150,000CO

..

Aggregate of all admitted assets
actual value..

$452,407 98

31, 1890.
Net amount of unpaid losses and claims
Amount required to safely re insure all

$2,500 00

outstanding risks..'.
128,099 32
All other demands, viz: commissions,
etc
2,992 89
...

Total

liabilities, except capital stock and
net surplus.
133,592 21
Capita! actually paid up in cash.. ldo.t po no
Surplus beyond capital. 218,*75 7?

......

...

Aggregate ol'all the admitted
of

the company

ys

Aggregate amount <>t Inr hi; i.
eluding net surplus.

>

P.

FIRE INS. CO.

in

( ash,

and bi.mls market \alue.
Roans secureo b\ collaterals.
'asli in office and in bank
Premiums in due cotirsi* of ...llection

LIABIl.l
amount

I’lES,

i:r,,>4j u

0.

E

I liter. —

>

I

Aggregate
t he
value

ot

id

.•o,m..:
‘Mio.cx n ih)

of Hartford, Connecticut. Incorporated in lSt-7
Coinmenccu Business in 1*72.
Cn vki i> B
Wiiitinc, President. .Iambs I .Tain iok, Sue.
Capital paid up in rash, $500,000 00.

....

—

Aggregate of all the admitted
of the company

at

Total

..

m

,,

m]

I'Mi'.r.i;

m

—

liabiliti-

mail

The

1.75000

t lie
etc...
s.

.•

n

.•.

liahili:

surplus
W

A

1ST,
M

A

Agents. Belt
S I

A

KM

*.

V

Insurance
of

ot

>f

aim a;

net

FIELD &

l4:;

25

■

In- ..ouit Id
mu
,i
y at

.-.

4s.5 2:*
22*.113 6'

value.>2.278,730

I.lAim.mBS DBCKM BBU 51. 1*96.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims
Amount required to safely re insure
all outstanding risks
All other demands against the company, viz. commissions, etc

comp.ii

amount

eluding

01
42
44

*icd
cor.r-e

capital stock and md surp.
Capital actually pum np m asf
Surplus bey -n-i ,i‘

assets

theiract ial

>

■'

aca

i:I .ill

lu id rii:s

Aggregate

129.OSI
14.3*9
260.074

..

and

1

ORIENT INSURANCE COMP ANN

ASSFTS PFCFMBFK 31. 1896.
Ileal tstate owned by tin1 company,
unincumbered.....
s
Loans on bond and mortgage! 1st liensi
Stocks and bonds owned by ilu-.ompany, market value
Loans secured by collaterals.
I
Cash in the company's principal ollicc
and in bank
Interest due and accrued
Premiums in due course of collection

Ml-.f.i:

Net aim uut of u
.aid
claims
Ann.uni re.pun r. site
all outstanding risks
All other demands against
pany vi/ commissi.-ii-.,

Surplus beyond capital.'.21,347
FlliLD & W'FST, Agents, Belfast.
::.•;

:
j

one

Premiums in due

;*

cap

...

:

S,

re

R30.S 49

..

I-

....

U1.S50

..

Total amount ot liabilities, cm opt
ital stock and net surplus
Capital act ual!', paid up 111 cash

\:

ash. si

s

ami

.$
Amount required d- safely re insure
all outstanding risks
All other demands, i/ commissions.
etC

Old

s

<

Real estate own. i by tiic
unincumbered
Loans on bond ami mortga’>
liens.
S;. cks ami b .nils ms del by I
due.
pany. market
Loans -.c ured by « .1 la tt ra
ash in t inmpany s u: .t u
lice and m bank

-K'.bsi.Jb> ts

31, Is;

DEt EMBER

unpaid losses

ol

\S>1 I

I ;>5i-.f.-j7> an
:q.pi(in,
les
07

•

Net

Papllal paid up lu

,;:;vp,iM;

actual value.

!

Hrmvsi-kk

Stocks

assets at

v

WEST, Agent*. In

Edinburg! >c..ilami. I( ommenced If siucss it:
Id v m il
M i:i.ig« r.
A -~

04.07,7 31

liens)..

Aggregate

M
A-s

Scotish Union and Nation:*
ot

$1100,001).

ASSETS, DECEMBER 31, 1890.
Real estateow ned by 1 lie eompanv, unincumbered .’
..‘
>
Roans on bond and mortgage ifirst

ft.i .v Pin
If ( i>w1.1>

FIELD &

Manchester, N. II
Incorporated in ls*.:•. < nm
mcnccd Business in isro.
,lmi\ <
French,
President, (inn F.. Kendall,. Secret a r\
fapltal paid up

a.-i

claims.
Amount required to safely rc-um
all outstanding risks
All other demands against the
pany. \i/ commissions. co

S'

ol

a--.-

their

at

value.....
LIABILITIES 0K< KMIua; 31. 1 S»
Net amount of unpaid loss.-- .,n

Annual Statement of tlie

NEW HAMPSHIRE

..

-...

I';ST, Agents. Belfast, Me

\\

Real estate owned bv the comp
unincumbered
Stocks and bonds owned by the
pany. market value
Cash in company's principal
and in bank
Interest due and accrued_
Premiums in due course codec:
Loans on bonds and mortgage
and accrued interest.
Other property.

Total amount of liabilities.
capital stock, and net surplus
Surplus beyond al> 1 iabnit n

net ~ur-

l'l"s.'.$452,407
I 11:1.1) &

Con

ERPOOL.il V.

at

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

Aggregate liabilities, including

i

ASSETS DEC KM mat Ml

....

Spies, C „\ .Meyers, sailed froi

Company ot
Pennsylvania

t

Phi lade'. phia.
1 nc.T| mi a icil
ineneed Business in 17:4. Csom
President. A. B. I.a t; 1.1:. Seeretar;.
(

>

upltul stork paid up in rash. yj<
ASSKIS l»Ki KMKI'.lt -I. 1>

>

...

169,280

37

984,025

18

Real estate owned by the company,
ineuinhered.
Loans <>u bonds and mortgage Nt 1
Stocks and bonds owned !*x the
pany, market aim*
Cash in tin* company's pin
-i'i
ipt
and in hank.
Interest due and a. orued
Premiums in due ••ours** »t c >!le« t i.
Other items...
>

63,259 33

Total

amount of
liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus
1,216,564 88
Capital actually paid up in cash
500.0(H) oo
Surplus beyond capital
562,165 37
...

..

SCHOONERS.

Aggregate of all the admit led a»et>
Aggregate amount of liabilities, intlieeonip.tny .it then- actual value
cluding net surplus.. $2,278,730 25
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
New York Feb 11 from Demerara.
KlAim.n IKS 1 Ki'!' >1 It Kl! -d lS'.UAgents in Waldo County
llattie MeG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived
Net amount of unpaid loss, > .uni.■!;t 11
6
FIELD & WEST, Belfast.
at Portsmouth, N H, Dec 9 from New York.
Amount required to safely re insure a
53d Annual Statement, January. I ISO7,
outstanding risk'
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
All other demands against the. -mp..;
Fernandina Feb 14 from St Croix.
viz: commissions, etc.
John C Smith, Kueeland, arrived at
Brunswick Feb 8 from Ouracoa.
Total amount of liabilitie'. except
OF SALEn, nASS.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball,sailed from Bostal stock and net surplus.
ton Dec 10 for coal port.
Capital actually paid up in cash.
Amount at Risk, $42,31 *,*62.90.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from WilSurplus beyond capital
mington, N C, Jan. 22 for Port Spain, TriniCASH ASSFTS.
Aggregate amount of liabilities, iu< ;
dad.
Real estate. > so. 100 00
.'
dig net surplus
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at New Mortgages.. .' '.19,000 on J
LILLI) & WEST. Agents. Belfast.
York Jan 27 from Darien.
Bonds, stocks, etc
687,020 25 |
Interest, accrued, etc.
R F Pettigrew Morse, sailed from Boston
15.32!) 17
Premiums due, net.
701 7 1
Feb 11 for Buenos Ayres.
I niteil Males Hrnueh til
S,14 33 ;
R W Hopkins, Hiehborn, arrived at Cien- Cash.
njegos prior to Feb 1 from Baltimore.
>>67,762 50
ice
Sallie rOn, \V 11 West, arrived at Buenos j
I.IABIIUTIBS.
Ayres Dee 81 from Annapolis, N. S.
Reserved for re-insuranee
and
iii11n
«1
.s30S,5*6 74
Incorporated
Tola, A S Wilson, arrived at Mobile Feb 1 I In paid losses
i.sr.i,
2,4*5 00
from New York.
Guaranty capital... loo,000 00 Hon. i. n. A < >\, Pres
I .1. K
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
Dividends ami return premiums due...
2.256 01
Surplus over all liabilities.. 454,234 15
Havana Feb (» from New York.
ASSKTS t>K»'KM ni K H I
I .S'. 11'.
>

Holyoke Mutual Fire Insurance Co.

>

..

Western Asstira

...

Pain-Killer.
(rrmar davis’.)
▲ Sure and Safe Remedy in
and every kind of Bowel

every case

Complaint ia

Pain-Killer.

S. L. Miller, assistant adjutant general
of the Maine G. A. R., has completed his
report for the term ending Dec. 31 1896,
This is a true statement and It can't be
to be submitted to the annual encampmade too strong or too emphatic.
ment of the Maine department in LewisIt is a simple, safe and quick cure for
ton in April.
The report of membership
Cramps,
Cough, Rheumatism,
is as follows: Number in good standing
Colie,
Colds, Neuralgia,
last term was 8,662, gain by muster 44,
T. F. Anthony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise
Diarrhoea, Croup, Toothache.
City, Iowa, says: ”[ bought one bottle of gain by transfer 19, gain by reinstatement
TWO SIZES, 23c. and 50c.
‘Mystic Cure’ for Rheumatism, and two 65; total gain 128; aggregate 8,790. The
doses of it did me more good than any medi- loss by death is 93, loss by honorable discine I ever took.” Sold by A. A. Howss & charge 13, loss by transfer 23, loss by susCo. Druggists, Belfast.
Iy8.
pension 232; total loss 361. Number remaining in good standing 8,429; number
All persons having bills against the city on acCASTOlilA.
remaining suspended 1,281; dropped dur- count of the schools, are requested to present the
thefac*
__/)
same to the Superintendent for
ing the term, having been previously sus- fore
approval on or beSaturday, Feb. 27th.
pended, 123; expended iu charity, $1,F. S. BRICK, Superintendent.
091.52.
Belfast, Feb. 18, 1897.—2w7
_

Royal Insurance

_

Singapore Dec 11 for New York; passed Anjer Dec 27.
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, sailed from

Matanzas, arrived at New York Jan 22
from Havana.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from Hong
Kong Jan 31 for New York.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, at Amsterdam
Jan 21) for Surinam.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
Santos Jan 27 for Barbadoes.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, arrived at Garontolo-from Sourabaya.
St Lucie, Smeed, sailed from Port Natal
Jan 8 for Barbadoes.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, arrived
at Boston Feb 17 from Rosario.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed from
New York Feb for Montevideo.

Statement United Stat.

Stocks and bonds, market value.
221.773 50
Rents accrued...
,q t;,;
Cash in office and in hank
4s.,r7i (50
Interest due and accrued..
38330
Premiums in due course of collection,
”et
29.133 71
■;
1 late (.lass on hand.
1,524 22
Amounts due lor glass sold
\»s«i to

BARKS.

NOTICE.

Made by The National Cloak Co., West 23d
Street, New York.

WRAPPER,

incumbered.‘..

.•

__

Serge Salts made la Sailor fashion and trimmed with, brightly colored braids make smart frocks
for the smaller girls, while coat and sklrtleostumes seem to be
preferred
by young ladles of fourteen to sixteen years.

good” and ”w .1 n
'See that von get C-A-

aasai

ASSETS DECEMBER

Real

Jau 2‘J from lloug Kong.
Mary L Cushing. J N Pendleton, at Sydney, N SVV, Jan 11 for Hong Kong via Newcast le.
May Flint. E 1) P Nichols, sailed from
San Francisc Jau 24 for Honolulu.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 21 for Hull.
Reaper, O C Young, arrived at Newcastle N s \Y about Feb 13 for Tagal.
K U 1 liomas, (' (i Nichols, at
llong Komr
Jan (5 for Iloilo and Boston.
II
T
Sachem,
Lancaster, at Hong Kong
Jan ti for New York.
S D Cari. lou, Amsbury, Hong Kong for
Now \ ork ; passi-d St Holt-iia prior to Jan 31.
>l Nicliolas, C F Carver, arrived at Seattle .fan 30 lr<an San Francisco.
^late
‘l
Maine, H G urtis, arrived at
Shanghai- l-i 'o l.. from Now York,
Tillic F St a "buck. Ebon Curtis, arrived at
Now York Fel» 2 from Bermuda, to
repair.
Win 11 Mart
Amsbury, sailed from New
York Oct 31 for San 1* ramiseo; spoken Nov
2b, lal 7 50 N. Ion 32 1<> \Y.
\Vm 11 < 'omier. Frank 1 Pcmlleto::, arriv«‘d
Now York Feb b irom Hong Kong.
\\
.1 Rotcli, Sewali C Lancaster.
Hong
Hong for New York, passed Anjer Dec 20.

lolani, McClure, cleared from New York
Feb 18 for Honolulu and Hong Kong.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nicliols, sailed from
New York Dec 31 for Hong Kong.
Mabel 1 Meyers, VYm Meyers, at Buenos
Ayres Jan 4, line.

Water

as

lapltai paid up in cash, $100,000.

A.

FULL LINE OF

A

“jnst

The Metropolitan Plate Glass Ins. Co.

Boston.

or

.Montevideo Jan 20 tor New York.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at SaDax/.ickk,
Wnrri:, Sec’y.
vannah Feb 5 from New York.
ASSETS December 31. 1898: Stocks and bonds,
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from New
market value. §284,0711; cash in otlire and in
bank, §18,585.40; agents debit balances. §84.75; Y ork Dec 10 for Port Natal.
Edward May, sailed from Manila Feb 5
in
due course of collection, §29,098;
premiums
I for New York.
aggregate, §311,823.24.
LIABILITIES: Net unpaid losses and claims,
EvieReed,A T Whittier, arrived at New
§3,002.03; reinsurance fund, §108,804.71: all York Feb 7 from Montevideo,
other demands,§8,417 54: total liabilities.except
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Port Towncapital stock and net surplus, §117,014.28; capi- send Feb 0 for
Valparaiso.
tal paid up in cash, §100,000: surplus bevond
Herbert
Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
bwO
capital, §94,808,88.
from Punta Arenas Dec 0 for Pernambuco
JAMES PATTEE Si SOX, Asenls, Brlfast Me.
and New York.
Max

Frank B. Martin.
best be appreciated, when I state that

j

333.001*03

SON, Agents, Belfast,

York Plate (ilass

j

i

liabilities.

r.

anyth

pose.”

ol New York. Incorporated April 22. 1874. Commenced Business April 23. 1874
Ki -.km: H.
Winslow. President. S. Wm. Bcrton. See'v-

1

I

..

JAILS PATTEE &

is welcome news, for
white gloves besides being extravagant,
make the hand.- look large, while the grav
tint has a tendency to reduce the apparent

common

amount of

Surplus

certainly

\\ liite satin stock collars arc worn
by
French women with cloth, silk or velvet
shirt waists in place of the linen ones so

§188.789(0 I

31, 1808.

1.1 A HILIT1 ES DKf EMBER

to

sixteen years.
The latest decree from Paris says that
pearl gray gloves are newer than the
white which have been worn the past sea-

y.

31, 18W.

ASSETS I*EC KM BEK
on

Set

o-

1

Vessels.

23, lat. 22 S. Ion. 32 \V.
Gov Rome, Nichols, sailed from New York
Dec 5 for Melbourne.
Great Admiral, Rowell, at Marseilles Jan
23, to load for New York.
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, arrived at Honolulu Jan 15 from San Francisco
Josephus, P R Gilkey, arrived at New York

45,000 00

LOWELL, MASS.

be

This

1,299,138 64

Traders and Mechanics Ins. Co.

to

son.

187,257 69

Aggregate amount of liabilities, including net surplus....82.308,251 53
FIELD & WEST. Agents, Belfast. Me.
6

Lem

Castoria is p-t v.p
is not sold i : h
y<

El Capitan, A L Carver, sailed from
Hong Kong Nov 21 for Baltimore; passed
Anjer Dec 15.
Emily P \\ hitney, A S Pendleton, arrived at Shanghae Jan 3 from New York.
Emily Reed, I) C Nichols, sailed from
New York Nov 13 for Japan;
spoken Dec.

liabilities, except
net surplus. 1,531,396 33
capital
Surplus beyond capital.
776.855 20

preferred by young ladies of fourteen

seem

York

value,$2,308,251 53

..

braids,
smaller girls,

50
88
43

of
stock and

OF

I

YORK,_

EXACT COPY OF
of

<

perfect Remedy forConstipa

Says.

for Nagasaki.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from
Hong
Kong .fail 1 for New York.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
Zanzibar Dee 4 for Singapore to load for New

amount

liens).

colored

make smart frocks for the
while coat and skirt costumes

their actual

Flavor.

tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and LOSS OF SLEEP.

phia

72

assets

Stocks and bonds, market value.
Loans secured by collaterals and personal loans.
ash in office and in bank..
Interest due and accrued
Premiums in due course of collection,

less expensive materials are also worn.
Serge suits made in sailor fashion and
trimmed

31, 18%.

LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1896.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims..
Amount required to safely re-insure
all outstanding risks..
All other demands against the company, viz; commissions, etc.

Loans

plain size.

suggestion

no

dainty

Many

ilie plain skirt,

are

prophe-

those often

where he is well and favorably known,
was a victim of that worst form of disHe
ease—contagious blood poison.
realized that his life was about to be
blasted, for this terrible disease has
baffled the skill of the physicians for
ages, and they have never yet been
able to effect a cure.
His mental
despair can better be imagined than
described.
In a recent letter he says: “About
four years ago I contracted a severe
case of
contagious blood poison, and
it was not long before I was in a terrible condition.
I immediately placed
myself under treatment of two of the
best physicians in Washington city.
Their treatment, which I took faithfully for six months, cost me just three
hundred dollars, and left me worse than
when I began it.
My condition can

at

bottle:

Clarified Suejerr

8HIFS.

Commenced Business in 1852.

of the company

OF EVERY

Jippcmnnt

Aimer Coburn, .J P
Putnam, arrived at
New York Feb 1 from Hiogo.
-•Y G Hopes, Daivd Rivers, arrived at New
York Feb 11 from San Francisco.
V i* Fuller, T P Colcord, sailed from
Delaware Breakwater Oct 30, from Philadel-

Incorporated in 1852.

Aggregate of all the admitted

WRAPP1 R

/II'a*. Senna
Hoch*.lh Softs
/trust Seed

yvabble

Manchester, England.

Real estate owned bj the company, unincumbered ...8 385.585
Stocks and bonds owned by the company, market value.’—.
1,538,292
Cash in the company's principal office
and in bank.‘.
114,865
Premiums in due course of collection.
269,507

IS ON THI

Kcapt of Old nrSM-fl 'EL PITCHER
J\unpfem Seed

Mrs. ( harlotte Smith of
Massachusetts
has commenced a public crusade
against
women who ride bicycles. Sin*
says of them
“These degenerate creatures soon become
bicycle fiends, pedaling perditionward, and
are prominent factors in
encouraging others
to
hell-hound with them." Mrs.
Smith should he suppressed as a
public
nuisance.

LANCASHIRE INSURANCE COMP’NY

ASSETS DECEMBER

-OF-

IIlIBinSSlII

>

of

SIGNATUR[

similating the Food and Reg uta
ting the Stomachs and Dowels of

..

>*67,562

50

Contingent assets.>t 22,604

51

This
On
On
On

Co.

j

Stocks ami bonds owned b\ iliec. m
pany, market value.>
Cash in the company's principal ot
titte and in bank.
Preiniunis in due course collection
Bills receivable

Company pays the following dividends
j
!
20 per cent
policies for one year..
policies tor three years.40 percent i
60 per cent j Aggregate of all the admitted as
policies for live years.
setsol the company at their actual
FIELD & WEST, Agents, Belfast, Me.
(i
value

British America Assurance

Company

of Toronto, Canaria. <Jeo. A. Cox, President.
11. Sims, Secretary.

P.

31, 18%.
the com-

ASSETS DECEMBER

Stocks and bonds owned by
pany, market value.$
Cash in office ami in bank.
Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in due course of collection

Aggregate assets

at

of

2.666 51
10,914 77
197,794 42

actual value

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

Net amount

979,336(0

unpaid

.$1,191,711 70
31, 1896.

Kl A III lilTI KS DWKMIiKU HI

$l.<

IS.Hi

Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims.
Amount required to re insure all
outstanding risks
All other demands, viz: commissions, etc
Total amount of liabilties, except
capital sttiek and net surplus.
Surplus beyond liabilities
6

1

1
s

n>

1

"ss

.'• *

$l,«:b

FIELD & WEST Agents. Belfast.

He

losses and

claims..g

Amount required to safely re-insure
all outstanding risks.
All other demands, viz: commissions,
etc.
Total amount of liabilities.

109,140 05

591,254 09
38,912 44

739,306 58
Surplus beyond capital.
452,405 12
FIELD A WEST, Agents, Belfast, fie. 6

House for Sale.
A story ami a hall house, pleasant I\
line view ol' Belfast hay; ten rooms all ('
line cellar, city water in house; niceganln
£<)od cultivation, apple, pear, jduin, shad'*
etc.
Nice ne £hborhood. Inquire of
M. C. l>lL\V»>li
-W’
Or C. B .If ALL, Main St., Belfast.

Bradley-Martin
K. A. lillmorf

K.

(

ok

in

•<»

Ball.

Literary

regard to

there-

ball:

n;in

it

j
j

ivagance

I
sc.

question

servants,

benepersons
e given employment and
The money was not given
v earned it in the
way of
ade.
once.
i,ooKir.g at the
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genero s sample will he mailed of the
most popular Catarrh and Hay Fever Cure
(Ely’s Cream Balm) sufficient t.«> demonstrate its great merit.
Full si/.e 50c.
ELY BROTHERS,
5b Warren St., New York City.
It is the medicine above all others for
catarrh, and is worth its weight in gold. 1
can use Ely’s Cream Balm with safety and it
does all that is claimed forit.— B. W. Sperry,
a

Hartford, Conn.

Mr. Slimpurse: “I see the kitchen clock is
not going.
Didn’t you get a key to-day?”
Mrs. Slimpurse: “No.”
Mr. Slimpurse:
“I left you as you were
going into a jeweller's.”
Mrs. Slimpurse: “Yes; but Mrs. Stuckupp
happened to he there, looking at some pearls.
You don’t suppose I’d ask for a five-cent
kitchen clock key under those circum-

stances, do you?”

Mr. Slimpurse: “What did you do?"
Mrs. Slimpurse: "I asked how long it
would take them t«» clean a diamond necklace, anti came out.” [New York Weekly.

CASTOR IA

all last week.
Biglev has resigned

Monday night.

born on Saturday to Mrs. Jonas
J >wight.
'Tis said that Hiram Haukinson ami Patience Pettigrew
Ere long will give the dominie some pleasant work to do.
The gale last Wednesday carried off a sight
of weather-cocks.
Elijah Blodgett’s is the place to buy your
husbaud’s socks.
A

son was

Postoflice candidates just

now are

everywhere.

sprouting

Claude Tolliver, of Bobbin’s Bock, has lost
!
his sorrel mare.
On Tuesday last we had a call from Townsj
man Giles Ladew ;
\
He left a keg of cider here—Giles, here’s a
health to you!
\ The men are
working overtime in Medway's
We
i

Shingie

Mills.

cordially recommend Mahaffv’s Liver

i

j
j

j

in New York

Journal.

Legend of ('astine.
oil the sightly hill
j The old fort .stands
] Engirt by bays and the wide salt sea;
Its earthworks soft with the grass agrowr
;
And the gold of dowers, its bastions low.
j How trauquil Time doth work his will
On the stormy heights of history!
A

Of yore the British ensconced them here,
Old battle dogs in their rig of red ;
But the Yankees came, and who might cope
With the men afire with freedom’s hope?
A vanquished foe, with a victor’s cheer
At their very heels, the red-coats Hed.
In
In

a

pit deep dug

a

transient

earth,
prison nigh the wall,
in mother

Left behind was a drummer lad ;
Clean forgotten him they had
And his petty fault and his ways of mirth;
No comiade stayed for to heed his call.
alive there, he and his drum!
Tireless he beat it, a reveille
Would wrake the dead, but no living wight
Buried

near

to

Is

succor

by day

or

night;

lie prayed that even the foe might come
Before he had starved himself away.
In vain ; wheu the patriot band marched there
In after days, and the rampart scaled,
They found his drumhead broken through
With the hapless blows, and the drummer,
too,
Life-spent; what once was strong and fair
Shrunk to a thing whereat men paled.
[Richard Burton, in the Boston Journal.

on

every

wrapper.

“I wish to inform you,” said her lawyer,
“that your wife has filed a bill for divorce,”
of course,” responded the busy banker; “it’s nothing but hills, bills, bills.
How

“Oh,

much is this one?”

[Detroit

Free Press.

For Over

Fitly lears.
An Old and Well-Tkied Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothiug Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle
Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothiug Syrup, and
take no other kind.
What, kind of weather had we better predict?” inquired the clerk at the Weather
Bureau. “Much colder,” replied his superior
promptly. “But we’ve been saying that for

four days, aud every time
we predicted much colder’ the weather has
seemed to get much warmer.” "My boy,
never forget that to this business as well as
to any other the old motto applies; “‘Keeping everlastingly at it brings success.’
[ Washington Star.
the last three

or

Kellef

The Phantom Drum.

nerve

In

Six

Hours.

Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases
relieved in six hours by the “New Great
South American Kidney Cure.” This new
remedy is a great surprise on account of its
exceeding promptness in relieving pain mi
the bladder, kidneys, back and every part of
the urinary passages in male or female. It
relieves retention of water and pain in passing it almost immediately. If you want
quick relief and cure this is your remedy.
Sold by A A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy27
“Lent doesn’t begin until March this
year.” “So I understand. Very last—isn’t
it?” “Yes; still I suppose the Bryan campaign put everything back a little. | Harper’s Bazar.

You make
ton's

no

mistake when you buy

sarsaparilla and

means

use

Dr.

health, vigor and
manhood and removes all obsta-

remedy this sjwing.

by

Cannibals.

A Watcrvllle Man Mho listed Ills Escape From
Brins Eaten to a Lucky Squall.

A group of
Main anil

cies

boys, standing on tlie
Temple streets the

corner

!

j

nerve tonic

will be

no

more

and

dalton’s family pills.
Everybody says
and “what everybody says must be true.’

so,

Explaining a Proverb. “Papa, what does
this mean, ‘It is better to give than to receive?’” asked a boy of his fond parent.
“It means, my son, that, your mother finds
more pleasure in lecturing me than I do in
hearing her.” fTit-Bits.
English Spavin Liniment removes all
Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blemishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
Splints, Sweeney, Ring-Bone, Stifles,
Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
Save $50 by use of one bottle.
Warranted

the most wonderful Blemish Cure ever
known. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast. Me.
1>27
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Springfield

n

£ Mirim

InsTCtk

of Springfield, Mass.
Incorporated in 1840.
0< nrimnced business in 1851. A. W l>\mon. President; S. .1. Hall,
Secretary.

Capital paid up In cash, $1,500,000.00.

I

mama?**

ASSETS DECEMBER

-...

of dissipation and repairs all waste places.

>

Cures Insomnia and

refreshing

restores

Cures Impotence and restores
full vital power.
Cures all wasting

sleep.

restores

diseases and

all parts of the body.
NERVE-LIFE is the only purely
scientific treatment and affords relief from
the first day’s use. It removes the cause
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
stamps. Mention this paper.
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.
NERYE-UFE MEDICAL C0-,
KALAMAZOO. MICH?

development

to

and in hank.
I Interest die and
accrued
Premiums in due course

coker-

t*011..

272,050 17

asac-

sets ot the
company at their
tual value.. ...>4.11>5,374 75
31, 1800.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims..
\
t$-r
Amount required Jo.safely re insure
all outstanding risks
1,5« :> 455 oo
AH other demands against the c..mi>any, viz. commi si,,ns, etc.
54.531 S3
LIABILITIES DECEMBER

Total

amount of

liabilities, except

capital stock and net surplus
1.710.044 00
Capital actually paid up in ea-dt.... l,5oo non oo
Surplus beyond capital
885.430 00
_

Aggregate amount of li ibiliiies, including net surplus
.§4.1o5.374 75
Policies written at current rates.
3w7
I RL1) A I WOOD, Agent. Winterport.

Ga'inlly

&

Surety Company

<>f St. Louis, Mo
Incorporated ls>.»2, aid
commenced business in 1 sit;: <
p. Kllerbe.
Pres.; 1 >. F. Cl. VUD\ Scry.

Capita! paid up In cash, $250,000.00
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ASSKTS t»K< I'.M1:111! 31 1866,
Loans on bond and mortgage tirst
liens
.$202,637 ."0
Stock and bonds, market value. 265 oitMiO
Cash in office and inbank
32.61*3 35
Interest «lue and accrued
2,648 51
I’reinimns in dueeourseot collection,
net
1S2.386 50

Aggregate

assets at

actual value.

$715.885
31.1866.
Net amount ot unpaid losses and
claims
s 66.663
Amount required to safely re-insure
all outstanding risks
827.6*77
All other demands
834

86

Ll V lit [.IT IKS 1>K< KMI'.KIt

fy//topj.

.,,y/

...

Total

anm

nt

of

i'0
01
50

liabilities. cxce}*r

capital stock and net surplus
.>425.174 51
Capital actually paid up in cash
25iM"><> <»(>
40.711 35
Surplus..
..

Aggregate amount of liabilities, including net surplus
.$715,885 86
FRED ATWOOD. Winterport, Agent. 7

To Mr Corner Druggist.
Sure Cure St.

Notice of Foreclosure.

QONSUMPTION

is not directly inherited, but only
the tendency to contract thedisease.
In any stage of this malady nothing is so effectual as

ANCIER'S

J

Petroleum
EMULSION
Prompt to relieve cough, promote
appetite, aid digestion and restore

flesh, it is, unlike Cod Liver
Oil, perfeetly agreeable to take,
Kven in the last stages when the
cough, diarrhcea and night sweats
are wasting the body away, the dis-

lost

tressing symptoms
relieved b\ this

can

be

greatly

preparation.

Druggists 50c. and $1.00. Pamphlet mailed
free.

ITTHKRKAS .CH OIS W. NELSON of Palermo, in
TT
theCoumvof Waldo ami State • 1 Maine, by
his mortgage deed dared March 21. A. I). 1384, and
recorded in the Waldo Registrv f Deeds, in Book
168. Page 253. conveyed to JOSIAH H (iRKKLY
ot China, in tin* County of Kennebec. a certain
piece or parcel of land with tne buildings thereon
standing, situated in said Palermo, bounded and
described as follows, to w i;
Bounded on the west
by the town road leading from the Branch Mills
to Ford's Corner, so-called
on the smith by
ami
then supposed to he owned by Hannah M. Turner,
but formerly occupied by Jonathan Pabm-r.on
the easi bv laud formerly of Hollis Foye; aim on
the north by the town road leaning from the tirst
me: tinned road by the house then .d
.>.*••<>i. \\
Nelson to the center school-limi-e,
culled, m
said Palermo; containing fifty ;u r.-s, nmre or less,
being the same premises eomeved to >:im NV's>n
by said Lively m said twenty tii-t .lay ot March,
A. I). 1 884.
And whereas -aid Josiah 11 Liv.-lv ! a
since
deceased, and t he undersigne.; lias been duly appointed and qualified a< executor of Ins. said
Lively's, last will and tec..men; a:id wlmroas
the condition <d said mortgage lias loei, broken,
now. t here*ore. i>\ reaso.i
f the breach <d the
condition therr-d, I claim a foieelo.su re <*t said
mortgage.
Date ! at mid Pilenn *. tips fourth lav
FebLED L. JOHNSON.
ruary A. I*. !s67
17xe utor of tlie last wi'l and ic-tament
of Josiah II. Clr.-ely.
8w6
-o

<

ANGIER CHEMICAL CO., BOSTON.
!"■» t
WUI)0

SHCoXc^s.

si

I

<*

ol

>1

s«

in<».

(Ol'KT OF INSOLVENCY.

SS.

Bku ast, Feb. 1 o. 1867.
the ease -d I* \ N ILL BACHELOR ef Palermo,
in said County. Insolvent Debtor.
OF are hereby notitied that with the approval
ol the Judge of the Court of Insolvency for
said County, the second meeting of ;im creditors
of said insolvent debtor is’appointed t>. lie heel at
the Probate C<»urt Room in Belfast, in said Countv, on Wednesday, the 10th day ot March. \.D.
1367, at two o'clock i» m.; and you are requested
to be present at said meeting as and for tin* purposes required by Section 13, ..| Chapter 7<». Revised Statutes of the State ot .Maine and Public
Laws of said State amendatory thereof ami additional thereto.
Attest
(HAS P 11 A Z171 1 INK.
2vv7
Register of said Court.
In

\

Co\A

!&
ELY’S CREAM BALM is a positive cure.
Apply into the nostrils. It is quickly absorbed. 50
cents at Druggists or by mail; samples 10c. by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren St., New York City.

SWAN & SIBLEY CO.

interested in religion, and a foundation is
It begins
laid for a flourishing church.
with twelve members; and as many more
will soon join.
Capt. Allen enjoys the warmest coufideuee of the people, who look to him as
their pastor, and have called him as such.
There is a very interesting Society of
Christian Endeavor in which old and
young are together, and a large and
flourishing Sunday school.
The clothing contributed by friends in
Portland and vicinity has been wisely distributed, and is doing a world of good It
The
was needed,
and is appreciated.
change that is blighting the prosperity of
the shore fishermen is being felt with
severity this year.
A serious epidemic of la grippe came
suddenly on the people of Muscongus last
(Near Corner of Fairfield St.)
week.
More than half the population
Marvelous Results.
It affected the meetwere affected by it.
BOSTON.
MASS.
From a letter written by Rev. J. Giuideris
not
the
but
hindering
ings considerably,
Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by appointment
man of Dimondale, Mich., we are permitted
main result. The church will live and
“I have no hesitation only.
to make this extract:
grow, God willing.
in recommending Dr. King’s New Discovery, j
October, 1896.— Iy45*
Captain Allen will be in port for a few I as the results were almost marvelous in the |
While I was pastor of the
case of my wife.
days. [Portland Press.
Baptist Church at Rives Junction she was !
Are you suffering from rheumatism? brought down with Pneumonia, succeeding
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil has cured thousands La Grippe. Terrible paroxysms of coughing
of the worst cases of this terrible disease. It would iast hours with little interruption |
an..
and it seemed as if she could not survive
only costs 25 cents to try it.
A friend recommended Dr. King’s
them.
CASTORIA.
work
and
in
its
it
was
New Discovery ;
quick
OFFICE : f\A SON 1C TEMPLE,
The faoL»■ **
liighlv satisfactory in results.” Trial bottles
MAIN STREET ENTRANCE,
simile
free at Kilgore & Wilson’s. City Drugstore.
e7er7
denature
wrapper.
Regular size 50c. and §1 00.
tfo3
2,
BELFAST, MAINE.

Anthracite and

Blacksmith

|

L03.lSa

GEO. FEMES, 11,01.8.,

James Pattee & Son,

Fire, Life

ol’ >li«iuo.
WALDO SS.

POl'RT OK INSOUKNTV.

Bki.kast, Fel). 1<».

...THE...

iant and Conqueror and such craft to fly
the American Hag, while consisting of
JOBBKKS OK
wholly foreign workmanship, except those
now building in Great Britain tor AmniCRAIN.
The new' law distinctly specican orders.
fies that any yacht hereafter built outside
FEED.
the United States, and owned, chartered
SEED5 and
or used by a citizen of the United States, j
shall be in every respect,
foreign vessel J
GROCERIES.
and must fly a foreign 11 ig, unless she
1
shall have been wrecked on tin* American
ol J^silt.
Importers
coast and repaired by an American citizen
to three-quarters of her value, the same
D-.iters in tha driest quality <■ f
as any merchant vessel obtaining American registry thereafter.
The law does not I
alter in any respect the privileges that are
extended to foreign yachts in American
ports if like privileges are extended our j
yachts by the nation to which such for- I
ESr ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
eign yachts belong, but it simply brands j’
as foreigners all foreign built yachts, the
This is an eminently 35, 55, .V 7 Front St., Bitfast. Me.
same as other craft.
just and proper piece of legislation, as
ltf
TELEPHONE 4-2.
any fair-minded citizen will admit, and
included
in
would
have
been
the
probably
original protective law to American shipping and shipbuilders, had the framers
of that law so long ago imagined that
cause would ever arise for it.
[New York
Marine Journal.
1N«. M l 1 > Newbury Street,

j

of

Aggregate of all the admitted

Onion

types of the Val-

135.420 00
5" 284 52

..

;

aescripiion.

The Nose and Throat,

Dal-

current

ATWOOD, Agent, Winterport, Me.

....

Professor Arthur T. Iladley of Yale,
who is the foremost of the younger
school of political economists, will publish in the March number of the Atlantic
Monthly a statement of the good and evil
of trusts and monopolies, and a consideration of efforts to restrain them—a
notable aud opportune contribution to

There

$411 241 $4
10

§23o'&6i
at

31, ISilll.
Restores the
Rtud estate owned by the
company.
entire
nervous
unincumbered.
$
134,<:im)00
ana
all
: Loans on
system
stops
bond and mortgage tirst
vital losses.
Re>ie“*J..
OO
048,050
moves enects of the i Stocks and bonds owned
by the comsins of youth and expany, market value
2.778,201 oo
! Loans secured by ci laterals.
cesses of later years.
8>C70o oo
( ash in the
company's principal ofRemoves all effects
fice

1

The yacht Alert with Capt. Alien, the
indefatigable coastwise missionary, is in
port, lie brought up with him the pastor
of the Bethel of this city, who lias been
assisting in the formation of a church on
Muscongus Island, where Capt. Allen’s
labors for the past year have been chiefly
confined, and where they have been
crowned with remarkable success.
By
the blessing of God a complete transformation has come over the people. Seemingly more than half the people have become

00
3!k561 10

2(H) 000

1

other |
day, were discussing the subject of cannibais; were wondering if there were such current discussion.
creatures in existence now, and what part
of file world they lived in, if there were.
Eight articles bearing upon the subMr Alvah J. Clifford, clerk at the “Old jects <>f political, scientific and sociological
interest make the February number of
to
hear
the
Reliable” market, happened
The
conversation and it recalled to him an ex- Gun-ton’s Magazine a notable one.
perience of ltis own with cannibals in the articles include: “Practical Versus Metadays when he followed the sea for a liveli- physical Economics,” “Decline of Cob“Indictment
of
hood.
The story, in Mr. Clifford’s own denism,”
Organized
Charities,” “American Standard of Livwords, is this:
“It was in the year 1830 we were mak- ing,” “The Convict Labor Problem,”
Arbitration
“Anglo-American
ing a voyage from New Castle, New South and
Wales, to Shanghai, China, on board the Treaty.” The departments are excellent.
off
We
were
the
ship Wealthy Pendleton.
The March Century is to be an “InauSolomon Islands, a group lying to the east
of New Guinea, and were sailing slowly guration Number.” devoted especially to
articles on life in the White House and at
under a light breeze, making only about
All at once we the Capital, illustrated with a great numtwo knots an hour.
ber of
pictures, including two
caught sight in tlic distance of a fleet of new interesting
portraits of Major McKinley and one
canoes making toward our ship from one
of
President
Cleveland
at his desk,—all
of tlie islands, which lay nearly four
from photographs taken especially for
miles away.
As the canoes came nearer
The Century. A large edition will be
we counted forty-two of them, each conThe interest in The Century’s
taining ten or twelve natives, whom we printed.
serials, “Campaigning with Grant” and
knew very well were cannibals.
“The wind being light, the canoes under “Hugh Wynne, Free Quaker,” is so great
that both the January and February numthe strong strokes of the paddles rapidly
bers went out of print almost immediately
gained on the vessel, and we knew from
tlie manner of tlie fellows that manned upon issue.
them that they meant to attack us, by surEx-President Harrison has written of
rounding tlie ship and boarding her. We “A
Day With the President at. His Desk”
<
like
and
knew they could climb
monkeys
for the March Ladies’ Home Journal.
and if they once got aboard it meant death j The article is said to be
singularly interto US.
esting in the detail with which il des“We mustered only eighteen men, cribes the wearisome routine of the Presicounting both officers and sailors, and our dent. It is said that General Harrison, in
weapons of defence were few, but we lost this article, has delivered himselt with
no time in getting what we had ready for
great directness and vigor, relative to the
use.
All tiie while the cannibals were
annoyances that are visited upon a Chief
gaining on us, some of the canoes, swifter Executive by persistent office-seekers, |
than the others, getting some distance and he
suggests a unique plan, by which
We really- the President’s burdens
ahead of the rest of the ileet.
in that direction
and
sailthe
to
he
overpowered
expected
could be greatly lightened, and he be en- j
The abled to devote more
ors were almost frantic with fear.
attention to more
wind had died down and the ship lay fairimpoitant matters. A feature of the ar- |
ly becalmed.
tide that will have a timely interest to
“Our only hope for escape was in the \ those ambitious to serve the
country unappearance of some clouds which lay off der the incoming
administration, de- 1
to the southeast and foretold the gather- |
scribes very fully how the President i
ing of a squall, which is a very common makes appointments to office. “A Day |
thing in the latitude of the doldrums. With the President at His Desk” is
The cannibals also noticed the squall and
unique in being the first time that the
paddled with all their might to surround daily life of the President has been
us before it should strike, all the time
described by one who has tilled the exalted ;
making motions and shouting for the office. Articles upon the social and do- 1
hindermost of the tleet to come up.
mestic life of the President by General
“We tired a volley into the thickest bunch Harrison will follow in successive issues
j
that
rent
of canoes and the unearthly yells
of the Journal.
the sky showed that we had enraged more
than we had injured them.
No More Foreign Built Yachts.
“Thanks to our lucky stars, the squall
struck us just as the canoes came up.
The President having permitted the new
Our sails tilled with wind and we bore
aw-ay leaving the cannibals to battle with yacht bill to become law without his sigthe rough sea that was kicked up about
nature, by lapse of the constitutional
us in a few minutes as best they might.
allowed for his consideration of it
“I have been close to death several period
times, but never endured such a thrill of after its passage by both houses of conhorror as 1 did when 1 thought of what gress, as we predicted in a previous issue
our fate would he if we fell into the hands
would probably be the case, the law now
of those savages.’’
[Waterville Mail.
stands clear and decisive in regard to all
The Missionary Yacht Alert.
yachts not built in the United States.
of

to

Sl*l>,6*374

3w6

FRED

Restores perfect

rect sea poetry, is about to issue under
the title of “Songs of Sea and Sail” a collection of his verse. An extra tine edition,
to be sold by subscription only, will be
printed. The price is $2; orders may be
sent to Mr. Day at loo Broadway, New
York.

Greene's

Aggregate amount of Liabilities, ineluding net surplus.
Surplus lor protection policy holders
Policies written on desirable risk

THE

|

The

Pills.

j [John Ludlow

1

facsimile
elgaature
of

Dy all

liabilities, except capital stock
net surplus....
Capital actually paid up in cash.
Surplus beyond capital.

Great RESTORER

Fleming Day, who has the
unique faculty of writing technically cor-

always

Total
and

NERVE-LIFE

Mr. Thomas

aid to digestion, but

Chased

Baxuoh, Fob. IT.

Thousands

an

...

rates.

and

nerve

regular, natural, a)id healthful action of the

a

George F. Godfrey’s Will.
F.

rc-energizes

by feeding them with renewed

bowels, liver, and kidneys, which in the spring are

For Infants and Children.

his job at Hannibal Mohone’s.
Next Thursday at tlie Opera House the drama
Widow Jones.”
The parson preached last Sunday on the
Twenty-Second Psalm
For dandruff and an itching scalp use Dr.
Blimber’s Balm.
Abijah Dobbs and Myrtle Dale were married

Was

healing effects of Dr.
*•>» vay Pine Syrup is felt almost
There is no other cough rnedi>iiig,

nerve

nerves

force and power; it is not only

r<dnvignrate

<t

stop,

Moss has hired out with Squire Goff of
Dingman’s Creek.
Ralph Oglethorpe was laid up with a felon

Kurklrn** Arnica Salve.
Salve in the world for Cuts,
■v-res, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fevex
!:'t, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
'll Skin Eruptions, and positive!' '<es, *or no
pay required. It is
“give perfect satisfaction or
in.ded. Price 25 cents per box
Kilgore & Wilson.

and.

In?

Job

■

1

Tucked

hi.... i

Foss.

From

as

boir lias been

-urn

Local Items

gambling-places are run-luring the day as well as

on the other
Sunday
crk. is about the only relie Bennett Avenue standis a mining camp at the
unless it happen that the
the loungers on the street
'i the
bar-rooms be overevent the visitor’s ears
with a
jargon in which
>r »pes" and “drifts” and
•md “whims” and “phonoc
i'liyry’' are a few of the
'!*• utterances, mingled with
and ininiug stocks that
i weird significance.
>
another side to ( ripple
■at
presented by Bennett
day when the town coneet lias long
ago departed
he seen by a panoramic view
of (i >1(1 Hill, it stretches
acres, with tlie brick and
> of its “tire limits” iu the
-s residential
portion spreadugh valley and slope and gulcli
ui the sides of the hills that
natural basin in which it was
anted.
[Harper’s Weekly.

and invigorates the nervous system, but
revitalizes the

—

■

"U

to be

trying spring

and

>y)

/’Ids y>

a storm er snow came on,
An’ how the winds did rave.'
The snow fell, like a coverlid,
On little Boil's new grave.
“Tin glad it snows," his mother said,
“It looked so hard an’ hare,
So hard, so cruel, an' so bleak.
1 cried to leave him there,
Blit (rod has >--ni the blessed snow,
I think—an’ *tis no sin
That lie has sent his snow to see
That little Bob's tucked in."

_

1

suh.a.. r.

That night

■■

y genial as compared
and the almost invari>w.
which, when one
air. .'.f>00 feet, may be
hat phenomenal.
But
if these circumstances
ich surprise as when, a
having been whirled
atmlsome stone station in
-f> himself in the
spacious
that in architecture would
t the larger cities of the
! e
stranger is accordingly
•lien, in a subsequent walk
engtli of Bennett Avenue,
artistic shop fronts, its
mg exchange and bank
gilded saloons, and its athouse.
The array of wares
windows not infrequently
further shattering of the
mceived notions.

cone

.1 spring medie-im is a nceessify if
}nrj\e! health and vigor during the

in

She stood above the casket there,
She bent to kiss his fare.
An’ pat a stragglin’ curl of hair,
Or fix a bit of lace.
Her heart was breaking with the thought
That Boh, so round an' fat,
So full of pranks an' fun, should sleep
Within a crib like that:
But still she'll ti.\ his little robe.
An' then come back ag’in,
An’ take a long, Iasi look, an' see
Her little Bob tucked in.

1

1

>’

nerves

******

jiving at the foot of |
the principal business;
i"\vn, just as the sun
Hobr Ilill, is apt to relic temperature, which

*!

during tin

So Cynthy’d kept a-gettin' up
An’ gittin' up ag'in :
“I’ve gutter look an’ see,” says she,
“If little Bob’s tucked in."

Denver to

of the

It has

The will <>f George
who died last week, bequeaths £1,000 to the public library to be
erected here and £.">00 to be added to the
Henry Prentiss Godfrey fund of Bowdoiu
! College, to he devoted
to the care of
I needy students who are taken sick, the
fund having been established in memory
I of Mr. Godfrey’s son, wlio died at Bowdoiu College while a student there. There
are also bequests to the Bangor Fuel SoWy, Cynthy, jest set down/’ I said,
ciety and other local charities.
Large
“An* git some good er lift*.
sums are left to bis daughter, her husA fellar wants a chance to talk
band and bis son. Edward R.
The reSome evemn’s with his wife.”
mainder is left to bis widow, who is made
Then she would take her knittiu' out,
executrix and trustee.
Mr. Godfrey was
Or work upon her spread,
An’ make b’lieve lisseu, though she didn’t
formerly of Ticknor & Co., Boston.
Hear quarter w’at I said.
She wouldn’ much more than git set down
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is known to be an
Then jump right up ag’in,
honest medicine, and it actually cures when
An’ say, “I inns’ run up and see
all others fail. Take it now.
If little Bob’s tucked in.”
“What possible fascination can there be
Young Bob was alius on the jump,
about arctic exploration?” “Well, for one
An’ tilled the house with din,
thing, tliey-have such a long night there that
An' kicked his quilts off ev’ry night
no one can object to a man staying out ocFast as she tucked him in.
casionally.” | Philadelphia North AmerHis legs they went so fast ail day,
ican.

sunrise.
There is
of the train, j
:u
phraseology of the !
<hat smacks of chance;
'.npropriate title prob!•» witli its popularity
•uirc of being able to
go
:«
capital and to wake j
■

Bob

it

n

As long as it was light,
An' got up speed so they couldn’
An’ kep’ a-goin’ all night

metropolis

diein<\"

I ve gutter go," she said, “an see
If little Boll's 1 uiTed in ;
He'll git his death if lie's uncovered
In this col' storm an’ win'."
“Oh, litlie Bull’s all right," said I,
You’ve been to tuck him in
Four times this evening’, an’ 1 wouldn'
Run ’way upstairs ag’in."
But. Cynthy’d worry, fret .in' stew,
Au raise a dretil- din :
“Wy, I mus’ go ag’in,” sivs she,
“Ah’ see if Bob’s tucked in.”

compassion

u:

'Ik-

keep

train ivint.r t"

Little

M

the relaxed

an*

icine. Dr. Greene's X<

arrives at the foot of

anu

wishes

changes

Cripple Creek.
in

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A per.
feet remedy for Dizziness,
Nausea, Drowsi.
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

The current number of the American
Kitchen Magazine opens with a sketch of
Helen Campbell, followed by several ac
ceptable articles on domestic subjects.
An interesting illustrated paper is given
“on Housekeeping at the Hudson
Bay
Company’s Forts.” The departments
are as usual well edited and furnish much
valuable matter.

exactly what the system needs at this season. It not only
purifies, but makes riel,.fed blood ; if not only strengthens

the best possible spring medicine I" take, and

and enrich the bloud.

this may induce you to
w Testament occasionalFra tern ally yours,
F. A. Gilmore.

•;

Spring

everywhere

months to tone up

at

tin

as

the peopb

your thrusts at the
on prefer a newspaper
v
morning to hearing
subject discussed from
from your own words,
uie to church oftener you
ve heard a
very simple
principle by which all
viravagance are judged:
st: we are God’s stewesponsible to Him for its

New

year.

the company at theiraetital value.
§411,244 84
LIABILITIES, DECEMBER 31, 1896.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims.
.$
U 528 81
Amount required to safely re insure
all outstanding risks.
137 ^39 78
All other demands against the company, viz: commissions, etc.
31,31515
(d

cured by these
Little Pills.

Julian Hawthorne has sailed for India,
write up the plague for the Cosmopolitan Magazine.
This is a very undesirable mission, but the pay is liberal (supposed to be sJOO a week and expenses)
and they say with proper care there is no
great risk.

shows more luridly
eu riches and poverty,
u
.early and with power 1
-orb evils, and no one j
that it is precisely |
* uiisli
uses ol
wealth
birth to the hot and
; society now rampant
••d

a

can

Aggregate of all the admitted assets

Positively

to

v

;

SICK HEADACHE

Under the title A Year of the X-Rays
Prof. D. W. Hering will tell in Appletons’ Popular Science Monthly for March
in what directions progress has been
made upon Rontgen's famous discovery.
Some of the advances are indicated in the
illustrations accompaying the article.

■

o;

number of

Commenced Business 1886.

Jackman, Pres Charles Jackman, Sec.

...

phia.

<

out.

February

Concord, N. H.

1886.

Capital paid up In Cash. $200,000.00.
A SSE I S, I) E<' K M H EK 31. 18%.
Real estate owned by the
company,
unincumbered
100,387 03
$
Loans on bond and
mortgage (first
lions)
...
79 820 00
Stocks and bonds owned br ilie com
pauy. market value.
171 679 00
Loans secured by ell .terals.
None.
Cash in company's principal office and
in bank
..
15.450 26
Interest due and accrued.
•_/, %
Premiums in due course of collection
4 .177 57
Due from other companies.
>.34 25

I

Magazine has its usual quota of bright
stories, sketches and poems, in attractive

■

:

Lyman

The 'serials in Golden Days are read
with eager interest by the boys and girls
of America, and this standard juvenile
publication contains much that is instructive as well as interesting.
James Elverson, publisher, Philadelphia.

cost

my persons—caterers,

decorators,
These

of

Incorporated

Conan I) >yle will contribute to the
March McClure’s an account of his own
adventures and experiences as a surgeon
on a Greeland whaler.
The paper will be
illustrated with numerous pictures of
Arctic sealing-and whaling.

beg to suggest that
li extravagance is misevent in

11

capital fire insurance co.

ot

was

id.
Though extravandable because it gives

■

Notes.

Miss Blanche Willis Howard, the author
“Guenn” and “Oue Summer,” after a
l'»ng silence, will publish in the March
njimher of the Atlantic Monthly a charming short story of European life.

of the
;ies money
among dealSuch extravagance is
not condemned.”
roving statements have
At the recent
papers.
host oil merchants lion.
defended
such
paently
1

and

McClure’s Magazine for March will contain full-page portraits, from rec* nt
photographs, of President-elect McKinley
and his mother.

The Haverhill
last night’s issue

uial in

News

Says of It.

Accident Insurance.

367.
In the ease of ROBERT P>. COORSON ot I'nity.
in said County Insolvent Debtor.
VOl are hereby muilied that wi h thfo.ppn at
1 of the Judge of til** Court ot Insolvency for
said County. the second meeting ot -lie en-hit-TS
!
of said insolvent debtor is appointed t
held
at the Probate Court Room in Belfast, in said
•
!
"!
on
Wedimsda
the
li
I.»
v.
Mar-h.
County,
D 1867. at two o'clock e. M
and y*. are requested to be present at said meeting as and !m the
7»».
purposes required by Seel mu 43 >* Cliapt*
"I Mai"-- .u I Pu
Revised Statutes ..f t he S:
Laws of said State and amemiatmy the
d
ml
additional thereto.
P II A Z I7LTI N 17
Attest Cl I
2w7
Register ol -ai.i
art.
>

>•

<

■

si

l

c*

ot

M

;t

i

11 «*.

t'OlUT OK INSOi.VKN \
Bl I.I A>r, !-'.•!•. 111. 1 807.
In case of JAMES A CURTIS "I l*..-: 1.1-1 in -aid
mnty. I nsolvent I >ebt< ■.
an* hereby notified that with tin* t■ j• r<• \.11
ol the.lodge ot the Court «>l lii->!\e'icv for
said »'on nt y, t he second meeting <>! tin* Creditors
of said insoheut detitor is appointed to '>,• held
at the ITcbate Court Room in Belfast, in said
County. *n Wednesdiy, tin* lotli day of March A.
I>. 1807, at two o'clock i*. m. ; and you are requested to be present at said meeting as and for
the purposes required by Section 48. of Chapter
7<>, Revised Statutes of the State of Maine and
Public Laws of said State amendatory thereof
and a Idit ional thereto.
Attest—CM AS. P. IIA/.KLTINK.
2w7
Register of said Court.
WALDO NS.

\rOl

Xotice

of Assignee of

his

A)>)>nint-

tnent.
At Belfast, in the County of Waldo and State of
tenth
Maine,the
day of February, A. 1). 181*7.
ffMIE undersigned hereby gives notice of bis ap1 pointment as assignee of the estate of NELSON I). BLETHEN of Thorndike, in said County

ot Waldo, Insolvent Debtor, who has been declared an insolvent upon bis own petition, by the
Court of Insolvency for said County of Waldo.
JOHN R. DUNTON. Assignee.
2w7

Small Farm for Sale.
SPICER PLACE on the Belmont corner
tJMIE
1 toad, one mile from Belfast post; office, is offered for sale. It contains 14 acres ot land, 10 of
which are cleared; a good orchard of apples and
peais, with blackberries and oilier small fruits.
Good two-story house; buildings new.
Apply to
LOUISA CUNNINGHAM,
tf4‘J
Swanville, Maine.

SEARSPORT

Stockton Springs. Capt. David Berry,
who has been sick for the past few weeks, is
now convalescent. .Mrs. Warren
Griffin,who
has been very sick for the past week, is now
on the mending side. Dr. Pierce is the attend-

LOCALS.

J. Nickerson is absent

A.

on a

business

trip.
(’apt. E. P.

Nichols

was. in

town

last

week.

E. Trundy left by train Tuesday for
business trip to Boston.
A.

ing physician-Our High School closed
Feb. 19th. It was taught by Hiram Gerrish
of Brownville, who proved himself to he
very efficient in the school room. Duriug

a

Cant. W. R. Gilkey returned to New York

by

train

his stay in our town he won numerous
friends among both old and young and he
will be much missed by every one.

Monday.

Missionary collection
Sunday morning.

at

the Cougl. Church

next

North Stockton Springs. Master Simie
Littlefield owns a very promising colt, well
broken and a good stepper_Capt. Frank

John M. Stevens arrived home from Ellsworth last Wednesday.
Mabel Triinni of Islesboro is the guest of
her sister, Mrs. B. B. Gerry.

Marden, wife and daughter met with an accident while coming home from tbfe Sunday
school sociable last week. The sleigh upset
and was badly broken and the ladies were
somewhat lamed, but not seriously injured.

V. J. Pease of Boston was registered at
the Searsport House Tuesday.

Capt. Fred Waterhouse
making

of Montville is
short visit to his mother.

a

Miss Addie Littlefield has arrived home
from Augusta and Mr. John Littlefield from
Birchville recently-Mrs. James Jacobs
has been quite ill during the past week_
The Centre district Sunday school met Tues....

( apt,. 1. C. Park has been confined to the
house for several days with a bad cold.

Edward

Capt.
w*fs

town

m

for

a

Simonton of St. Paul
short time last week.

F. J. Biather, who has been absent on
business trip, returned home Saturday.

day evening, Feb. 16th, at the superintendents, Capt. S. B. Littlefield’s. Mr. Alfred
Stinson of North Searsport, once a resident
of tile Centre district, was a guest, and his
many friends here were much pleased to
have him with them again. He entertained
the company by telling several
interesting

a

Bark lolani, Capt. C. C. McClure, sailed
Saturday from New York for Honolulu.

Capt. P. lh Gilkey arrived from New
Friday to remain while his ship is

York

stories and also sang several songs.. .Miss
Jessie Marden lias arrived home from Stock-

loading.
The

ladies'

semble at

missionary meeting

the upper conference

will

room

ton

Springs village, where she
ployment.

as-

Friday

afternoon.

Ship
rived
New

Lodge,

1.

O. O. F., lias been invited

to

visit Gaitieid Lodge at
Winierport next
Monday evening.
G. L. Ordway of the law firm of Dickson
& Knowles, Boston, was in town on legal

business last week.
T. T. Merrill & Sons mill yard is well
with a line lot of logs which will
bee}* them busy during the spring months.

stocked

....Fred L.

The scraping of snow from the side walks
after the storm Tuesday by surveyor
Woods was highly appreciated by the ladies.

to
er

8th.

Any

person

desiring

article in the warrant must delivit to the selectmen before the 27th iust.

put

Higgins

visited Lewis P. Phil-

brick Feb. 22d-E. L. Bartlett and wife attended the G. T. District Lodge in Belfast
Feb. 20th.. Mrs. Darius Philbrick is on the
Mrs. Alice Higgins passed a few
sick list.
days in Freedom last week. .Grace Brackett
was the guest of Bessie Higgins last Satur-

The annual town meeting will take place

Monday, March

em-

Thorndike. Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Wagner
Belfast passed last Sunday at the home of
Mrs. R. S. Higgins.... Mr. ami Mrs. Millard
Gilmore of Burnham are visiting at Mr. A.
L. Ward’s... Mr. and Mrs. George Sherman
of Burnham were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
J G. Gilley last Saturday and Sunday...
Mrs. F. A. Slmbert of Plymouth, Mass., was
the guest of Mrs. Ira Pitman, at the Mineral
Spring Farm Feb. 22 and 23-Mrs. Lou
Murch passed a few days in Knox last week,
the guest, of Mrs. Albert Palmer-Mrs.
Fred Cates passed several days in Fairfield
last week-Bert Flint of Belfast is in town.

Vork.

Seats

had

of

Maine, Capt. H. G. Curtis, arShanghai Feh. loth, Ml days from

State of

at

lias

au

day and Sunday.. ..Frank Hogau was quite
badly kicked by a colt last Sunday... .Milton
Ward is hauling pulp-wood for Joseph Higgins.
Joseph Stevens, who has been sick
with la grippe, is improving.. .Bert Stevens
will return to Bangor in a few days
Lelia
Maud Higgins passed last week with her

Mrs. William Meyers, who has been in
Boston for several weeks attending her son
Marshall, who lias been sick with typhoid
fever, returned by train Saturday. She re|K»rts Marshall convalescing slowly.

...

...

Orilla Whitcomb, National Assistant
Inspector, and department instituting and
Mrs.

cousin, Miss Mertie Ward.

installing officer, W. R, C., left by train
Freedom. The W. S. R. C. are feeling
Tuesday to attend the. department encamp- much
pleased with the success of their enment
f the Woman’s Relief
at
WaterCorps
tertainment at the Grange hall, Feb. 12th,

Village.
There will be a
at the Grange Hall March
2d_The S. B. I. Society will meet with
Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Haley March 4th-The
many friends of Miss Grace M. Libby,who is
teaching school in Massachusetts, will be
sorry to learn she has been quite poorly of
Prospect

Cayenne,

at or about $1,300.
Sell. R W. Hopkins, Cientuegos to North of Hattejas, sugar, at
or about 11, 12 and 13 cents.
Sch. Belle Hooper,
Macuris to New York, sugar, $2.60 amt port
charges. Brig Harry Smith. Turks Island to Boston, s .It, 6 cents. Seh. Methebesec. Mobile to S’.
Jago, lumber, p. t. Seh. Ylelis a Trask, St. Dolniugo to New York, sugar, $2.50 and port charges.
Sell. Lizzie B. Willey, Fortune Island to New York,
salt. 6 12 cents: opti- n Bath, (5 cents.
Sch.Mary
L. CroBb\, Fernandina to New York or
Bondout,
lumber, $4.50 and towage, 40 M. feet per day.
Seh. Joel F. Shepherd, Savannah to New York,
lumber. $4.37 1-2, and ties, 15 cents. Sch Senator Sullivan, Norfolk to Gloucester, coal,$1.07 1 2.
Disasters, Etc. Sch. Viola Reppard, at Norfolk, lost part of shoe by stranding on Hampton
bar. She had been blown across the Gulf Stream
on the passage from Boston and was
making back,
running free on the starboard tack at the time of
the collision with British bark Antigua. The bark
was also running free on
port tack. The schooner
received some damage to few top timbers and sev
eral planks, but proc» eded on her way, making no
water
Sch. Olive Pecker, at Boston Feb. 18,
from Buenos Ayies, was 58 days on the passage,
and from lat. 24 to lat. 38, had gales from N.W.
toN.E. during which sprung bowsprit and had
main spanker boom carried away
Capt. Cook
of bark Thos. A. Goddard, at. Boston Feb. 18 from
Rosario, reports wa 7G days making the passage
anil had adverse weather most, of the time.
Was
eight days getting down the River Plate. Had N.
W. and X. X. W. winds to lat 30 south, and had
no s. E. trade winds.
From lat. 28 north, had
heavy weather, during which lost royal and mainstaysail and also bad lower maintopsail split
Sch. Talofa, Fletcher, at Wilmington, X. C Feb,
20, from Punta Gorda, had be1 n in collision with
sell. Wm F. Campbell, Struct, from
Wilmington,
X
from Port an Prince
The Talofa’s anchors
fouled and the Campbell bad chain plates carried
away.
Freights. Tlie Freight Circular of Brown X:
Co., Xew York, reports for the week ending Feb.
20;h:
Considerable interest is yet manifested
in tonnage for long voyage trades, inquiries being
extended by the South African, Australian and
Xew Zealand lines tor vessels to take tin berth
I for general cargo, but the
supply of suitable
carriers receives no important, addit ions, the few
I coming to hand having in most instances been
I closed pieviotisly tor case oil and other trades.
Case oil shippers are also in need of
similar
tonnage to riie far East, and are prepared to entertain (>ffers of vessels for distant loading upon
the. basis ot full recent rates paid, but in anticipation of a strong market for some time owners are
slow to avail themselves of the opportunities that
are now presented
Barrel petroleum freights
continue very dull, but as tonnage offerings are
yet of a limited character, there is no quotable
change from previous rates. Negotations tor
Naval store tonnage to load at the South arecarri| ed on chiefly with foreign owners direct, and up
on terms that are
rigidly guarded by local principals. A moderate inquiry is noticed for lumber
tonnage to the River Plate, hut as shippers hesitate to rise their bids, vessels are very
sparingly
offered. The quotations remain $8>/$0 from the
East and Provinces, and $11.75 c $12 00 from the
Gulf. There has been no special increase in the
demand for tonnage to Brazil or other South
American counties, hence rates are nominally unchanged. Medium size vessels are wanted to a
moderate extent for coal, lumber and general
cargo to the West India and Windward Islands,
and as such are rather scarce, the tendency of
the market is somewhat firmer. For the return
voyage sugar oilers more freely from St. Domingo
and south-side Cuba, with $2.50 and port charges
the prevailing rate, for the former to Xew York
and 11.12 and 13 cents for ihe latter to Philadelphia, New York and Boston. There is no improvement in coastwise lumber freights from the
South ; the demand is limited, and rates low and
unsatisfactory. Tlie coal trade to Eastern ports
continues extremely dull, rates are without quotable change.

masquerade hall

late_Mrs. Jennie Dockham, reported sick
last week, is convalescent-Mrs. Belle
Erskine and Master Harry of Frankfqrt
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Littlefield last Thursday and Friday.
Centre Lincolnville. Mrs. A. S. Heal
of Belfast, who has been visiting her father,
Mr. Emery Parker, returned home Saturday.
_Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Mayo of Belfast
were tke guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Ma-

Absolutely

Billerica, Mass.,

visiting

Brooks and Monroe... Mrs.
The drama, Placer Gold, was friends in
played Thursday evening, Feb. 18 li, by the Daniel Dickey is very sick.... Miss Flora
Appleton Dramatic Club. Riverside Hall Forbes is at the R. \V. Forbes homestead for
was filled
with a very appreciative audi- | the winter-i he town reports for Brooks
will be printed by the Yankee Blade Pub.
ence, the adjoining towns furnishing a large
The annual town meeting will be held
percentage of the company. Ail expressed Co..
March 8th.
themselves as delighted with the entertainment, which was one of the best ever given
Swanville. While working on the lake
here by local talent. The proceeds will be last week, TVa'ter Nickerson had his wrist
devoted to improvements on the interior of dislocated by a falling block of ice.. ..Hon.
Union church-The remains of the late A. E. Nickerson is suffering from a bad cold.
.Last Saturday, Master Harold, the little
Joseph Bartlett, who died in Cushing, Feb.
8th, were brought here for interment. Fu- five-year-old son of J W. Nickerson, walked
neral services were held in the Baptist church I alone over to the stone house, a distance of
Wednesday, Rev. C. E. Harding officiating. nearly live miles, to pay a visit to his grandThe deceased was a former resident of Apmother, Mrs. Kathie Colcord_Friday Mr.
pleton-Mrs. Charles A. Bills of Hope is A. S. Nickerson took a trip to Bangor, revisiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. E. turning Saturday night-Mrs. Clark MarWentworth, this week-Little Miss Emma den is visiting her daughter, Mrs. William
Merle Ripley of Bath was the guest of her Pierce, in Bangor.

|

..

grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Page,
days last week_Mr. and Mrs. A. H.

three

Newbert of Rockland have been the guests
Mrs. Daniel Sullivan a few days.
Mr.
and Mrs. M. F. Hanley of Rockland are also

of

spending

a

Camden.

few weeks

The

with Mrs. Sullivan.

Epworth

League

gave

Valentine supper last Thursday evening,
which was a success financially_Mrs. L.
M. N. Stevens of Portland lectured Feb.
a

Winterpokt. The many friends of Mrs.
C. R. Goodwin were greatly shocked to hear
of her sudden death, which occurred at her
home Feb. 17th. She had not been in very

good health

for some time, but was able to
be about.
Wednesday morning about 8
o’clock she was prostrated by a shock, from
which she did not rally. She remained un-.

11111

during the day ami passed away
the evening. Mrs. Goodwin was
one of the most
prominent members of the
Methodist Church. She was for many years
an officer in the Ladies’ Circle and was au
active and earnest worker in every
department of the church work.
She was a most
devoted wife and mother, a kiud neighbor,
couscious
at <>.80 in

lothjjon Parliamentary Usages, under the
auspices of the Y.’s.E. W. Pendleton
now has charge of the choir of the M. E.
Church... .A number have been severely ill
with the grip of late.Prof. H. L.
Chapman of Bowdoiu college lectured on
Robert Burns Feb. 17tli, in the Monday genial

Great Variety of Patterns in 36 in Percales
Many patterns

never see:!

Belfast before

28 in.

Novelty Goods,

36 in. Cotton and Wool Novelties, tft
1

j

|

j
j

1

Vi

43 in. All Wool Mixtures,
Have

Cl I

sold less than

never

58c.,

o.,r pi

An entirely new lot of BLACK Bid.
SILKS at prices below competiti.;
see them.
Our WASH SILKS
>
are worth Oc., actual value.
»«X

k" C

L'rv^*

GREAT SPECIAL OFFER
OF OUR NEW LINE OF

7Q.
/OU

W

TdpperS

FOR ONLY

Just received,
C.new lot of

\\r

*...

^

^

Made from fine Percales (not 6 1 -2c. quality >
desirable patterns and in the latest style, w
at

cheap

#1.25,

our

^ |

\\ rappers,

spring
price,

I

si

|j

...

j

U-£

style, lft,

new

To Settle it is to iiet Down to Causes.
I«ea<l this.
It Tells You How.

Everybody talks back nowadays.
The subject is serious.
and with plenty of money in the treasury
in society and a most
A mistaken idea has cost thousands of lives.
exemplary
Quite a delegation went from here Satur- and everything moving along
Bad hacks are so common.
harmoniously Club course-Six hundred cards have woman in every way. She will he deeply
day to attend the races at Swan Lake. we. think they have every reason to be satis- been issued at the public library and new mourned
You find them in every walk of life.
by many friends as well as in the
After considerable brushing it was conclud- lied with their
are
constantly applying_Mr. home circle. Her husband, Mr. Chandler
The ! applicants
They are lame, weak or aching.
present condition.
ed that. Fred Clifford of Stockton, with his
A burden by day, a torture at night.
time and place of the next State Convention i Columbus Buswell has the sills laid for his R. Goodwin, one
daughter, Mrs. F. W. Haley,
showed
the most speed. It was re- 1 lias not
sorrel,
Many remedies relieve, but don’t cure.
yet been announced. We hope it | house on the summit of Mt. Battie and work a granddaughter, Miss Millie Haley and
The longer used, the less tlieir ell'ect.
gretted by those present that C. F. Treat had may come nearer here than it has in the will progress upon it as rapidly as the two
|
brothers,Mr. Wm. Dillingham of OrringPlasters and liniment help at first,
not dri\en out Judge Advocate, dr.
past, so as to give some of the members of the weather will permit. The main building ton and Mr. Thomas Dillingham of HampBut don’t reach the cause.
a chance to attend
.The contest at will be 18 feet in width by 80 feet in length, den, survive her.
D \\ Billings of
Corps
The
sorrowing
of
family
Swauville, secretary
Only oneway to do that.
j the
Grange will close next Saturday. We connected with which will be an ell. The have the heartfelt sympathy of the entire
t-h** 'Mil: Maine Regimental
That way is through the Kidneys.
Association, is |
second story will contain eight rooms, while
The Kidneys are the blood filters.
community in this, their second great
doing some _ood work in collecting data for j thought nearly everybody belonged to the
Grange before, but by the way the applica- the lower floor will be one room which will bereavement, Mr. ami Mrs. Haley having
Keep the filters going.
La <•» ning history of the
regiment. It is to j
he used for a dining room and which can buried their
If (dogged the buck is affected.
tions for membership have been coming iu
i>« regretted tic t members of the
only son Charles less than
regiment, I
also be utilized for dancing if desired.
The A. B. <’. of Kidney knowledge is,
a
year ago. The funeral services were
esp.-ei^iiy of Co. K., are not mor prompt in for the last week it seems there were quite
Nine times out of ten
The kitchen, etc., will he in the ell. The held at their home
Friday afternoon,
returning the blanks sent to them to he till- a number still outside. But the greatest surBack Ache Means Kidney Ache,1
e«i with statistics in relation to tile members.
prise of all lias been the talent discovered building will be built in modern style and Rev. J. P. Simouton officiating. There was
Lame Back Means Lame Kidneys,
upon the end towards the bay will be erect- a large gathering of friends to pay their last
of our young
among our members.
Many
NORTH 6-EARSPOR! ITEMS.
Weak Back Means Weak Kidneys,
ladies have shown themselves to be first- ed a tower fifty feet m height, with easy token of respect to one so well
beloved, and
Cure the Kidneys, thus cure the hack.
Ur d S.-rihimr lias returned from
class actresses, capable of taking any part on
flights of stairs to the top of the same, where j beautiful flowe rs were given
Unity.
Doan's Kidney Pills are doing this every day
by the family, i
Mai W allace of Bangor, our Russian
dry the stage. Essays have con e pouring in magnificent views of the bay, ocean, islands the Ladies’ Circle and other friends.... Mr. in every city, town and hamlet in oiir Republic.
.is jii‘dd 'ar,wa.s in this vicinity last week, from unexpected sources and
and
can
be had.
surrounding country
poets have
Lord, who was injured by runaway horses i Ample proof of this will be furnished shortly in
j
Mi-, aim Mis. Win. Merrithew were in blossomed among us as thickly as the goldMonroe. Mrs. Albert Durham, who went last week, is somewhat improved, but is not j our town in tin* shape of endorsements of the
enrod by the roadride in autumn.
Bu m-;ist week, as the guests of Mr. ami
We hope to Bangor hospital a few weeks ago to have yet out of danger.... Mrs. Louise D.tvis claims made for Doan's Kulnev Pills by air own
'•esidents.
the interest will continue after the conan operation on Iter leg, had to have it amMrs. W. L. Mathews.
came from Boston last
Wednesday on ae-j I>•».m's
Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents per
test (loses... Willis Brawn has hired out
putated last week. It was taken off 4 inches count of her grandfather’s illness and will 1
or six boxes for si’ 50, by all dealers, or scut
Mrs. K !en Scribner is in Waldo
assisting for one year with Fred Norton of Level from the hip. It is hoped she can have a remain a week or two.... Mr. Wm. Mason box,
j by mail on receipt of price. Foster-.Mlllmm C<>.
in taking care of her
brother-in-law, Mr. C. Hid. Palermo.Ed Maiden of Fairfield wooden leg as ’he doctors say it is a good cairn- home from Boston
Thursday, sick Side agents for the Fnited States, Buffalo. N. V
U W entwortli, who is
dangerously ill.
visited at A. B. Brawn's last week.... Miss
stump. She has the sympathy of all her with pneumonia. He is doing as well as j Remember the name, Doan's, and take no other.
Mm v haklks II. Black Honored by the Nora Dow, who has been at work for Mar- neighbors in Monroe-The Drama, “The could be expected... .The grip is still
raging
M assac■ hi sKTTK Highway Ass<jit atr>n. At shal Ayer of Liberty for several
mouths, Golden Gulch,“was played at the Town Hall in town. Among the recent victims reportbokjn.
the annual meeting of the Massachusetts 1
has returned home.... Frank Downes of last week by home talent to a full house ami ed are Messrs. D. H. Smith,C. A. Me Kenney,
Highway Association which was held at1
was
Branch
all_Mr.
pronounced good by
and Mrs.
Mills, Palermo, visited at A. AnHu Quincy House, Boston, on
E. S. Young, Wm. Baker, ^. O. Moody, R
Blaisdei.l. In Orland. Feb. 2, to Mr and Mrs.
Tuesday Mi. ;
t liarics If. Black of Chelsea was
elected j drews’Saturday and Sunday.... Mrs. Mary !• rank Nye and little daughter from Bangor G. Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. R F. Rowe,! George H. H aisdell, a son, George K.
Gram.
In Hancock, Jan. 20, to Mr. and Mrs.
hrst vice president..
Other Chelsea men Leva is still
quite ill with pneumonia_ are visiting his parents, Mr. anti Mrs. D. A. Mrs. Josie Mason and baby, Mrs. J. R. Kil- Joseph Grant, a son.
present were Mr. Win. E. McCliutock of
Nye.... If is quite sickly in this vicinity. A buru, Miss Effie Littlefield and little Neddie : Gray In Ellsworth Falls, Feb. 15, to Mr. and
the State Highway Commission, City Eli- Mrs. Georgia Young has recovered from ar
M rs. Melvin Gray, a son.
good many seem to have the grip. Among Littlefield, Mrs. George Grant and children,
giueer S. M. Stubbs and Mr. Herbert, v. j attack of la grippe.
Ham. In Hancock, Feb. 9, to Mr and Mrs. J.
Hawes. Mr. Black was one of the charter
E. Ham. a daughter.
the sick is Mrs. ltyder, who is well known
Mrs. F. C. Young aud children, Mrs. M. J.
Morru.l.
Mrs.
Biggins. In Mr. Desert Sound, Feh. 12, to Mr.
members of the Massachusetts Highway AsAbial Gay died last
in the village, where so many families deSimpson, Miss Georgie Plummer, Mrs. Kel- and Mrs. Robert Higgins, a son.
sociation, and the honor came to bun wit i- Thursday eve
Funeral at. her late resmug.
Kane
In Brooklin, Feh. 5, to Mr. and Mrs.
on
her
times
of
out solicitation on Ins part,.
pend
sickness. ley, Mrs. Percy Hall and children, Mrs.
help during
Mr. Black beChester B. Kane, a son.
ilience Saturday at noon, Mrs. Wentworth
came connected with the street
She hardly ever saw a sick day herself_
department
Monroe. In Vinalhaven, Feb. 15, to Mr. and
and Joseph Mitchell and family....
Temple
of Chelsea in 188b, and continued with it. un- of Knox offie-atiug.
Tlie remains were Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Andrew Monroe, a son.
Thomas Dorr attended the Mr. Dow, a carpenter from
til two years ago, when he
Massachusetts,
Snow. In Bucksport. Feb. 9, to Mr. and Mrs.
resigned. Once taken to Kuox for burial. She leaves a silver
at Frankfort Feb. 22d of Mr.
before that when he tendered his
wedding
has
moved
into
the
Robinson
house_Sev- Ernest Snow, a daughter.
reignation husband and one
it
With am.
was refused.
In Bucksport. Feh. 5, to Mr. and
daughter, Mrs. Field and Mrs. Andrew Hopkins_Mrs. Laura eral
Mr. Biaek was horn in
inquiries as to the purchase of real es- Mrs. Ora 1\ Witham, a daughter.
Swanvihe. M.
March JS, 1858, and came to Sanborn of China-Mr. and Mrs. Charles Curtis has taken a little
girl, six years old. tate have been made lately... .The Masons
<dndsea in 187(■. 11- is treasurer of the
Brown
returned from Massachusetts last It will be a nice home for a
Gay
child_Charlie gave a sociable at their hall Friday
Jl*4ad Clay ;1,'d Brick Company am! treasevening.
MARRIED.
Miss Emma Mureh was at
i.n-j ol the (' H Biaek
Mayo has been sick the past week_Mrs. -A band concert ami mask ball was given
Transportation Com- Thursday....
home from Belfast last Sunday_Mrs. J. Belle J. Palmer will
He is a inemher of the Review and
panv
attend the convention at Union hall
Blake-Gray. In South Brooksville, Feb. 10
Monday
night.
Alt-* Ego Chibs and of all the Masonic bod- K. Mears is
having a hard time with lame- of the W. R. C. at Waterville this week, if
Alfred Blake and Miss Louise E. Gray, both of*
ies in < nelsea.
[Chelsea, Mass., Gazette ness of various
Cape Rozier.
sorts—largely rheumatic her health permits. She has been suffering
Feb 18.
Carter-Page. In Bluehill, Feb. 8, Augustus
troubles. She w as confined to her bed last
SHIF N fcWS.
P Carter and Miss Mary S. Page, both of Sedgfrom a bad cold recently-The dance and
The above sketch will be interesting to
wick.
Sunday ...-Town meeting next Monday....
supper by the I. O O. F. Feb. 22d was a sucmany readers cf The Journal as Mr. Black
Fisk-Mc Leod. In ( lark’s Island, St. George,
The Morrill
P. S. C. Pi. recently elected
PORT OF BELFAST.
Feb. 14, Louis T. Fisk of Rockland and Catherine
is well known in this vicinity. He was born
cess.
There was a good crowd and a good
McLeod of (’lark’s Island.
officers and committees as follows: Dr. T.
ARRIVED.
and grew to manhood on a farm between
time....Mrs. Abbie Sewall has had an atGraves-Black
In Belfast, Fel>. 22, by Rev.
N. Pearson, Pres.: Miss Biua
Feb. 18. Sch. James Holmes, Ryan, Boston.
J. M. Leighton, Amos H. Graves of Marblehead,
North Searsport and Swauville.
Morey, Vice tack of the grip since she arrived on her
SAILED.
Mass., and Miss Edith M., daughter of Benjamin
Pres.; Mrs. I. If. White, Secretary and visit
to her parents, but is over it now.
T. Black of East Belfast.
Feb. 18.
Sch. Annie L. Wilder, (ireenla\V,
Treasurer;
Prayer Meeting Committee,
Moon-Loyejoy. In Castine. Feb. 22, by Rev. J.
Liberty. One hundred and fifty loads of Boothbay.
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
P. Cushman. Roland Moon of Bar Harbor and Mrs.
Mrs. Silas Storer, Rev. H. I.
AMERICAN PORTS.
Holt; Music bark were hauled
Lizzie Lovejoy ot Castine.
to the tanuery last week.
Mrs.
2. N. Pearson, Miss Mabel
Committee,
Sholes-Ro'rinson. In Cushing, Feh. 12, Ezra
New York, Feb. 16. ( Id, sch. Lizzie B. Willey,
The price paid is $5 per cord.
cords Rivers, Point-a Pitre; sld, sell. Penobscot,
Centre Montville.
Miss Fanny Carter Hatch ; Lookout and Missionary
Key T. Slioles of Rockland and Hattie G. Robinson of
Committee, of wood have been hauled to the Sixty
W'est and Tampa; ar, sell.,las. A.Garfieid, Wood’, Cushing.
same
lias returned to her home after
place
spending I. D. White, Arthur Leonard; Social ComThompson Nash. In Centre Montville, Feb.
Brunswick; 19, ar, sells. Ella M. Willey. Buenos
and about the same amount to individuals
several weeks with friends in Freedom and
Ayres; Edward Stewart, Kent, Brunswick; sld, 14, Wright Thompson and Miss Mabel Nash.
mittee, Miss Biua Morey, Geo. DaggettWentworth-Edwards. In Centre Montville,
bark
and
sell.
Honolulu
lolaui,
Levi
the
Hong Hong;
throughout
The levee at Union Harvest Sunday School
village.Potatoes bring
Unity
Feb. 1(5, by Rev. T. R. Pentecost, West Wentworth
Committee, Mrs. I. D. White
Hart, Brunswick.
Grange will he on the evening of the 10th Miss Minnie Woods. Prayer meetings are more here than they do in Boston—50 cts.
Boston, Feb. 17. Ar. sch. Olive Pecker, Whit- and Miss Belle Edwards, both of Centre Montville.
man, Buenos
i9, ar, sells. Herald, Veazie,
of March instead of the 17th as before rel-.cid each Sunday evening al the church at per bushel, and few to be had at that, while Castine; TidalAyres;
Wave, Norton, Alt. Desert; cld, N.
ported.Town meetiug will be held at 7 o’clock. The society is small, hut the iu- car loads are shipped from Knox Station at E. Symonds, Bermuda.
Baltimore, Feb. 18. Cld, sch. J. Holmes Birds28 cts. per bushel-The Stevens mill is
Centre Montville, Monday, March 1st.
terest is good and it receives the cordial
all, Boston; 19, cld, bark Priscilla, Rio .Janeiro;
Cooper.
In Sedgwick, Feh. 5. Tennyson F.
doing a fine business iu sawing ong lumber. 20, cld, soli. Sarah F. Palmer, Whittier, Portland ;
Prospect Ferry.
Mr. Hudson Bowden support of all Christians in tlie place, who
Co, per, aged 18 years and 4 months.
People are coming from a long distance with 21, ar, sch. Day light, Norlolk.
Crockett. In Rockland, Feb. 18, Mary Jane,
New Bedford" Feb. 18. Ar, sell. Nat Ayer, Arey,
of Blue Hi!i is visiting at Granville Shute’s. unite with tlie society in their regular praywidow of Enos Crockett, a native ol Fnion, aged
logs and taking the sawed lumber back with New York.
er meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Heagan visited
Mobile, Feb. 15. Ar, sell. Norombega, Arm- 79 years, 9 months and 4 days.
them-It is rumored that Mrs. Elthea
Fi.eying. In Belfast, Feb. 18, William FlemMr. and Mrs. Elden Pendleton of Stockton
I m v.
The North Waldo Agricultural
strong, Colon.
ing. aged GO years and 1 1 months.
Perkins, widow of the late Joseph Perkius
Satilla River, da., Feb. 13
Ar. soli. Olive T.
several days last week-Capt. W. E. Hard- Society will hold their annual cattle show
Gay
hi Morrill, Feh. 17, Mis. Ann
Cuba.
W
Whittier,
Gay, aged
hittier, Trinidad,
of Palermo, has bought the late James
Sabine Pass, Tex.. Feb. 17. Ar, sch. Edward H. ; 77 years.
ing went to New York on business last ami fa r at Unity trotting park Wednesday Brown
IIill. In Chicago, Feb 2, Adelaide, daughter
in the village_Mr. and Mrs.
Blake. Blake, Tampico.
place
week....Miss Freda Harrimau was called and Thursday, September 29th and .‘50th,
ol
the
late
John
P.
(die
ol
Thomasfon, and wife
Fernandina, Feb. 2<> A r, sell. den. A del her t
A. J. Skidmore entertained a whist
party at Ames, Lord, Martinique; 21, j»ld. m-1o Hattie C. ol I y- under Hill of Chicago.
from West Upton, Mass., to Stockton by the 1897.... Mr. Luther Mitchell died at his home
Mason. In Orland, Feb. 12. George W. Mason,
their comfortable home Friday evening.
\\ m. 11. Simmer, PendleIt Luce. Heal, Port Spain
in
a
Feb.
friend and visited her mother,
death of
Unity
19th, aged 81 /ears. He was
aged 42 years. 4 months and 28 da\s.
ton. New York.
was a
very enjoyable affair. There were
Savannah, Feb. 18. Ar, sch. F. < Pendleton, M Smalley- In St. George, l< > eh. 15, Mrs. Hannah
Mrs. Albert Harriman a few days, return- born in China, Me., ami came to Unity sixty
four tables. No piizes were given.
Smalley, aged (58 years. I liiont lis and 8 da\ s.
New York
J.
Dodge,
Mrs.
Stephenson.
In Waldo, Feh. 255. Phebe B.
ing to Massachusetts Feb. lhtli_Mrs. years ago. He married Mary Bartlett, w ith S.
Tacoma, Feb. 17. Sld, bark Tidal Wave, Lanand Charlie Clough were the vicAyer
Stephenson,
aged 7G years and 2 months.
caster, San Francisco.
Annie Pevereaux is on the sick list with a why in he lived fifty-live years, she having
'In. <>n
In Thorndike, Feb. 24, Harold Bishop
tors, while Dr. Whitcomb and a lady whose
Washington, D. C., Feb. 17. Ar, sell. John S.
He had been gradTilton, son <1 J. N. and Isadore Tilton, aged 7
had cold... .Several of the school children died in September 1894.
Ames, O sen, Roekport, Me.
name we do not care to mention were the
Pascagoula, Fell. 18. Ar, sch. Carrie E. Look, years, 4 months and 28 days.
are sick with chicken pox-Mrs. Orchard
ually failing for the past fewr months and boobies-Mrs. J. O. Johnson is
France.
Fertile
in
Stevens,
visiting
Dow’s son Oscar of Monroe visited Mrs. three days before, his death had paralysis of
Darien, da., Feb. 18. Ar, sch. Celia F., West,
Belfast Price Current.
Pittsfield-By invitation of South Mont- Savannah.
Evander Harrimau last Saturday.... W. H.
his throat and lower limbs_Quite a large
ville Grange thirty-six members of Georges
Providence, Feb. 18. Ar, sells. Young Brothers
corrected weekly for the journal.
Rice has returned and is still holding meet- amount, of ice w as cut from the lake the last
ami Alma E. A. Holmes, Philadelphia.
River Grange visited them last T lesday
Lrunswick, da., Feb. 19. Ar, sch. Anna Pendle- Produce Market.
Price Paid Producer.
week to supply the two creameries ami two
ings at Mt. Heagan.
evening and were royally entertained_ ton, Thomas, New York.
20,<t3()i Hay, |> ton,] 0 00;o,l 2 00
Apples, t> lm,
hotels and for individual use_Mr. and
Feb. 19. Ar, sell. D. D. Haskell, New
Norfolk,
3 1 2a4
dried,
lb,
4o_5 Hides, fc> It.,
East Skarsmont. Mr. S. Butler of WarApples continue to be sold here, but at ex- York.
1 oo(al 25 Lamb, fc> lt>,
Beans, pea,
5(a’ 7
Mrs. Samuel Young of Liberty are
visiting tremely low prices. Freeman Baker took
Seattle, Feb. 19.
Sld, ship St. Nicholas, San
ren was in town last week trying to Hud a
medium, 1 00(al 10 Land) Skins,
25i«.40
Francisco.
at Fred Whitten’s-Mrs. Ilufus Hi ltuan
15.«125 Mutton, \) lb,
4a.5
yel'weves)
barrels
to
China
for
he
which
thirty
village
home for bis little seven-year-old daughter.
Wilmington, N. C., Feb. 20. Ar, sch. Talofa, Butter. £>’ lb,
Ida20 Oats,
bu, 32 lb. 25o30
of Troy spent last week with her sister, Mrs.
5:a0 1-2 Potatoes,
got 75 cts. per barrel. Charles Bagley con- Fletcher, Punta Gorda; 22, cld, sch. Estelle, Beef, 4> lb,
_Frank Brewster and his mother were in
30(a35
Asa Stevens-Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Nye of
Hutchinson, Boston,
40,a45 Round Hog,
4vo4 1-2
Barley, D bu,
tinues to pack and ship Kings and Spys, but
town Sunday-Mr. and Mrs. E. Worthing
New London, Feb. 18. Ar, sch. F. C. Pendleton, Cheese,
10,a 12 Straw, |> ton, 5 OCfaO 00
lb,
Malden, Mass., brought the remains of their what lie
Burgess, Noank for Brunswick.
pays I am unable to learn-A
Chicken, fe) lb,
of Palermo spent Feb. 21st with Mr. and
10„«12 Turkey, |> lb.
1<%18
little boy here Feb. 16tli for burial. They
1 1-2 a.3
FOREIGN PORTS.
Calfskins,
50&75 Tallow',
large number of strangers from Rockland
Mrs. Henry Mahoney-Mr, M. Goddard of
It),
14(0;Id
Veal,
lb,
Duck,
fc>
<j@7
are stopping at George Grant’s....The W. R.
sch.
6.
Feb.
Ar,
Henry Crosby* Eggs,
Barbadoes,
and other places were cat.chiug pickerel on
'14 Wool, unwashed, 12(a,13
Camden was at Arad Mahoney’s Feb 17th...
doz,
Surinam.
C. met with Mrs. A. R. Myrick Feb. 17th.
Fowl,
lb,
8@l0 Wood, hard, 3 50(a5 00
the Stevens
pond last week-Arthur
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H. Arnold of Belfast were
Newcastle, N. S. W., Feb. 12. Ar, ship Reaper, Geese,<§>fc> lb,
I3;a.l5 Wood, soft, 3 00^3 50
for Honolulu.
-There were no services here
Sunday. Ritchie, our young lawyer, began a term of Young, Tagal to load coal
in town last week, the guests of his parents,
Retail Market.
Retail Price.
Port Elizabeth, C. G. H., Feb. 17. Ar, bark
Rev. E. S. Burrill was sick and unable to
in
the
York.
school
New
village Monday morning. Grace Lynwood, Gilley,
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Arnold-David Thomhigh
00dl 00
bbl,
Beef,corned, |> lb, 7a8 Lime,
here or at Troy. He is better at this
16. Sld, bark Rebecca Crow- Butter salt, 14 lb
Feb.
Amsterdam,
preach
18
Oat
^3 u4
was
hurt
at
lb,
Meal,
_David Boynton
bag,
quite badly
as of Lincolnville spent a few days last week
ell. Dow, Surinam.
37 Onions, |> lb,
Corn,
bu,
|>
L. Ames of Skowhegan
3^.4
writing-Frank
the Stevens mill last week. It appears that
with Albert Marriner-Mrs. Abbie MarriHong Kong, Jan. 3. Sld, ship Sachem, New Cracked Corn,
37 Oil,kerosene, gal, 12al3
bu,
is the guest of C. G. Bartlett_Mr. aud
York; 13, cld, ship R. R. Thomas, ( elm.
Corn Meal.
37 Pollock, p lb,
3 l-2va5
bu,
a pitch fork is used to cast off a band, and
ner has returned from Nortliport_Ernest
sch.
Maiah
Hart. Wil
Tampico, Feb., 11. Ar,
15{a 1 d Pork, |) lb,
6(0 7
Cheese, |> lb,
Frank Rice of Lynn, Mass., visitMrs.
while performing that duty in some manner
liams, Baltimore.
Cotton Seed, £> cwt, 1 25 Planer, %) bbl,
1.12
Piper of Belfast was in town Feb. 14th and ed bis parents las: week,
Mr. and Mrs. H.
Buenos Ayres, Jan. 16. Sld, bark Mabel I. Mey- Codfish, dry, |> lb
3
Meal, fc> lb
was thrown out of his hands and
5@9
Rye
fork
the
was pleasantly entertained by three young
B. Rice-Dr. Cook is quite sick....Proers, Meyers, for-.
Shorts,
Cranberries,
fc> cwt,
qt,
5^9
70^ 75
ladies... .Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Foss and Mrs. gressive whist is getti g to be all the rage one of the tines struck him in the abdomen
Clover Seed,
lb,
5(a51-2
lb, 11(0.12 Sugar,
MARINE MISCELLANY.
.The High school began Feb. 22nd inflicting quite a bad wound. It was noth35
Flour, |) bbl, 4 50^6 75 Salt, T. 1.. fc>
Frank Moody of Centre Belmont spent Feb. here..
H G.Seed, bu, l V0(a2 00 Sweet Potatos,
with a full attendance with A. Blanchard ing serious, however, and he is about town
Chavtkus. Sch. Herald, New York to Demer2@3
Wheat
1-2
lb
New
K.
York
Lard,
17th with Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Pennell.
to
8(&9
Meal,
Isaiah
Stetson,
3^3
Sch.
this
at
as teacher.
ara, $1,725.
writing.
ville

Is still on, though many of the
goods
offered at opening have been
closed
Here are some of the best
things that
are still on hand :

—

honey recently. ..Ernest Mahoney is visiting
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John MahoneyThe church Sociable Thursday evening,Feb.
Pure
18th, w’as a success. A fine program was
Celebrated for its great leavening
given and excellent music was furnished
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week.Mr. and Mrs. Joel Fernald are
Tuesday night. The funeral will be held at
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the Friends’ Chapel Friday, at 10 o'clock a.
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in....John \1. Dow, who has been very sick,
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LEGISLATIVE NOTICES.
COMMITTEE HEARINGS.
JUDICIARY.
The committee

IS UP-TO-DATE,

Judiciary will give a pub''
hearing in its room at the state House in A igu
Thursday, Feb. 23, 1807. at 2 odd «d< p m
on

■>

the

resolve of the Somer-et c..uut v
Grange in favor of the cash system lor

highways.
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repairing

KNOWETOX. Secretary.

The committee on Judiciary .vill give
pn >ii.
hearing in its room at the Stale House in Aug 1-1
*<•!.•.,-u
m.. .,n
Wednesday, March 3. IS'*7 ,:
act to dispense with a grand jury at theJauuirv
term of the Supreme Coui t in Waldo e*»unt-.. ,• a
to change the time of holding the October' m h

like the X I.*a\ >, t hand the Bicycle.
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“That Tired F-ee;
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of said
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court.
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J. KNOW 1 TON.

puts your .Blood jam!
order, gives v«>.i \ IT1
STRENGTH.
Cures
Rheumatism and IS.,

Sc y

magic.
SEA AND SHORE FISHERIES

Thursday, Feb. 23. at 2 30 p m., 'it an act 1
amend section 43 of chapter 40. of the Revised
Statutes, relating to taking salmon m pen os,
river; also remotest 1 ance of 1.. P. Haekett !. H
Duncan, J. F. Hichborn, \l\a Parker, Harvey
Heath, Geo. VV. Abbott and others against same.
E. A W Y M \ N (‘haii-man.
Iw8
F. S STEVEN'S. Secretary.
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Remember there is n<>
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you know that |
many a pretty brand ;
that looks well upon ;
! a flour barrel is stem !
filed upon it in the
grocer’s back sluM'/

ES MADE FROM SELECTEE

Someti
from one mill, somet imes fr<<m anotherwherever he can purchase cheapest. What
is such a brand as
that worth ?

BEST

^xxxx^.

When You Buy

Pillsbury’s
BEST

You

Mt^soiiyfpr's

buy a brand that is guaranteed by the
largest Hour mills in the world.
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Uelfast, Feb.
give notice that on
I> 1807. a Warnin'
was issued by tjeo.K Johnson..)
of Insolvency tor said County d W
estate of THOMAS COL\i\ M'M
fast, in said County adjudged n
Debtor, on petition ot said Debtor,
was tiled on the 18th day ot Febri
to which date interest on claim**
puted. ibat the payment of ai
said Debtor, as d the transfer an
property by him are forbidden
meeting of the creditors ot said 1
their debi> and choose one or in n
his estate will be held at a Court
be hidden at the Probate oilier in
the 10th day of March, A. D. 18:r.
in the afternoon.
(iiven under my hand the date m
SAMUEL (i
ten.
Sheriff, as Messenger of the Com
for said County of Waldo.
This is

to
February. A

For Sale
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to Rent.

or

square piano,
(lit Ion.
Apply to
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TOOK, Belfast.

NOTICE.
1

hereby forbid all persons chopping

off any

w<

od

on

my farm

on

the

or

hauling

back road

Searsport, under penalty of t he law.
GKO. W. COTTRELL.

Belfast, Feb. 25, 1890.—3w8*
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